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FOREWORD

The increasing recognition of the importance of reading is reflected in the increasing
quantity and quality of graduate programs preparing reading specialists. Although this
certainly works for the ultimate benefit of the populations we serve, it sometimes causes
confusion for those educators who want to select a school for additional training in the
field.

A decision to dedicate one's efforts to the inprovement of reading generally
carries with it the realization that these efforts promise to be more productive if they
are based on sound graduate work. But where? And with whom? It is not possible to
know the school or the person with whom one must work in reading; there are many
fine programs from which to choose.

A wise decision cannot be made without some knowledge of the various possibil-
ities which, short of writing individual letters, have not been available until now. Enter
Stanley F. Wanat, Director of Research for the International Reading Association.

Dr. Wanat has gathered and prepared a sourcebook of information on graduate
programs and faculty in reading which will prove invaluable to the student exploring the
many possibilities for additional training. Contained in this one, easy-to-use volume is
the kind of information that has long been needed. Making this information available
serves as a truly worthwhile contribution to the profession.

William K. Durr, President

International Reading Association

1972-1973
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INTRODUCTION
The International Reading Association receives many requests for information about
teacher-education programs in the field of reading. These requests come from experi-
enced teachers interested in further study, from prospective teachers: from teacher-
trainers interested in the structure of other programs, and from a variety of other
educational specialists.

The development of this publication initiates a comprehensive data bank on pro-
grams in reading which will be maintained and regularly updated by the Association.
Through this publication, those interested in the field of reading can conveniently
obtain information on approximately 200 graduate reading programs. Each description
covers a number of different facets of the program, and it is important to read the
section on "How to Use this Publication" in order to effectively use information col-
lected here.

It must be kept in mind that the inclusion of a program in this listing does not
imply an endorsement by the Association. The absence of a program from this listing
indicates that the institution in question did not submit information on its reading
program. The only grounds for not including a program in this listing was lack of data
for that institution.

Every effort has been made to provide for comprehensive coverage. Requests for
information were sent to all institutions found in the listings, as well as to all
colleges, schools, and departments of education on th ational Reading Associa-
tion's mailing lists. Additionally, all of the institutions on the Association's listingor
graduate reading programs were contacted, and an announcement about the develop-
ment of this publication was made at the meeting of the college teachers of reading at
the 1972 annual convention of the International Reading Association in Detroit.
Follow-up letters were sent to institutions that did not respond to the first request for
information.

The person who filled out the questionnaire for his institution is responsible for
the accuracy of the information contained in that description, and for the inclusion or
exclusion of individuals in his institution's listing. Only two types of content changes
were necessitated in editing and transcribing the information contained in the question-
naires. First, there was a small number of cases in which the information provided for a
given faculty member clearly indicated that he had been listed in the wrong category. In
such cases, the faculty member's name was moved to the appropriate section. Second,
certain pieces of information were omitted because the information reported was un-
clear.

For further information about a particular program, the reader should write to the
person listed as Program Director.

The Editor wishes to express his thanks to the International Reading Association staff members who
helped in the development of this publication, especially Linda M. Robinson who typed the manuscript.
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HOW TO USE THIS PUBLICATION

The programs described in this publication are arranged alphabetically by states. The
programs within each state are arranged alphabetically by institution under that state.

1

Program director The name and address of the person responsible for the reading
program is listed immediately under the name of the institution. This is the person who
should be contacted for further information about the program.

Degrees available This line notes the degrees offered by the institution for people
interested in reading. At-some institutions, there is a second line of information listing
any additional special degrees, certificates, or diplomas offered by the institution in the
area of reading.

Number of students in graduate program This table provides information on the
size of the graduate program. The number of students is divided into the following
categories: those working on a master's degree and those workingon a doctorate. These
two groups are subdivided into those studying full time, and those studying part time.
The use of a dash () in this table means that there were no students in the particular
category. Use of the symbol N/A means that the information was Not Available to the
editor because the institution did not provide it. N/A may also mean that the particular
category was Not Applicable to the program at that institution. It should be kept in
mind that the number of students in a particular category may vary from year to year.

Career interests of students This table provides information on what students
from each program do when they complete their degree work. Each institution was
asked to indicate the current activities of the people who graduated from their program
during the previous year. Information is broken down into the following categories:
elementary level, encompassing program graduates who are now employed full time
with primary responsibility for reading at the elementary level (through grade six) as
teachers, clinicians, consultants, or supervisors; secondary level, encompassing program
graduates wit° are now employed full time with primary responsibility for reading at the
junior or senior high level (grades seven through twelve) as teachers, clinicians, consult-
ants, or supervisors; and college level, encompassing program graduates who are now
employed full time as college-level teachers concerned with teaching reading or with
training reading specialists. Note that the number of people tallied in this last category
may not reflect program graduates who are employed in college-level research, adminis-
trative, or consulting positions, or those working with non-college adult students. The
number of people included in the elementary, secondary, and college employment
categories is subdivided into those whose highest degree is a master's degree and those
who hold the doctorate.

The use of a dash () in this table means that there was no one in that particular
category. Use of the symbol N/A means that the information was Not Available; that is,
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the institution did not provide it. N/A may also mean that the particular category was
Not Applicable to the program at that institution. It should be kept in mind that the
number of graduates in a particular category may vary from year to year. Also note that
these data on the career interests of students provide information on people who are
employed full time, and who had been full time candidates for a degree.

Faculty Individuals listed under this heading spend at least 50 percent of their
time teaching in the reading program. The listing for each faculty member includes his
highest earned degree, the major field of study in which that degree was awarded, the
institution awarding that degree, and the year in which it was awarded.

The second line in each faculty 'limber's listing includes his current rank, and his
current activities in the reading program. These activities indude teaching responsibili-
ties, supervision of student teachers in the field, conducting research, working on the
development of materials and techniques, and administrative responsibilities. For any
activity to be listed here, the faculty member must spend at least 25 percent of his time
on that activity. The activities of each faculty member are listed in descending order of
time commitment, with those activities requiring more of his time coming first, and
those requiring less time listed later. As has been noted, the individuals listed in this
faculty section spend at least 50 percent of their time teaching in the reading program.

Associated staff Individuals listed under this heading spend at least 50 percent of
their time working in the reading program on some combination of responsibilities in
teaching, supervising student teachers in the field, conducting research, working on the
development of materials and techniques, and administration. The difference between
individuals listed as associated staff and those listed as faculty is that faculty members
spend at least 50 percent of their time teaching in the reading program, while associated
staff members spend at least 50 percent of their time on some combination of
responsibilities in the reading program. The information listed for associated staff
members follows the same pattern as for the faculty listed immediately above.

Faculty in related fields Individuals listed under this heading spend at least 25
percent of their time working in the reading program on some combination of responsi-
bilities in teaching, supervising student teachers in the field, conducting research.
working on the development of materials and techniques, and administration. Faculty
members in this section usually have their primary responsibility to another department.
The primary difference between those listed as faculty in related fields and those listed
as associated staff is quantitative, with faculty in related fields spending at least 25
percent of their time in the reading program, while associated staff spend at least 50
percent of their time in the reading program. The information provided on faculty in
related fields includes their rank, their "home" department, and their responsibilities in
the reading program.

Special resources This section lists any special programs, centers, clinics, labora-
tories, or institutes that are available to graduate students in the reading program.
Activities listed here are the responsibility of the person(s) named in parentheses after
the item. Items are listed here if a faculty member with the rank of instructor or above
spends at least 25 percent of his time on that activity.

Courses offered This is a listing of the standard reading courses available through
a particular reading program at least once each year. Immediately following this list may
be found any additional courses available through that program.

3



Alabama

AUIUIJ UNIVERSITY

Proems. director Arthur Loss, Department of Elementary Education
Auburn University, Auburn, Alabama 36630

Degrees available Ned Ed0

Special douses specialist in education

Number of students in graduate pronras

full-tins in seaters degree program
full-time in doctoral degree program 6pert-time in meters degree program 7 part-time in doctoral degree program 2

Career interests of students

last year's full -tine graduate degree number sho now have number rho now have
candidates now employed full -time at: only masters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level
Secondary level

College .level

7

2

?acuity

NOLAND, Ronald C., MID in elementary education frail/
Southern Nissiesippi in 1968

Assistant professor teaching

ROUCITON, Eder L., PhD in elementary education from U South Carolina in 1963
Associate professor teaching

Associated staff

ALUM, Elisabeth, PhD in elementary education from U Southern Mississippi in 1963
Asisteat professor teaching

SIGHT, Jane P.. PhD in elementary education !mil] Alabama la 1963
Assistant professor teaching

Special resources

Reading clinic (Ronald O. Roland)
Maass laboratory (Sager L. Boughton)

Courses offered

4 curriculumdavelopnont and supervision

7 foundations or survey of reading

introduction to diagnosis aid correction of reeding and learning problems

10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicua in reading

13 field experiences under the direction of a reeding clinician
14 field experiences under the direction of a reading consultant in a school setting
15 field aperients& under the direction of a reading supervisor
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FLORENCE STATE UNIVERSITY

Program director W.L. Crocker, Education-Psychology, Florence State University
Florence, Alabama 35630

Degrees available MA

Special degrees department recognition in certification

Number of students in graduate prawns

full-time in nesters degree program 12 full -ties in doctoral degree program

part-time in masters degree program 17 part-time in doctoral degree program

Career in f students

last year's full-time graduate degree number rho now have number who now have

candidates now employed full -time at: only maters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level 8

Secondary level, 2

1College level

Faculty

REEVES, Joanne, EdD in elementary education from U Alabama in 1969
Associate professor teaching

VAT, Lula, EdD in child psychology from Michigan State U in 1958
Professor teaching

Special resources

University reading clinic (Lula Way)

Courses offered

2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children aid /or adolescents
6 course work in admiaistrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading
8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading

12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of readies program
13 field experiences under the direction of a reading clinician
14 field experiences under the direction of a reading consultant in a school setting



TROY STATE UNIVERSITY

program director N.P. Lewis, Department of Education, Troy State University
Troy, Alabama 36081

Dowses available MS

Special degrees

Amber of students in graduate program

full-time in masters degree program - full -time in doctoral degree program
part-time in nesters degree plrgram 40 part -tine in doctoral degree program

Greer interests of students

«,,last year's full -tine graduate degree somber who now have amber who nom here
candidates now employed full-time at: only masters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level No full-time students
Secondary level enrolled in
College level graduate reeding program

Faculty

NOLAND, Justin L., SID in elementary education from Auburn U is 1971
Assistant professor teaching

PARKER, Charlie V., MEd in educational peychology from Auburn U in 1960
Assistant professor teaching

Courses offered

2 individual testing

7 foundations or survey of readies

S introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems

10 introductory clinical or laboratory predict is reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory predict= in diagnosis and remedistios of reading difficulties



Arizona

ARIZONA STATE UNIVERSITT

Program director Nicholas J. Silvaroll, Reading Center, Collage of Education
Arizona State University, Tempe, Arizona 85281

Deimos available NI Sid FAD PhD

Spacial degrees reading 'metallic stomp

Number of students in graduate program

full-tim in masters degree program 23 full-time in doctoral degree program 10
part-tine in masters degree program 52 part-time in doctoral degree program 4

Career interests of minlams

last yeses fell-time graduate degree
camdidates mew ampleyed full-time at:

amber who on have Ember Um um have
only nesters degree doctoral degree

Umestary level 11 -
Secondary level 9 -

College level 4

Faculty

INNARDS, Jabs L. MID in reeding edueatioa from Arises. State U in 1965
*modiste professor teaching, and administering college reading program

MOODS, lush Donald, EdD in readily' oducatioa from U Oregon is 1967
Assistant professor teaching clinical reeding

JONES, Daisy Marvel, R4D in =adios edema.. free Mime U la 1947
Professor teaching at inestary readies

'TERCET, Dorothy J., PhD in reading educative from U Arizona
A...Mat* professor teachis semedary reading

SILVANDLI, Michela. J. IdD in reading education from Syracuse U is 1963
Professor [Lai.; elmmeatari readies, sad admiaisteriss prase..

VRATCN, Jammstre, PhD in elementary edecatim'from Nee York U in 1953
Prefemor wackily' individualized reading

MU, Selma, PhD in reading sducatioa from Arises. State U in 1972
Assistant professor teaching

Associated staff o

DAILEY, Den, Ed0 in reading from Arizona StamVia 1972
Teaclileg associate resat.g elsenatary readies

BUMP, Ashley, IdD is reading from Arizona State V is 1972
Teackiessimociats teaching elessatary reading

MINN, Johm, PhD is realms from Arizona State V in 1972
?maim associate Machin almostary read's'

1

Courses offered

Iseasuramateagiorevalustio.
2 individual tasting
3 child sad/or salesesar psychology
4 curriculum devel.pmeat dad supersisiom
5 literature for Mildres amdiar *Miasmas
6 comae work la administrative irecaderea
7 feemdatioas or survey of readies
S larzalectios to diasmais sad carnotite of cedillas and harming problem
9 Maimed &Nadela awl correcties of reading dad learning problems
10 fatroductery clinical or laboratory practices in mailing
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practices is diagnosis dad mmediatios of reading difficulties
12 advamed work in the develemestal aspects of a readies prosrae
13 field experleaces under the direction of a mediae cliniciam
14 field esperlances under the direction of a reading comultamt in a school setting
15 field asperiemcza under the direction of a maim supervisor



Arizona

NORTHERN ARIZONA UNIVERSITY

Program director Edward Dejnoaka, Department of Curriculum and Instru^'ion
College of Education, Northern Arizona University
Flagstaff, Arizona 86001

Ds aaaaa available MS EdD

Special degrees EdS

Number of students in graduate program

full -tine in masters degree pro$ 20 full -time in doctoral degree program
part -time in masters degree program 80 part -time in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full -time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

number who now have number who now have
only masters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level N/A
Seconder), level N/A

College level N/A

Faculty.

HUITT, Ray, EdD in elementary administration from U Nebraska in 1964
Associate professor teaching, and supervising

ODLE, Florence, MEd in elementary education from U Southert California in 1966
Assistant professor teaching

RAMPEAU, John F., EdD in reading from Stanford U in 1956
Professor teaching

Special resources

University reading lab (John V. Rambeau)

Courses offered

1 measurement and /or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology

4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of readiAg

8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading

12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading program
13 field overtone.' under the dire 'ion of a reading clinician

saw appreachas to readies

issuss in readingcontrovAr
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Arizona

UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA

Program director Kenneth J. Smith, Department of Reading
University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona 85721

Degrees available MA MEd EdD PhD

Special degrees EdS

Number of student. in graduate program

full-time in masters degree program 21 full-time in doctoral degree program 8

part-time in masters degree program 97 part-time in doctoral degree program 6

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

number who now have number who now have
only masters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level 40
Secondary. level 10

College level 2

Faculty

AMES, Wilbur S., PhD in reading from U Missouri in 1965
Associate professor teaching secondary reading and foundations of reading, and
conducting research on the reading process

ANSLEY, Elizabeth M., EdD in educational administration from U Southern Mississippi in 1962
Professor teaching fundamentals of reading, and teaching supervision and curriculum
development in reading

NAYS, Warren S., EdD in reading from U Arizona in 1972
Assistant professor teaching remedial reading and differential approaches

MELNIK, Amelia, Degree in guidance and reading from Teachers College-Columbia U in 1960
Professor teaching courses on reading research and foundations of reading

SMITE, Kenneth J., EdD in reading from U Missouri in 1963
Professor teaching decoding skills and reading h, and administering program

VALMONT, William J., PhD in reading from U Delaware in 1969
Associate professor teaching diagnosis and remediation, supervising reading
practice, and administering reading clinic

Aesociated staff

CLEMEIISON, Margaret, MA in elementary education from U South Dakota in 1968
-Research assistant working in reading resource. center

Faculty in related fields

VAN ALLEN, Roach, Professor of elementary education teaching language experience courses

Special dsources

Reading resources center (Kenneth J. Smith and Margaret Clemenson)

Co ffered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading
8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reeding and learning problem.

JINT, 9 advanced diagnosis and correction'of reading and learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading

9



Arizona

UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA (continued)

11 advanced clinics1 or laboratory practicua in diagnosis and remediation of reading difficulties
12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading program
13 field experiences under the direction of a reading clinician
14 field experiences under the direction of a reading consultant in a school setting
15 field experiences under the direction of reading supervisor

teaching decoding skills
remedial reading in the classroom
the reading process
reading research
secondary reading
college and adult reading
reading and ethnic differences
differential approaches

10



Arkansas

ARKANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY

Program director Ray Simpson, College of Education
Arkansas State University, State University, Arkansas 72467

Degrees available MS

Special degrees

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in masters degree program 15 full-time in doctoral degree program
pert-time in masters degree program 62 pa,t -time in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graudate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

number who now have number who now have
only masters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level 12

Secondary level 1

College level 1

Faculty

CONAWAY, Baron D., EdD in reading from Auburn U in 1966
Associate professor teaching, and supervising

CROSSWAITE, Burton. PhD in reading from Illinois Southern in 1966
Associate prciessor teaching

Faculty in related fields

ABBOTT, Robert, Professor of psychology teaching individual psychological testing

BURNS, John, Associate professor of psychology teaching personality development, mental
hygiene, and abnormal psychology

Special resources

University reading clinic (Baron D. Conaway)

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum developbent and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading
8 introduction to diagnosan and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory prncticun in diagnosis and resediation of reading difficulties

11



HENDERSON STATE COLLEGE

Program director J.T. Wright, Department of Elementary Education
Henderson State College, 722 South 22nd Street
Arkadelphia, Arkansas 71923

Degrees available

Special degrees KSE

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in masters degree program 2 full-ties in doctoral degree, program
part-time in degree program 46 part-time in doctors degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degge number who now have number who now have
candidates now employed full-time ats only masters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level 6
Secondary level 2

College level 1

Faculty

HOMO', Preston, PhD in educational administration and elementary education from East Texas
State U in 1967

Associate professor teaching, and supervising student teachers

Courses offered

1 measuresent and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology

4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading

8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems

10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading

12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading program



Arg limas

STATE COLLEGE OF ARKANSAS

Program director Audis L. Lynch, Department of Education
State College of Arkansas, Conway, Arkansas 72032

De grees available MEd

Special degrees

Number of students in graduate mares

full-time in masters d program
part-time in master. degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

42 full-time in doctoral
18 part-time in doctoral

degree program
degree program

Elementary level
Secondary level

College level

number who now have number who now have

only masters degree doctoral degree

14

3

N/A

Faculty

HOGGARD, J. Kendall, MS in administration from 0 Arkansas in 1946

Associate professor teaching

LYNCH, Helen, &ID in elementary education from 0 Arkansas in 196'
Associate professor teaching, and supervising in the Loading center

PATTERSON, Mabel Grey, EdS in curriculum frau George Peabody C for Teachers
Associate professor teaching

Faculty in related fields

HARDY, H.S., Professor teaching research methods

HOLLAND, Jeff, Associate professor teaching administration and organization of reading programs

THOMAS, Neil, Associate professor teaching foundations of reading

STARK, Bert, Jr., Professor teaching research and the literature in reading

m.aourcsesScia

Reading center (J. Kendall Hoggard)

Reading resources center (J. Kendall Hoggard)

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading
8 introducation to nelsons and correctio of reading and learning problems

10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practicum in diagnosis and resonation of reading difficulties

14 field experiences under the direction of a reading consultant in a school setting

research and the literature in reeding
research methods
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California

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, CHICO

Program director James F. Lindsey, California State University
Chico, California 95926

Degrees available MA

Special d

Number of students in graduate proven

full-time in wasters degree program 64 full-time in doctoral degree program
paft-time in ma degree program 22 part-time in doctoral degree program

Career in f students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-ties at:

Faculty

number who now have number who now have
only masters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level 18
Secondary level 4
College level 2

CONVERSE, Daniel J., PhD in behavioral science from U Delaware in 1969
Assistant professor teaching reading methods and in cliuic, and supervising
reading clinic

JOHNSON, Barbara, FAD in elementary education from U California, Los Angeles, in 1970
Assistant professor teaching methods, and supervising student teachers

LINDSEY, James F., EdD in curriculum from U California, Berkeley, in 1964
Professor teaching, and administering program

RICHIOND, James E., MA in reading from California State U, Chico, in 1969
Assistant professor teaching methods, and supervising student teachers

SUMER, Sidney W., RAD in curriculum from U California, Berkeley, in 1965
Professor teaching courses in research and diagnosis

TOUSEY, Carolyn, MA in reading from California State U, Chico, in 1971
Instructor teaching methods, and supervising student teachers

Faculty in related fields

OETTEL, Arnold, Associate prof f psychology working in clinical program

HICKS, David, Professor of psychology working in clinical program

LANNERT, James D.. Professor of speech working in clinical program

Special resources

Reading center (Daniel J. Converse)

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading

8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis-and correction of reading and learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading

11 advaseed clinical or laboratory practicum in diagnosis and remediation of reading difficulties
12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading program

Ma.
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California

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, LONG BEACH

Program director Charles Meyers, Department of Elementary Education
California State University, 6101 E. 7th S
Long Beach, California 90840

Degrees available MA

Special degrees reading specialist certificate

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in masters degree program
part-time in masters degree program

5 full-time in doctoral degree program
50 part -tine in doctoral degree program

Number of students in reading specialist program

full-time 3

pert-time 80

Career f students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

Elementary level
Secondary level
College level

number who now have number who now have
only masters degree doctoral degree

N/A
N/A
NIt

Faculty

GRAHAM, Darold, EdD in secondary and higher reading from U Florida in 1968
Assistant professor teaching reading in content areas

KOPPENHAVEll, Albert, EdD in elementary education from U Southern California in 1911
Assistant professor teaching

NEWCASTLE, Helen, PhD in educational psychology from U Arizona in 1970
Assistant professor teaching

PHEARMAN, Leo, PhD in elementary education from U Iowa in 1948
Professor teaching

ROSTER, Arlene, EdD in elementary education from U Southern California in 1954
Professor teaching, and supervising

SUGIMOTO, Roy, PhD in secondary reading from U Southern California in 1966
Assistant professor teaching reading in content areas

TABOR, Doris, EdD in educational psychology from U Nebraska in 1967
Associate professor teaching methods, and individualized reading

THOMPSON, Olive, EdD in curriculum from U Southern California in 1952

Professor teaching

Faculty in related fields

BERNSTEIN, Norms, Assistant professor teaching wands
SCOONOVER, Delmer, Assistant professor teaching

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading
8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems

10 introductory clinical or laboratory precticum in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practicum in diagnosis and rased/sties of reading difficulties
12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of s reading program
13 field ',wariest,* under the direction of a reading clinician
14 field experiences under the direction of a reading consultant in a school setting

15 field experiences under the direction of s reading supervisor
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California

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, LOS ANGELES

Program director Carleton E. Shay, School of Education, California State University
5151 State University Drive, Los Angeles, California 90032

Deereei available HA

Special degrees

Number of students in graduate 10imm

full-time in nesters degree program N/A full-tine in doctoral degree program

part-time in masters degree prograr N/A part-time in doctoral degree Program

Career interests of studenth

last year's full -time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

number who now have number who now have

only masters degree doctoral degree

Elemental level N/A

Secondary level N/A

College level N/A

Faculty

BERM, Norman, MD in reading from State U of New York in 1966

Associate professor teaching
JONES, John O., EdD in elementary education from U of California. Berkleley, in 1963

Professor teaching
SCHUBERT, Delvyn G., PhD in reading from Northwestern U in 1949

Professor teaching, and administering reading clinic

Associated staff

ARMEN, Constance E., PhD in childhood education from Claremont Graduate School in 1968

Associate professor teaching
DOLLING, Rexford W., EdD in educational administration and supervision from U Southern

California in 1960
Professor teaching

CHING, Doris C., EdD in elementary education from Harvard U in 1960

Professor teaching
CRAWFORD, Alan N., MD in elementary curriculum from U of California, Los Angeles, in 1970

Assistant professor teaching, and supervising
ROBINSON, Gertrude A., MD in secondary education from New York U in 1956

Profesaor teaching
TICKER, Relen B., MD in elementary education from U Southern California in 1961

Professor teaching
ZINSNASTEI, Canna K., MD in childhood education from Teachers College-Columbia U in 1962

Professor teaching

Faculty in related fields

SWAY, Carleton, 3., Professor of educational foundations administering prove..

Special resources

leading clinic (Delvyn G. Schubert)

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or ripse cents

6 course work in administrative Pridures
7 foundations or survey of reading
6 introduction to diagnosis and corrillaion of reading and learning problems

9 advanced diagnosis and correction OF reading and learning problems

10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicer in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practicer in diagnosis and resedistion of reading difficulties

12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading program
13 field experiences under the direction of a reading clinician
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California

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, SACRAMENTO

Program director George Gardner, Department of Teacher Education
California State University, Sacramento, California

Degrees available MA

Special degrees

Number of students in graduate Program

full-time in misters degree program 6

part-time in misters degree program 61

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

Elementary level
Secondary level

College level

95819

full-time in doctoral degree program
part-time in doctoral degree program

number who now have number who now have
only waters degree doctoral degree

5
1

N/A

Faculty

RAMAN, Henry A., EdD in language arts from Stanford U ic 1952
Professor teaching

BRADLEY, John, MA in psychology from California State U, Sacramento, in ;968
Assistant professor teaching, and supervising

EDWARDS, Robert, MA in veading from Arizona State U in 1969
Assistant prAessor teaching, and supervising

HARTLEY, Ruth, PhD in reading fros Stanford U in 1968
Assistant professor teaching, and supervising

PLESSAS, Gus, MD in elementary education from U California, Berkeley, in 1958
Professor teaching, and supervising

POE, Maurice, MD in reading from U Oregon in 1968
Assistant professor teaching

SCHMIDT, Barbara, PhD in teacher education from U California, Berkeley, in 1972
Assistant professor teaching, and supervising

Faculty in related fields

ILDUCWVID, Eleanor, Associate professor of early childhcoe education supervising student
teachers

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading
6 introduction to 6/naval' and correction of reading and learning problems

10 introductory clinical or ory patetismo in reading
9 advanced diagnosis end of reading and learning problems

11 advanced clinical or laboratory-practicum in diagnosis and mediation of reading difficulties
12 :Advanced work in the developmentaraipects of a reading program
13 field experieecss under the direction of reading clinician
14 field experiences under thi-Orection of a reading consultant in school twitting

15 field experiences under the direction of a reeding supervisor
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California

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, SAN DIEGO

Program director Ramon R. Rosa, Clinical Training Center

California State University, San Diego, California 92115

Degrees available MA

Special degrees reading specialist credential within 2 years

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in masters degree program N/A full-time in doctoral degree program
part-time in masters degree program N/A part-time io doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

-number who now have number who now have
only masters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level N/A
Secondary level N/A
College level N/A

Faculty

BEGIER, George, PhD in psychology from the New School in 1964

Assistant professor teaching, and supervising

CURRY, Joan, PhD in curriculum from Boston U

Assistant professor teaching basic reading, advanced reading,

LA PRAY, Margaret, PhD in educational psychology from Cornell U in 1960
Professor teaching, and supervising

MORRIS, William Perot, PhD io reading education from Indiana U in 1970
Associate professor teaching

ROSS, Ramon R., EdD in reading free U Oregon in 1960

Professor teaching, supervising, and administering program

and supervising

Faculty in related fields

CLARY, Virginia, Assistant professor of social service working in interdisciplinary program

KINNON, Willis., Professor of psychology working in interdisciplinary program

TRILE, Edmund, Associate professor of speech pathology and audiology working in
interdisciplinary program

Special resources

Clinical training center (Ramon R. Ross)

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
S literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading

6 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reeding and learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory precaleus in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practicur in diagnosis and reeediation of reading difficulties
12 advanced work in the davelopseatal aspects of a reading program
13 field experiences under the direction of s reading clinician
14 field experiences under the direction of a reading consultant in school setting
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California

FRESNO STATE COLLEGE

Program director Arne Nixon, Department of Elementary Education
Fresno State College, Maple and Shaw

Fresno, California 93710

Degrees available MA

Special degrees

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in masters degree program 5 full-time in doctoral degree program
part-time in masters degree program 51 part-time in doctoral degree program

Career in f students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-tine at:

Elementary level
Secondary level

College level

number who now have number who now have
only meters degree doctoral degree

2

Faculty

WADLEY, Metrics, EdD in education from U Pennsylvania in 1954
Associate professor teaching, and supervising

MARTIN, John E., EdD in education from U Oklahoma in 1956
Professor teaching, supervising, and administering

SLOAN, Forrest E., EdD in education from Colorado State D in 1961
Professor teaching, and supervising

Special resources

Reading center (John E. Martin)

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation

3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents

7 foundations or survey of reading
8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problem

10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading

13 field experiences under the direction of a reading clinician



California

LOYOU UNIVERSITY, LOS ANGELES

Program director Paul Schummln, Department of Education, Loyola University
7101 West 80th Street, Los Angeles, California 90045

Degrees available MEd

Special degrees

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in mestere degree program 3 full-time in doctoral degree program
part-time in masters degree program 41 part-time in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree number who now have number who now have
candidates now employed full-time at: only nesters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level N/A
Secondary level N/A
College level, N/A

Faculty

REILAND, Slater Mary Luke, EdD in education from Rutgers U in 1970

Assistant professor teaching foundations of reading, diagnostic and remedial
reading, and administering program

Faculty in related fields

MEEKER, Mary, Associate professor of psychology counseling students and teaching psychology

DE SENA, Paul, Associate professor of guidance-counsel/iv teaching psychology

LIGHTFOOT, Alfred. Assistant professor of sociology teaching sociology

O'FARRELL, John, Professor of philosophy teaching philosophy

Special resources

Reading center (Sister Mary Luke Reiland)

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation

3 child and/or adolescent psychology

S literature for children and/or adolescents

7 foundations or survey of reading
a introduction to diagnosis and correctioCof reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading

diagnostic and remedial speech
images of minority cultures in books for children (gL=4es X-8)
advanced statistics and research methods
advanced sociology of education
advanced philosophy of education
advanced psychology of education
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California

SAN FRANCISCO STATE COLLEGE

Pro ram director Robert Moore, Department of Elementary Education
San Francisco State College, 1600 Holloway Avenue
San Francisco, California 94132

Decrees available MA

Special decrees

Number of students in graduate program

full-tins in misters degree program 10 full -time in doctoral degree program
part-time in masters degree program SO part-time in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree number who now have number who now have
candidates now employed full-tins at: only seaters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level N/A
Secondary level N/A

College level N/A

Faculty

CAMILLO, Lawrence, EdD in vedins from Syracuse 0 in 1957
Professor teaching, and supervising student teachers

DUGGINS, Jaw, PhD in language arts from V California in 1970
Aasistant professor teaching, and supervising student touchers

LYNCH, Margaret, EdD in elementary curriculum from 11 California in 1962
Professor teaching, and supervising student teachers

NC COLLOUGE, Constance, PhD in reading from 11 Minnesota 1. 1947
FOnfessor teaching

ROGERS, Virginia, FAD in elementary education from Stanford 0 in 1154
Professor teaching, and supervising student teachers

Associated staff

GRIMM, Mary, MA in elementary education
Professor teaching clinic courses

Faculty in related fields

FALIE, .guis, Professor of counseling administering learning clinic program

Special resources

Learning clinic (Louis Falik)

Courses offered

1 messuremsnt and/or evaluation
2 individual testing

3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children sad/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
1 fousdattoss or survey of reading
8 introduction to diagnosis end correction of reading and learning problem
9 advanced diagnosis end correction of reeding and learaias problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory practices inn reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practices is diagnosis and resediation of reading difficulties
12 advanced work is the developmental aspects of a readies program
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California

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, RIVERSIDE

Fro rasifteWn Harry Singer, Reading and Language Development Program
School of Education, University of California
Riverside, California 92502

Degree available NA PhD

Special degrees reading specialist credential
Miller-Unruh credential

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in masters degree program 4 in doctoral degree program
par -time in masters degree program 1 part-time in doctoral degree program 1

Career interests of students

last yeael-full -time graduate degree number A. . have number who now have
candidates now emvsyed full-time at: only lusters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level
Secondary level

College level

Faculty

10

DONLON, Dan, PhD in English education from Stanford U in 1971
Assistant professor teaching, and conducting research

SINGER, harry, PhD in educational psychology from U California, Berkeley, in 1960
Professor teaching, and conducting research

Associated staff

BALOW, Irviig, PhD is education from U Minnesota in 1959
Professor administering, and teaching

Special resources

Miller-Unruh teachers, full-time staff members in the local schools, provide supervision for
clinical reading training in school settings

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents

7 foundations or survey of reading
introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading end learning problems

9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading

14 field experiences under the direction of reading consultant in a school setting

exceptional children
introductory linguistics
phonetics and phonemics
generative phonology
transformational-generative stammer
dialect
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California

UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC

Proves director John V. Schippers, Department of Curriculum and Instruction
School of Education, University of the Pacific

Stockton, California 95204

Degrees available MA EdD

Special degrees elementary and secondary teaching credentials

Number of students in graduate mem

full-time in masters degree pr.gram 14 full-time in doctoral degree program 3
part-time in masters degree program - part-time in doctoral degree program

Career interests of .:Ludents

Last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

number who now have number who now have
only masters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level N/A N/A
Secondary level N/A N/A
College level N/A N/A

Faculty

CURTIS, Juanita, EdD in elementary education frost U Arizona in 1964
Professor teaching, and supervising

LOWRY, Heath W., EdD in elementary education from U of the Pacific
Professor teaching

Associated staff

JENNINGS, Shirley, EdD in education from U of the Pacific in 1966
Assistant professor teaching

Special resources

Reading clinic (Heath W. Lowry)

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing

4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents

7 foundations or survey of reading
6 introduction to diagnosis end correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading

11 advanced clinical or laboratory practicun in diagnosis and remediation of

15 field experiences under the direction of a reading supervisor

reading in elementary education
reading instruction for secondary teachers
psychology of teaching reading

2)

reading difficulties



California

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

Program director Director, Reading Program
Department of Curriculum and Instruction

School of Education, University of Southern California
Los Angeles, California 90007

Degrees available

Special degrees

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in masters degree program 9 full-time in doctoral degree program 4
part-time in lusters degree program 20 part-time in doctoral degree program 16

Career interests of studezos

last year's full-tins graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

number who now have number who now have
only masters d.gree doctoral degree

Elementary level 15 1

Secondary level 3
College level 2 1

Faculty

RANSOM, erayce A., PhD in elementary education from U Southern California in 1967
Associate professor teaching, and administering

SMITH, Nila Banton, PhD in reading

Distinguished service professor teaching, and working on development

Faculty in related fields

BROWN, Charles M., Professor of elementary education teaching

GARDNER, James, Adjunct profs:160r of elementary education teaching course on counseling
approach to remedial reading

LEE, Grace, Clinical professor of elementary education
MOORE, Kenneth, Clinical professor of secondary education
POLLOCK, Sally, Clinical profeaso of elementary education
TEURNER, Vivian, Clinical professor of elementary education

Special resources

Diagnostic clinic
Clinic for remediation of reading disabilities
Full-time school for students with extreme reading disabilities
Reading improvement program for university students
Remedial program for illiterate adults

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading

introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading

11 advanced clinical or laboratory practicum in diagnosis and mediation of reading difficulties
12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading program
13 field experiences under the direction of a reading clinician

14 field experiences under the direction of a reading consultant in a school setting
15 field experiences under the direction of a reading supervisor

counseling approach to remedial reading
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Colorado

COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY

Program director Arvin C. Sloes, Department of Education
Colorado State University, Port Collins, Colorado 80521

Degrees available MEd

Special deems' reading teacher and specialist endorsement

Member of students in graduate program

full-time in masters degree program 16 full-ties in doctoral degree program
part-time in masters degree program 6 part-time in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree

candidates mow employed full-time at:
number who now have number who now have
only graters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level 1
Secondary level 1

College level 3

Faculty

BOTPWAN, Carolyn C., NA in reading from Pastern New Mexico U in 1968
Instructor teaching

WILLIAMS, Robert T., IAD in elementary education from U Tenses in 1970
Assistant professor teaching

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development end supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents

7 foundations or survey of reading

8 introduction to diagnosis and correctioa of feeding end learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory prattle= in reading

13 field experiences under the direction of a reading clinician

14 field experiences under the direction of a reading consultant in a school setting
15 field experiences under the direction of a reading supervisor
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Colorado

UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO

Program director Donald E. Carlin*, Reading Services Center, School
University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado 80302

De available MA MEd

Special degrees EdS

Dumber of students in graduate program

full-time in masters degree program
part-time in masters degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates no. employed full-time at:

MD PhD

of Education

30 full-time in doctoral degree program 5

75 part-time in doctoral degree program 30

number who now have number who now have
only masters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level 15 2

Secondary level 5

College level 2 1

Faculty

CABRERA, Arturo, EdD in language arts from U Colorado in 1963
Professor teaching, and working on development

CARLINE, Donald E., MD in reading frou Pennsylvania State U in 1960
Professor teaching diagnosti, and remedial reading

CLINE, Ruth, PhD in Englisa education from U Iowa in 1966
Associate professor teaching, and supervising

CURTIS, Willies:, EdD in language arts from Wayne State U
Associate professor teaching

caw, Donald, PhD in English education from Syracuse U in 1968
Associate professor teaching

LIVO, Norma, EdD in reading from U Pittsburg in 1969
Associate professor teaching, and supervising

WESTERBERG, Virginia, PhD from U Iowa
Professor teaching, and supervising

Associated staff

THOMAS, Barry, HA in reading from Colorado U in 1969
Instructor administering diagnositic and instructional mobile unit program

Faculty in related fields

LUX, Michael, Professor of educational psychology and special education working in
clinical program

Special resources

Diagnostic and instructional rails unit (Barry Thaws)
ERIC reading resources network center (Worms Live and Donald Gallo)
Reading services center (Donald E. Carlin.)
Study skills at the secondary level (Ruth Cline and Donald Gallo)

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child andior adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
S literature for children and/or adolescents
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Colorado

UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO (continued)

6 course work in administrative procedures

1 foundations or survey of reading

8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
introductory clinical or laboratory prcticum in reading

11 advanced clinical or laboratory prcticum in diagnosis and remediation of reading difficulties
12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading program
13 field experiences under the direction of a reading clinician
14 field experiences under the direction of a reading consultant in school setting
15 field experiences under the direction of a reading supervisor

reading and language arts for the experientially and linguistically deprived inner city child
seminar for the reading specialist



Colorado

UNIVERSITY 0! DENVER

prurs. director Robert Stalcup, School of Education
University of Denver, Denver, Colorado 80210

Degrees available MA

Special degrees

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in masters degree program 5 full-time in doctoral degree program
part-time in seaters degree program part-time in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree number who now have number who now have
candidates now employed full-time at only masters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level
Secondary level

College level

!gt

3

1

ADAMS, Phyllis. J., EdD in curriculum and supervision from U Denver in 1962
Professor teaching methods

WHEELER, Wilma, MA in elementary education from U Denver in 1965
Assistant professor teaching

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
S literature for children and/or adolescents

7 foundations or survey of reading
8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems

10 introductory clinical or laboratory precticum in reading

15 field experiences under the direction of reading supervisor

reading for the disadvantaged
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Colorado

UNIVERSITY Of Norman COLORADO

froarAtutUW Nicholas A. Glaser, Reading Center
University of Northern Colorado, Greeley, Colorado 80631

Degrees available NA EdD

Special degKees EdS

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in masters degree program 25 full-time in doctoral degree program 12
part-time in masters degree prograr 50 part-time in doctoral degree program 3

Number of students in specialist proven

full-time
part-time ,4

Career interests of students

last year's full-ties graduate degree number who now have number who nov have
casdidates now employed full -time at: only masters degree -doctoral degree

Elementary level 10 2
Secondary level 5 -

College level 3

Faculty

BROWN, Don A., EdD in educational psychology from U Oregon in 1964

Professor teaching secondary reading, bicultured reading, and college student
reading improvement

EURVAN, Arnold N., IAD in elementary education from Sell State U in 1969
Assistant professor teaching elementary and secondary reading, and supervising
clinicians

CLAYBAUGN, Amos L., EdD in elementary education from U Northern Colorado in 1960
Professor teaching elementary reading

GLASER, Nicholas A., EdD in elementary education from U Oregon in 1964
Professor teaching elementary remedial reading, supervising clinicians, and
administering reading center program

LEWIS, Juanita, PhD in elementary education from U Iowa in 1959
Professor teaching primary reading and children's literature

WOLFE, Elaine Vilacek, PhD in elementary education from U Pittsburgh in 1964
Assistant professor teaching elementary reading and children's literature

Special resources

Annual spring reading conference
Annual summer reading workshop

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course work it administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading

8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems

10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading
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Colorado

UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN COLORADO (continued)

11 advanced clinical or laboratory practieun in diagnosis and resediation of reading difficulties
12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading program
13 field experiences under the direction of a reading clinician
14 field experiences under the-direction of a reading consultant in a school setting
15 field experiences under the direction of a reading supervisor

reading for bicultured
linguistics and reading
approaches to reading instruction
reading in content fields

seminar in research in reading
independent studies in reading
college reading study skills
clinic supervision
adult basic education practicus
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Connecticut

CENTRAL. CONNECTICUT STATE COLLEGE

Program director Charles J. Gervase, Department of goading and Language Arts
Central Connecticut State College, Stanley Street
NeW Britain, Connecticut 06050

Degrees available MS

Special degrees sixth-year diploma

Number of students in graduate program'

full-time in Easters degree program 12 full-time in doctoral degree program
part -time in masters degree program 540 part-time in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full -tise gradlate degree number who now have number who now have
candidates now employed full-time at: only seaters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level 45
Secondary level 20

Collage level N/A

Faculty

ANGELA, Anthony. EdD in language arts from Boston U in 1971
Assistant professor teaching

HALL, David, Masters in administration free U Connecticut in 1965
Assistant professor teaching

LAURENT, Marie, EdD in reading from Boston U in 1963
Associate professor teaching

LINDQUIST, Frank, PhD in child development and reading from Northwestern U in 1949
Professor teaching

o'BRIEN, Patti, PhD in psychology of reading from U Michigan in 1970
Associate professor teaching

O'NEIL, Robert, EdD in behavioral sciences from Roston U in 1968
Associate professor teaching

PESCOSOLIDO, John, PhD from U Connecticut

Professor teaching reading, and administering

Associated_ staff

GERVASE, Charles J., PhD in education from U Connecticut in 1968
Associate professor administering program, teaching, and supervising

Special resources

Institute in developmental and remedial reading (Charles J. Gervase)
Reading clinic (Frank Lindquist and Anthony Angelo)

Courses offered

5 literature for children aid/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading

8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading

11 advanced clinical or laboratory practicuu in diagnosis and remediation of reading difficulties
12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading program
13 field experiences under the direction of a reading clinician

institutes in reading during summer
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Connecticut

SOUTHERN CONNECTICUT STATE COLLEGE

Program director

Degrees available

Special degrees

Mildred R. Huebner, Graduate leading Department

Southern Connecticut State College, 501 Crescent Street
New Haven, Connecticut 06515

MS

sixth-year diploma of advanced study

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in musters degree program 10 full-time in doctoral degree program
part-time in esters degree program 345 part-time in doctoral degree program

Number of students in sixth-year diploma program

full-time -
part -ties 73

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

number who now have number who now have
only masters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level N/A
Secondary level N/A

College level N/A

Faculty

HOURIER, Mildred H., EdD in reading and administration from Case Western Reserve U in 1950
Professor teaching, and administering

MOIEILL, Katherine, Se in reading from Boston U in 1970
Professor teaching

ROTHMAN, Paul E., PhD in reading and comparative education from U Connecticut in 1963
Professor teaching, and administering

SKOLNICK, Sidney, PhD in reading from 0 Connecticut in 1963
Associate professor teaching

Special resources

Reading center (Mildred H. Huebner)

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing

6 course work in admini ive procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading
8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory practices in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory }ragtime in diagnosis and remsdiation of reading difficulties
12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading program

comparative reading programs
raiding for the ditadvaataged
reading for the gifted
secondary reeding

early childhood reading
reading compreheasion skills
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Connecticut

UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT

Program director Doris E. Mason, Reading-Study Center
Sox U-33, University of Connecticut
Storrs, Connecticut 06268

Degrees available MA PhD

§r1.1r111....erees sixth-year diploma

Number of students in graduate prairie

full-time in masters degree program 15 full-time in doctoral degree program 5

part-time in masters degree program 97 part-time in doctoral degree program 9

Number of students in sixth-year diploma pretrial

full-time 1

part-time 47

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

Elementimt level
Secondary level
College level

number who now have number who now have
only masters degree doctoral degree

9

1

1

2

Faculty

BAKER, Irving, PhD in reading and secondary education from U Pittsburg in 1960
Associate professor teaching

JOHNSON, Joseph C., II, EdD in reading and curriculum from U Virginia in 1966
Associate professor teaching

LA CONTE, Christine, FAD in reading and curriculum from Rutgers U in 1968
Associate professor teaching

MASON, Doris E., EdD in reading and elementary education from Boston U in 1951
Professor teaching

PROTHEROE, Donald, EdD in curriculum development from Mayne State U in 1967
Associate professor teaching

Associated staff

MIFF, Hampton, MA in reading and secondary education from Pennsylvania State U in 1961
Educational assistant administering and teaching in universiry reading improvement
Center

Faculty in related fields

BLOOMBR, Richard, Associate professor of educational psychology teaching reading theory and
conducting research

CAWLEY, John, Professor of educational psychology conducting research on reading and developing
materials

CRISCUOLO, Nicholas, Director of reading for school department of New Haven, Connecticut,
teaching supervision of reading wirers

MEDIAL Isabelle, Associate professor of educational psychology teaching and conducting
research on reading disability

TB SON, Diana D., Assistant professor of elementary education teaching and supervising student
teachers

Special resources

University reading improvement center (gametes guff)
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Connecticut

UNIVERSITY or CONNECTICUT (continued)

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology

curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures

foundations or survey of reading

3 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory practices in reading

11 advanced clinical or laboratory practices in diagnosis and remediation of reading difficulties
12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading program

14 field experiences under the direction of a reading consultant in a school setting

teaching beginning reading
theoretical bases for reading instruction
teaching of reading in the secondary school
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Florida

FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY

Proems director Carolyn Schlock, Reading-Language Arts Program
106 Education, Florida State University
Tallahasse, Florida 32306

Degrees available MA MEd MS FAD PhD

Special degrees

Number of students in graduate program

full-tine in masters degree program 60 full-time in doctoral degree program 20
part-time in masters degree program 150 part-time in doctoral degree program 35

Career interests of students

last year's full-tine graduate degree number who now have number who now have
candidates now employed full-time at: only masters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level N/A N/A
Secondary level N/A N/A

College level N/A N/A

Faculty

GEORGE, Mary, MA in elementary education from Claremont Graduate School in 1970
Instructor teaching, and working on development

GWALTNEY, Wayne, EdD in reading from U Georgia in 1971
Assistant professor teaching diennoala and remediation, supervising in reading
clinic and public schools, and adminiatering reading clinic

NAMUR, Lawrence, EdD in reading from U Missouri in 1960
Professor teaching methods, supervising in public schools, and doing research on
developmental reading

KIRTLAMD, Fay, MA in education from U Chicago in 1934
Associate professor teaching elementary school methods, and supervising in public
schools

LYNCH-DROWN, Carol, PhD in elementary education from Ohio State U in 1971
Assistant professor teaching, and developing materials

ROWILL, C. Cloonan, EdD in alimentary education from George Peabody C in 1967
Associate professor teaching, and developing materials

SLIME, Carolyn, PhD in educational psychology from U Minnesota in 1969
Assistant professor teaching reading for minority group children and informal
diagnostic techniques, and adoimisterins program

SMITH, Edwin, EdD is psychology from V Miami in 1962
Professor teaching adult reading and research, and doing research on cataloging
readies skills

WILLIAMS, Pamela, MS ii reading from Saint Frances C in 1966
Instructor teaching corrective reading, and supervising reading clinic

Associated staff

'MESS, Margaret, MS in elementary education from Florida State V is 1967
+' Instructor teaching reading method*

MICE, Silly, IdD free U Mississippi in 1966
Teaching courses in supervisi 4 of reading programs

Faculty in related fields

For intermitting about faculty in related fields, writs to the program director.
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Florida

FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY (continued)

Special resources

Reading clinic (Wayne Gwaltney)

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading
8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problame
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practicum

in diagnosis and remediation of reading difficulties12 advanced work in ths. developmental aspects of a reeding program
13 field experiences under the direction of a reading clinician
14 field experiences under the direction of reading consultant in a school setting

1

36
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Florida

UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA

Pro raeg_ director

De ress available

Arthur Lewis, Department of Curriculum and Instruction
Collage of Education, University of Florida
Gainesville, Florida 32601

IOTd EdD

Special di:tress EdS

Number of students in araduate program

full-time in masters degree program 8 full-time in doctoral degree program 1
part-time in mestere degree program 24 part-time in doctoral degree program 2

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree'
candidates now employed full-time at:

Elementary level
Secondary level

Colle a level

number who now have number who now have
only masters degree doctoral degree

14

S

1

ulty

CREWS, Ruthellen, EdD in language arts curriculum and teaching from Teachers College-Columbia
U in 1966
Associate prof *aching trends in teaching reading and problems in reading

WENZEL, Evelyn, EdD in curriculum and teaching from Teachers College-Columbia U
Professor teaching children's literature

Associated staff

FILCHER, Henry T., PhD in elementary education from Ohio U in 1963

Associate professor teaching laboratory in reading, and supervising reading laboratory

Special resources

Communication skills lab ty (Henry T. Falser)

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual tasting
3 child and/or agolescant !mythology
4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading
8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problem

10 introductory clinical nr laboratory practicum in reading

13 field experiences under the direction of reading clinician

linguistics. psycholinguistics, social dialects
language arts methods
communications disorders
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Florida

UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI

Program director Helen K. Smith, Department of Educational Psychology
School of Education, University of Miami
Coral Gables, Florida 33143

De reas available HA MEd EdD PhD

Special degrees specialist degree in reading

.?Number of students in graduate program

full-time in masters degree program N/A full-time in doctoral degree program N/A
part-time in masters degree program N/A part-time in doctoral degree program N/A

Career i f students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates nov employed full-time at:

number who nov have number who now have
only masters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level N/A N/A
Secondary level N/A N/A

College level N/A N/A

Faculty

CANNER, Richard L., PhD in reading from Syracuse U in 1960
Professor teaching diagnosis, resediation and psychology of reading, and
administering reading clinic

MANGUM, Charles T., II, EdD in reading from Indiana U in 1968
Assistant professor teaching

SMITH, Helen K., PhD in reading from U Chicago in 1965
Associate professor teaching courses in reading research, foundations, high school
reading and psychology of reading

Associated staff

LINGSWILER, Kenneth, MEd in reading from U Miami in 1962
Instructor supervising diagnostic division of reading clinic

ROGERS, C.D., PhD in education from U Arizona in 1965
Assistant professor working in reading clinic

Special resources

Reading clinic (Richard L. Garner)

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adoleacen: psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
3 li e for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures

foundations or survey of reading

9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practicum in diagnosis and remediation of reading difficulties
12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a readies program
13 field experiences under the direction of a readies clinician
14 field experiences under the direction of a reading consultant in a school setting
15 field experiences under the direction of a reeding supervisor

psychology of reading
readies research
advanced seminars
independent study
phonetics, science and application
linguistics, science and application
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Georgia

EMORY UNIVERSITY

Program director James 0. Miller, Division of Educational
Fieburna Building, teary University
Atlanta, Georgia 30322

Degrees available Mk MAT MEd

Special deems sixth-year DAST

Number of streets in graduate program

full-time in masters dope* program
part-time in masters degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

Elementary level
Secondary level
College level

Studies

5 full-time in doctoral
7 part-time in doctoral

degree program -
degree program -

number who now have number who now have
only masters degree doctoral degree

3

Faculty

DAVIS, Patricia Roalke, PhD in educational psychology from Indiana U in 1969
Assistant professor teaching content areas of developmental program, and educational
measurement and evaluation, and administering

Associated staff

EARN, Nolen, MEd in reading from Emory U in 1966
Lecturer assessing applicants for reading center's services

WRIGRTSMAN, Charlotte, MEd in reading from Georgia State U
Teacher working in reading center

Special resources

Reading center (Patricia Roelke Davis)

Courm offered

1 mealurement and /or evaluation

2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents

7 foundations or survey of reeding
B introduction to diagnosis and correction of reeding and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practicum in diagnosis and mediation of reading difficulties
12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading program
13 field experiences under the direction of a reading clinician
14 field experiences under the direction of reading consultant in a school setting

language development
language disabilities
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GEORGIA SOUTHERN COLLEGE

program director Ed Wynn, Department of Instruction. School of Education
Georgia Southern College, Statesboro, Georgia 30458

Degrees available MEd

Special degrees educational specialist

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in masters degree program 2 full-time in doctoral degree program
part-time in masters degree program 43 part-time in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

Elementary level
Secondary level

College level

number who now have number who now have
only masters degree doctoral degree

2

Faculty

CARTER, Barbara L., EdD in reading from U Georgia in 1969

Assistant professor teaching, and working on development as consultant to public
school project

LEWIS, Robert F., EdD in educational psychology from Auburn U in 1963
Associate professor teaching, and administering

Faculty in related fields

LAMBIE, Grace, Assistant professor of elementary education teaching

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology

4 curriculum development and supervision

7 foundations or survey of reading

8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory precticum in reading

12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading program

14 field experiences under the direction of a reading consultant in school setting
15 field experiences under the direction of a reading supervisor

psychology of reading

organization and supervision of reading programs



Georgia

UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA

Program director Ira E. Aaron, Reading Department,
309 Aderhold Building, University
Athens, Georgia 30601

Degrees available MA MEd

Special detrain sixth-year specialist

Number of students in 'graduate proaram

full-time in masters degree program
part-time in masters degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates nor employed full-time at:

Elementary level
Secondary level
Colle level

EdD PhD

College of
of Georgia

Education

20 full-time in doctoral degree program 16

65 part-time in doctoral degree program 10

number who now have number who now have
only masters degree doctoral degree

22

5

4

2

3

Faculty

AARON, Ira E., ir.,0 in educational psychology from U Minnesota in 1954
Professor teaching reading research, conducting research on comprehension skills,
and adutuistering program

AARON, Robert L., EdD in reading from U Georgia in 1967
Assistant professor teaching, and conducting research on diagnosis

CALUMNY, Byron, EdD in reading from U Missouri in 1951
Professor teaching diagnosis, conducting research on disabled readers, and
administering reading clinic

DINNAN, James A., PhD in reading from Fordhan U in 1959
Associate professor teaching adult reading, and conducting research on learning theory

DISHNER, Ernest K., MA in reading from East Tennessee State U in 1966
Instructor teaching, and administering

JERPALDS, Bob W., PhD in curriculum and instruction from U Wisconsin in 1967
Assistant professor teaching diagnosis, and supervising in reading clinic

MASON, George E., PhD in reading from Syracuse U in 1963
Professor teaching trends and practices, and conducting research on early reading

MYERS, Shirley, EdD in reading from U Georgia in 1967
Assistant professor teaching field courses

PALMATIER, Robert A., PhD in reading from Syracuse U in 196$
Assistant professor teaching secondary reading methods, and conducting research
on secondary reading

PARADIS, Edward E., PhD in educational psychology from U Minnesota in 1970
Assistant professor teaching tutoring practicum, and conducting research on readiness

PETERSON, Joseph M., PhD in curriculum and instruction from U Wisconsin in 1970
Assistant professor teaching diagnosis

ROOT, Jean Greenlaw, PhD in reading from Michigan State U in 1971
Assistant professor teaching, and conducting research on reading interests and
children's literature

RYSTROM, Richard, EdD in elementary education from U California, lerkaley, in 196$
Associate professor teaching linguistics, and conducting research on dialect

SIMPSON, Basel D., EdD in educational psychology from U Georgia in 1963
Associate professor teaching 'methods, and adainistering advisement of masters students
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UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA (continued)

Faculty in related fields

KINGSTON, Albert, Professor of educational psychology teaching psychology of reading

Special resources

National Right to Read technical assistance teas (Ira E. Aaron and Hazel D. Simpson)

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology

4 curriculum development and supervision
5 liters:ure for children and/or adolescents

7 foundations or survey of reading

IS introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory practices in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practicum in diagnosis and remediation of reading difficulties

trends and practices in reading education
critique of li e in reading education
doctoral seminar
teaching reading in the secondary school
adult reading
linguistics and reading
materials and reading



Illinois

CHICAGO STATE UNIVERSITY

Program director Betty L. Churchill, English - Reading Center

Chicago Stets University, 6800 South Steward
Chicago, Illinois 60621

Daum available MS

Special degrees

Humber of students in &redone program

full-time in masters degree program 8
part-time in nesters degree program 142

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full -tine at:

Elementary level
Secondary level
Cone'. level

Avenue

full-time in doctoral degree program
part -tine in doctoral degree program

number who now have number $4.0 now have
only sisters degree doctoral degree

1

1

Faculty

AMDRESEM, Oliver S., PhD in education from U Chicago in 1968
Associate professor teaching, and supervising nesters projects

CHURCHILL; Betty L., Mid in education from U Texas in 1958

Assistant professor teaching, supervising educational clinic, and administering program

HANSOM, Earl, PhD in education from V Chicago in 1970
Assistant professor teaching, and supervising masters projects

HARRIS, Margaret Anne, PhD in language and reading from V Michigan in 1971
Assistant professor teaching, and supervising student teachers

JELLIES, Miriam E., NA in reading from U Chicago in 1967
Assistant professor teaching

Special resources

Reading center (Betty L. Churchill)

Courses offered

1 measurement and /or evaluation

3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
5 11 for children aid /or adolescents

7 foundations or survey of reading
8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems

10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practicum in diagnosis and mediation of reading difficulties

language and culture
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Illinois

DE PAUL UNIVERSITY

Pro an director Alfred Papillon, Department of Curriculum and Instruction
De Paul University, 25 E. Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, Illinois 60604

Degrees available MA Mid

Special degrees

Number of students in sraduste 0000000

full-time in masters degree program 12 full -tins in doctoral degree program
part-time in festers degree program 70 part-tine in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full -time graduate degree number who nom have number who now have
candidates now 'splayed full-time at: only meters degree doctoral degree

Elemental) level 17

Secondary level 12

Collage level

Faculty

OLSNIN, David, PhD in reading from Temple U in 1970
Assistant professor teaching

Associated staff

CAMS, Paul, PhD in curriculum from Loyola 0, Chicago, in 1972

Assistant professor administering peychoeducational clinic teaching reading and
learning disabilities

Special resources

Psychoeducationel clinic (Paul Cates)

Courses o fared

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology

4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents

7 foundations or survey of reading
S introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems

10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicua in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practicum in diagnosis and remsdiation of reading difficulties

13 field experiences under the direction of a reading clinician

15 field experiences under the direction of reading supervisor

diagnosis and correction of learning disabilities
characteristics of the exceptional learner
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Illinois

EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY

Program director Louis Credo, Department of Elementary and Junior Nigh School Education
Eastern Illinois University, Charleston, Illinois 61920

Degrees available MEd

Special degree

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in masters degree program N/A full-time in doctoral degree program
part -time in masters degree program N/A part-time in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree number who now have number who now have
candidates now employed full-time at: only masters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level 4
Secondary level 2

College level

Faculty

FLAIR, Cyrus E., EdD in elementary education from U Oregon in 1971
Associate professor teaching

MAC LAREN, Fred, PhD in elementary education from U Oklahoma in 1965
Associate professor teething developmental and remedial reading, administering
reading center, and supervision and training of graduate assistants

Special resources

Praciticum laboratory for reading activities (Fred Maclaren)

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation

3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading
8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems

10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading
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Illinois

ILLINOIS STATE UNIVERSITY

Program director Leo Eastman, Department of Education
Illinois State University, Normal, Illinois

Degrees available MS

Special degrees

Number of students in graduate promes

full-time in masters degree program 30
part-time in masters degree prostaa 150

Career in-erests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
ca%didates now employed full -tiny at:

61761

full-time in doctoral 'agree program
part-time in doctoral degree program

number who now have number mho now have
only nesters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level 25

Secondary level 15
Collage level 1

Faculty

BAKER, Robert, TAD in reading from Syracuse U in 1971
Assistant professor teaching secondary school reading

:ELLIN, Adelaide, PhD in reading from U Minnesota in 1970
Assistant professor teaching advanced reading methods

DOWIEN, Fay, EdD in reading from U New Mexico in 1969
Assistant professor teaching adult reading methods

COE, James, MA in reading from Clark C in 1967
Assistant professor teaching secondary school ;ending

DRISCOLL, Audrey, MA in elementary education from U Iowa in 1966
Instructor teaching elementary reading methods

SWING, John, EdD in reading from U Nebraska in 1969
Associate professor teaching advanced reading methods

GREIF, Ivo, EdD in reading from Wayne State U in 1961

Professor teaching advanced readies :methods

IRVING, Gene, EdD in reading from U Illinois in 1965
Associate professor teaching administration of reading programs

MILLER, Wilms, EdD in reading from U Arizona in 1967
Professor teaching course on recent research in reading

PROSSER, Dan, HSU in reading from Illinois State U in 1971
Instructor teaching secondary school reading

SCHNIFT, Virginia, EdD in reading from U Illinois in 1967
Professor teaching advanced reading methods

SERRA, Mary, PhD in reading from Temple U in 1951
Professor teaching laboratory on reading methods, and administering clinic

IRTCAT, Joe, MS in reading from Illinois State U in 1970
Instructor teaching secondary school reading, and administering reading-study center

Associated staff

BROW, Edna, MEd in reading from Illinois State U in 1964
Reeding specialist working in clinic

DOMINIC, Patricia, Mid in reading from Illinois State U in 1969
Reading specialist teaching in reading clinic
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Illinois

ILLINOIS STATE UNIVERSITY (continued)

Taculty in related fields

CITE, Howard, Assistant professor of education teaching course on recent research in reading

HAGER, Virginia, Assistant professor of elementary education teaching elementary reading methods

KENNEDY, Larry, Associate professor of education teaching seminar in reading

NETER, Odessa, Assistant professor of elementary education teaching elementary reading methods

Special resources

Reading clinic for special education students (Nary Serra)
Readies-study center (Joe Wright)

Courses offered

1 seasurement and/or evaluation

3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
S literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading

S introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory practices in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practices in diagnosis and remediation of reading difficulties
12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a roadie, program

psychology of teaching reading
teaching adults to read
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Illinois

NATIONAL COLLEGE

Program director Robert L. Hillerich, Department of Reading and Language Arts

National College, 2840 Sheridan Road, Evanston, Illinois 60201

Degrees- gveilable MEd MS

Special degrees reading specialist certificate

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in masters degree program 9 full-time in doctoral degree program

part-time in masters degree program 205 part-time in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree number who now have number who now have

candidates now employed full-time at: only masters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level 1

Secondary level
College level

Faculty

HILLERICH, Robert L., EdD in elementary education from U Northern Colorado in 1963

Professor teaching, and supervising reading center

Faculty in related fields

For information about part-time staff members who teach one course per quarter, write to the

program director.

Special resources

Reading center (Robert L. Hillerich)

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading
8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems

9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practicum in diagnosis and remediation of reading difficulties

12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading program
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Illinois

MORMON ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY

Program director Eugene S. Grant, Department of Administration and Services
Northern Illinois University, DeEalb, Illinois 60115

Degrees available !Ed MS

Special degrees

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in masters degree program 10 full-time in doctoral degree program
part -time in masters degree program 350 part-time in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

Elementary level
Secondary level

Collage level

nueber who now have member who now have
only nesters degree doctoral degree

S

5

Faculty

DAVADSON, Jane L., PhD in elementary education from U Michigan in 1971
Assistant professor teaching

GRANT, Eugene I., EdD in curriculum from U Michigan in 1950
Professor t aching

JOHNS, Jerry L., PhD in elementary education from Michigan State U in 1970
Assistant professor teaching

MOSS, James N., FAD in elementary education from Nall State U in 1970
Assistant professor teaching

WHEAT, Thome, EdD in elementary education from Sall State U in 1970
Assistant professor teaching

MINIM, Carol E., PhD in curriculum from U Chicago in 1965
Professor teaching advanced reading courses

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children end/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or surrey of reading
8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learn g problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning prot_ses

10 introductory clinical or laboratory practices in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practices in diagnosis and mediation of reading difficulties
12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading program

13 field experiences under the direction of a reading clinician

15 field experiences under the direction of a reading supervisor
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Illinois

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY, CARBONDALE

Program director Margaret Keyser Hill, Reading Center, 146 Wham Building
Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, Illinois 62901

Degrees available MEd PhD

Special degrees specialists certificate

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in masters degree program 10 full-time in doctoral degree program 6
part-time in masters degree program 50 part -time.in doctoral degree program 4

C interests of students

last year's ful,-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at

Faculty

number who now have number who now have
only masters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level 15 1

Secondary level 10 -
College level 5

BROD, Ernest, EdD in elementary education from Colorado State C in 1953
Professor teaching

DUSENBERY, Miriam', PhD in elementary education from U Iowa in 1964
Professor teaching

FISHCO, Daniel T., EdD in elementary education and reading from Lehigh U in 1966
Associate professor teaching

HILL, Margaret Keyser, EdD in reading and language arts from Boston U in 1948
Professor teaching, and administering program

Associated staff

BAKER, Rebecca, PhD in elementary education from U Iowa in 1952
Teaching early childhood education

QUISENBERY, Nancy Forbes, Edo in elementary education from Indiana U in 1971
Teaching

SEITERS, Judith, WI in elementary education from Southern Illinois U in 1954
Working in clinic

SHEPHERD, Terry Read, PhD in elementary education from U Illinois in 1971
Teaching

Faculty in related fields

APPLEBY, Bruce, Prof f English education teaching adolescent literature and linguistics
HIGGINBOTHAM, Dorothy, Professor of speech and communications teaching psycholinguistics series

Special resources

Reading center (Margaret Keyser Hill)

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading
8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems

10 introductory clinical or laboratory practices in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practicum in diagnosis and remediation of reading difficulties
12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading program
13 field experiences under C., direction of a reading clinician
14 field experiences undo: the direction of a reading consultant in a school setting
15 field experiences under the direction of a reading supervisor
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Illinois

UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO

Program director J. Alan Thomas, Graduate School of Education
University of Chicago, 5835 Rimbark
Chicago, Illinois 60637

Decrees available PhD

Special degrees MST, certificate of advanced study

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in masters degree program
part-time in masters degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full -time at:

10 full-time in doctoral
19 part-time in doctoral

degree program 6

degree program 4

number who now have number who now have
only masters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level 5

Secondary level 2

Collage level 1

Faculty

DARK, Rebecca, PhD in reading from U Chicago in 1968
Assistant professor teaching

Associated staff

BECK, Frances, AM in education from U Chicago in 1955
Research associete assisting in teaching, advising

ROIMUTH, John R., EdD in education from Indiana U in 1962
Associate professor teaching, conducting research,

HODGES, Richard, EdD in education from Stanford U in 1964
Associate professor teaching, conducting research,

students, and supervising interns

and administering

and administering

and administering
PAGE, William, EdD in education from Wayne State U in 1970

Assistant professor teaching, conducting research,

Special resources

Reading clinic (Rebecca Darr)

Couraes offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading
8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problem'
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practicum in diagnosis and remedistion of reading difficulties
12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading program

15 field experiences under the direction of s reading supervisor
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Illinois

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS

Program Harold Lerek,4Department of Elementary Education
University dY iliinola, Urbana, Illinois 61801

Degrees available MA MEd MS EdD PhD

Special degrees advancea eertificate

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in masters degree program 20 full-time in doctoral degree program 15
part-time in masters degree program 100 part-time in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

Faculty

number who now have number who now have
only masters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level N/A N/A
Secondary level N/A N/A

College level N/A N/A

DURKIN, Dolores, PhD in reading from U Illinois
Professor teaching early developmental reading and issues and trends, and
conducting research on early readers

KOENKE, Karl, PhD in reading fron U Wisconsin in 1968
Assistant professor teaching secondary, adult, remedial and elementary, and
administering reading center

MDORE, Walter, EdD in reading and language arts frau Syracuse U
Professor teaching language arts and issues and trends, and conducting ch

POWELL, Willis., EdD in reading from Indiana U
Professor teaching elementary and remedial reading, and conducting research on
informal reading inventories and teacher education

SHORES, J. Harlan, PhD in reading and curriculum from U Minnesota
Professor teaching elementary reading and curriculum, and conducting research on
curriculum theory

Special resources

Center for reading research and instruction (Karl Koenke)

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading

8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advan,ld diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practices in diagnosis and remediation of reading difficulties
12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading program
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Illinois

WESTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY

Prors director Wilson M. Stone, Department of Reading
Western Illinois University, Macomb, Illinois 61455

Decrees available

Special d

MS

Number of students in Graduate proems'

full-time in masters degree program 5

part-time in masters degree program 50

Career interests of students

lest year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

Pacult

full-time in doctoral degree program
part-time in doctoral degree program

number who now have number who now have
only masters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level 4
Secondary level 3
College level 1

KMINEY, Lawrence, EdD in reading from State U of New York, Buffalo, in 1971
Assistant professor teaching

LONG, Donna J., PhD in reading from U Iowa in 1959
Professor teaching

STONE, Wilson M., PhD in reading fro'. U Capetown, South Africa, in 1952
Professor teaching, and administering

WRIGHT, Gary L., HSU in reading from Western Illinois U in 1965
Assistant professor teaching

Associated staff

'AGM'S, Anna Maria, EdD in elementary education from U Denver in 1959
Professor teaching

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing

3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
I foundations or survey of reading
8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading

symposium in reading and linguistics
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Indiana

BALL STATE UNIVERSITY

Program director Mildred Ballou, Department of Elementary Education
TC 218, Ball Suite University, Muncie, Indiana 47306

Degrees available MA Edo PhD

Special degrees reading teacher endorsement
rending specialist

Number of students in ,raduate program

full-time in masters degree program 14 full-time in doctoral degree program 10
part-time in masters degree program 42 part-time in doctoral degree program 3

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-tine at

who now have number who now have
only masters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level 12

Secondary level 2

College level

number

1.

5

Faculty

COOPER, J. David, EdD in reading from Indiana U in 1969
Assistant professor teaching

HARSHBARCER, Mary, EdD in social science education from Ball State U in 1965
Assistant professor teaching

LUNPKIN, Donovan, EdD in educational psychology iron U Southern California in 1959
Professor administering, and teething

RANSTAD, Peggy, PhD in elementary education from Michigan State U in 1967
Assistant professor teaching

RANSOM, Peggy, EdD in elementary education from gall State U in 1965
Associate professor teaching, and administering

SCHROEDER, Thomas, MA in elementary education from U Kansas in 1968
Assistant professor teaching

STICKLE, Marilyn K., NA in elementary education from Michigan State U in 1964
Assistant professor teaching

WILLIAMS, Joan, PhD in elementary education from Southern Illinois U in 1963
Associate professor teaching

VOLPERT, Edward M., EdD in elementary education from U Kansas in 1970
Assistant professor teaching, and administering

Special resources

Language arts materials - ERIC regional resource network center (J. David Cooper)
Reading efficiency program (Donovan Lumpkin)
Reading materials center (Donovan Lempkin)

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing

3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading

8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problem
10 introductory clinical or laboratory practieum in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practicon in diagnosis and rene4iation of reading difficulties
12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of reading program
13 field experiences under the direction of a reading clinician

issues in the teaching of reading

improvemmnt of secondary school reading
study of reading research
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Indiana

BUTLER UNIVERSITY

Program director Stuart L. Silvers, Reading C Butler University
7363 Grandview Drive, Indianapolis, Indiana 46260

Degrees available MA MS

Special degrees RdS

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in masters degree program full-time in doctoral degree program
part-tine in masters degree program 40 part-tine in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

Faculty

number who now have number who now have
only masters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level No full-tine students
Secondary level enrolled in

College level graduate reading program

SILVERS, Stuart L., 160 in elementary education from U Northern Colorado in 1963
Professor teaching

Special resources

Reading center (Stuart L. Silvers)

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading

S introduction to diagnoeis and correction of reading end learning problems

10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practicun in diagnosis and remsdiation of reading difficulties

13 field experiences under the direction of a reading clinician

15 field experiences under the direction of reading supervisor

research in reading

reading in the secondary school
developmental reading (practicum)
reading for the atypical child
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Indiana

INDIANA STATE UNIVERSITY

Program director William G. McCarthy, Department of Elementary Education
203 Stalker Hall, Indiana State University, Terre Haute, Indiana 47809

Degrees available MA MS PhD

Special degrees EdS

Number of students in graduate program

full -t4se in masters degree program 12 full-tine in doctoral degree program 2
part-tine in masters degree program 63 part-tine in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree number oho now have number who now have
candidates now employed full-tine at: only masters degree doctoral degree

' faculty

Elementary level
Secondary level

College level 4

BOWER, Claudia, MD in elementary education from Oklahoma State U in 1970
Assistant professor teaching corrective reading, and supervising student teachers

DIDERSTINE, Richard, EdD in elementary education from U Illinois in 1966
Associate prof administering student teaching program, supervising student
teachers, and teaching

GIBES, Vanita, PhD in elementary education from Indiana State U in 1967
Associate professor teaching

HAUSER, August, EdD in special education from Indiana U in 1968
Associate professor teaching reading disabilities

MITCHELL, Virginia W., EdD in elementary education from Indiana U in 1965
Professor teaching junior and senior high school reading and survey of reading
ram:arch, and supervising di ion research

ORR, Eenneth, MS in special education from Indiana Stat' U in 1950
Assistant professor teaching

WATERMAN, David V., PhD in elementary education from U Wisconsin, Milwaukee, in 1964
Associate professor teaching reading practicum

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
S li for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading
8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practicum in diagnosis and reeediation of reading difficulties
12 advanced work in the developeentaraspects of a reading program
13 field experiences under the direction of a reading clinician
14 field experiences under tha direction of reading consultant in a school setting
15 field experiences under the direction of a reading supervisor

linguistics and history of English language
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Indiana

INDIANA UNIVERSITY

Program director Carl B. Smith, Reading Program, 222 Pine Hall
Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana 47401

Degrees available

Special degrees EdS, reading teacher endorsement, reading specialist

Number of students in graduate program

full -time in masters degree program 55 full-time in doctoral degree program 25
part-time in masters degree program 25 part-time in doctoral degree program 10

Career interests of students

last year's full -time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

number who now have number who now have
only masters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level N/A N/A
Secondary level N/A N/A
College level N/A N/A

Faculty

BLANTON, William E., EdD in reading from U Georgia, Athens, in 1970
Associate professor teaching

BROUSSEAU, Paula J., PhD in elementary education from Southern Illinois U in 1971
Assistant professor teaching

EARLE, Richard A., PhD in reading education from Syracuse U in 1970
Assistant professor teaching, and working on development

GRIFFIN, Margaret M., EdD in reading education from U Missouri, Columbia, in 1969
Assistant professor teaching, and supervising

WEINTRAUB, Samuel, EdD in elementary education from 0 Illinois in 1960
Associate professor teaching, and conducting research

Associated staff

ANDREWS, Nancy, EdS in reading from Indiana U in 1971
Clinic supervisor

FARR, Boger C., EdD in reeding education from State U New York, Buffalo, in 1967
Associate professor working on development, teaching, and administering

LAPPET, Jamas L., PhD in reading education from U Pittsburgh in 1967
Associate professor administering

SMITE, Carl B., PhD in reading education from Case Western Reserve U in 1967
Associate professor administering, teaching, and working on development

WUHAN, J. Jam, PhD in reading education from U Georgia, Athens, in 1970
Associate professor conducting research, and teaching

Special resources

Measurement and evaluation center (Carl B. Smith)
Reading practicum center (Margaret M. Griffin)

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing

4 curriculum development and supervision

7 foundations or survey of reading

B introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems

advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practicum in diagnosis and resediation of reading difficulties
12 advanced vork'in the developmental aspects of a reading program
13 field experiences under the direction of a reading clinician
14 field experiences under the direction of a reading consultant in a school setting
15 field experience under the direction of a reading supervisor
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Indiana

UNIVERSITY OF EVANSVILLE

Program director William Wesley, School of Education, University of Evansville
P.O. lox 329, Evansville, Indiana 47704

Degrees available MA

Special degrees endorsement for reading specialist

Number of students in graduate 'moans

full-time in 'esters degree program 50 full-time in doctoral degree program -
part -time in seaters degree program - part-time in doctoral degree program -

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-ties at:

number who now have number who now have
only seaters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level 10

Secondary level 3

College level

Faculty

DROWN, Seigel E., PhD in elementary education and reading from Indiana U in 1968
Assistant professor teaching, and supervising

WITH, Ruth, MA in elementary education from U Wisconsin
Assistant professor teaching corrective reading, and supervising

Faculty in related fields

HUMPHREY, Jack, Teaching diagnostic and remedial reading

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology

5 literature for children and /or adolescents

7 foundations or survey of reading
S introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicua in reading

13 field experiences under the direction of a reading clinician

corrective reading
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Indiana

VALPARAISO UNIVERSITY

Program director Leonard H. Rochendorfer, Department of Education
Valparaiso University, Valparaiso, Indiana 46383

Degrees available MEd

Special degrees reading certification

Number of students iegraduate proven

full-time in masters deems program - full -time in doctoral degree program
part-time in wasters degree program SO part -time in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree number who now have
candidates now employed full-time at: only masters degree

Elementary level
Secondary level
College level

15

4

number who now have
doctoral degree

Faculty

INEDUCE, Richard G., EdD in education from U Denver in 1952
Professor teaching foundations of reading, remedial reading and course on research,
and adminstering reading clinic

Associated stiff

LAMBENT, Margaret S., Mk in education from Indiana U in 1964
Assistant professor teaching course on teaching of reading, and working with student
teachers

ZCAMANSKE, Palmer, Mk in English from Northwestern U in 1949
Associate professor teaching children's literature and literature for young adults

Faculty in related fields

ARNESON, Marcella, Visiting professor from Cary, Indiana, school corporation, teaching
remedial reading and assisting in clinic

SEERY, Robert M., Assistant professor of psychology teaching psychology
IKEDA, Matthew S., Assistant professor of psychology teaching psychology
PHIPPS, Paul W., Professor of English teaching structure of English and beginning linguistics
VALDECHNID, Rudolph, Professor of psychology teaching psychology

Special resources

Reading clinic (Richard C. Krosohe)

Courses offered

1 seasuresest and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development end supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents

7 foundations or survey of reading
6 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems

10 introductory clinical or laboratory practices in reading

12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading program
13 field asperiences under the direction of a reading clinician

research in reading
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Iowa

DRAKE UNIVERSITY

Program director Alfred Schwartz, College of Education
Drake University, Des Moines, love 50311

Degree ,vailable MAT MEd

Special degrees EdS

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in masters degree program
part-time in masters degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full -time at:

Elementary level
Secondary level
College level

MD

full-time in doctoral degree program
degree program45 part-time in doctoral

number who now have number who now have
only masters degree doctoral degree

N/A
N/A
N/A

Faculty,

MANSON, Edward E., PhD in curriculum and instruction from U Minnesota in 1966
Associate professor teaching

RANSBUrf, Molly K., EdD in reading from Indians U in 1971
Assistant professor teaching, and supervising student teaching

Feculty in related fields

BLAKELY, Paul, Professor of curriculum and instruction teaching secondary reading

FISHER, Joseph, Profissor in counseling center teaching remedial reading and psychology of
reading

Special resources

Reading skills center (Joseph Fisher)

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing

3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of readies
8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problem:
10 introductory clinical or laboratory practice: in reading

13 field emporia:mai under the direction of a reading clinician
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Iowa

MARYCREST COLLEGE

Program director Sister Michelle Schiffgens, Department of Graduate Education
Marycrest College, 1607 W. 12th Street, Davenport, Iowa 52804

Degree. available MA

Special degrees reading clinician certification

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in smsters degree program - full-time in doctoral degree program
part-time in meters degree program 30 part-time in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

Elementary level
Secondary level

College level

number who now have number who now have
only masters degree doctoral degree

6

1

Faculty

SCHIFFGEMS, Sister Michelle, PhD in education from U Iowa in 1969
Associate professor teaching

Faculty in related fields

EHLERT, Ratty Jo, Adjunct professor of psychology teaching child and adolescent psychology

HANSEN, Janice, Instructor in special education teaching course on children with specific
learning disabilities

MURICES, Ron, Associate professor of education teaching language arts

KAALSERG, Ramona, Assistant professor of education teaching advanced educational psychology
and early childhood courses

MC DEVITT, Sue, Adjunct professor of psychology teaching individual IQ testing

MIAGHER, Eileen, Instructor in English teaching linguistic theory

Special resources

Graduate reading practicum working with elementary and high school students
(Sister Michelle Schiffgens)

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing

3 child and/or adolescent psychology

7 foundations or survey of reading
8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems

10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicu in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practicum in diagnosis and reeediation of reading difficulties

13 field experiences under the direction of a reading clinician
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USIVERSITT OF IOWA

Program director Howard Jonas. College of Education
University of lows. Iowa City. Iowa 52240

Degrees available NA PhD

Special degree

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in nesters degree 'roams 60 full-time in doctoral degree program 10
part-time in masters degree program - part-time in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree number who now have number who now have
candidates now employed full-time at: only masters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level
Secondary level
College level

Faculty

25
5

EACIPOED. Jack. EdD in elementary education from Indiana U in 1960
Professor teaching

CONNIE. John. PhD in English from U Iowa in 1966
Assistant professor teaching

HOOD. Joyce, PhD in educational psychology from U Iowa in 1965
Assistant professor teaching. and supervising

Faculty in related fields

BELTRAN°. Louisn. Professor of elementary education teaching

Special resources

Reading clinic (Joyce Hood)

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents

1

8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems

introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practicum in diagnosis and remediation of reading difficulties
12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading program

supervision of primary grad* reading
supervision of intermediate grade reading
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Kansas

FORT HATS KANSAS STATE COLLEGE

Pumas director Snide Groesbeck, Department of Education
Fort Hays Kansas State College, Fort Hays, Kansan 67601

Degrees available MS

Special &areas EdS

Number of students in graduate proemsm

full-time in nesters doper program 20 full-tine in doctoral degree program
part-time in seaters degree program SO part-tine in doctoral degree program

Number of students in specialist in education prairie

full-time 10
part-time -

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree number who now bevy number who nov have
candidates now employed full-time at: only masters depree doctoral degree

Elementary level
Secondary level

Collage level

12

Associated staff

DOSES, Edith, FAD in elementary education from V Kansas
Associate professor teaching reading in odorant education program

HARSH, Donna, Masters in elementary education from Fort Hays Kansas State C in 1965
Assistant professor teaching

Arris M.

Assistant professor teaching secondary reading and in reading clinic

NICHOLS, Gil
Assistant professor teaching advanced reading

POWERS, Dill, EdD in elementary education from 0 Oklahoma
Assistant professor teaching clinical reading

Faculty in related fields

IYASIK, James, Associate professor of psychology teaching individual intelligence testing

Special resources

Reading service center for students from all levels (lulda Groesbeck)

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and /or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
S literature for children end/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading
S introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems

advanced diagnosis and correction of reading asd learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory practice's in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practicum in diagnosis and rammdietion of reading difficulties
12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading program
13 field experiences ardor the direction of a reading clinician
14 field experiences wader the direction of a reading consultant la a school setting
15 field experiences under the direction of a reading supervisor
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Kansas

KANSAS STATE COLLEGE OF PITTSBURG

Program director John B. Barnett, Department of Curriculum and Teaching
Kansas State College of Pittsburg, Pittsburg, Kansas 66762

Degrees available MEd MS

Special degrees EdS

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in misters degree program 15 full-time in doctoral degree program
part-time in misters degree program 80 par' time in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates nov employed full-time at:

Faculty

number who nov have number who now have
only masters degree doctoral degree

Elemeptary level 12

Secondary level 2

Collage level

GREER, Sandra, EdD it reading from U Georgia in 1971
Assistant professor teaching

NUDISM, Joyce, EdS in elementary education from Kansas State C of Pittsburg in 1966
Assistant professor teaching

Associated staff

RARER, Lee, EdD in elementary administration from U Idaho in 1968
Associate professor teaching

Faculty in related fields

MC COLLET, Jean, Professor of English administering writing laboratory program

Special resources

Reading laboratory (Sandra Greer)
Reading quarterly (Joyce Hudiburg)

Co r e ffered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
5 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading
8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems

10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading

12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading program

14 field experiences under the direction of a reading consultant in a school setting
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Kansas

KANSAS STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE

Program :11.re' V.J. Bowman, Department of Curriculum and Instruction
Kansas State Teachers College, 1200 Commercial Street
Emporia, Kansas 66801

Degrees available MS

Special degrees specialist in education

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in masters degree program 7 full-time in doctoral degree program
part-time in masters degree program 19 part-time in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-tine at:

Faculty

number who now have number who now have
only masters degree doctoral degree

Elementary le-:71 4
Secondary level 1

College level

BONNER, Mary, MD in elementary education from Oklahoma State U in 1968
Assistant professor teaching, and working on development

PAULS, Leo, EdD in elementary education from U Northern Colorado in 1971
Assistant professor teaching, and superviaing elementary student teachers

PONDER, Virginia B., EdD in elementary education from U Southern Mississippi in 1968
Assistant professor teaching

WIECRELMAN, Duane S., EdD in reading from U Northern Colorado in 1971
Assistant professor teaching college study skills, and administering reading
center program

Faculty in related fields

BIGGE, Jean, Associate prof f elementary education supervising student teachers

Special resources

Reading study skills canter and clinic (Duane S. Wiechelmsn)

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing

3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision

5 literature for children and/or adolescents

4-

7 foundations or survey of reading
8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems

11 advanced clinical or laboratory practicum in diagnosis and remediation of reading difficulties
12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading program

reading in content areas-secondary
independent study projects for advanced students
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Kansas

KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY, MANHATTAN

Program director Arnold J. Moore, Department of Curriculum and Instruction
College of Education, Kansas State University
Manhattan, Kansas 66500

Degrees available MS PhD

Special degrees

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in maatsrs degree program 20 full -time in doctoral degree program 5
part -time in masters degree program 40 part-time in doctoral degree program 10

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

number who now have number who now have
only masters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level 5
Secondary level 1

College level

Faculty

SULLIVAN, Rita, MS in secondary education from U LIMAS in 1964
Instructor teaching

1

Faculty in related fields

ANSDELL, Joys, Associate professor of English teaching children's and adolescent literature

WHITE, Mary T., Associate professor of English teaching children's and adolescent literature

Special resources

Reading clinic (Leo M. Schell)
Reading improvement center (Rite Sullivan)

Courses offered,

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing

3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading

8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratroy practicum in reading

11 advanced clinical or laboratory practicum in diagnosis and remediation of reading difficulties
12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading program
13 field experiences under the direction of a reading clinician
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Kansas

UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS

Program director Lelon Capps, School of Education
University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas 66044

Deluges available MA MS EdD PhD

Special degrees specialist in education

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in masters degree prograa 2 full -tile in doctoral degree program 2

part-time in masters degree program 30 part-time in doctoral degree program -5

Career interests of students

last year's full-time sraduite degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

Elementary level
Secondary level

College level

number who now have
only masters degree

4

number who now have
doctoral degree

1

Faculty

HAUGH, Oscar M., PhD in English education from U Minnesota in 1950
Professor teaching methods for grades 7-12, supervising student teachers for
grades 7-12, and conducting research on language arts projects for grades 7-12

JOYCE, Ruth M., PhD in elementary education from U Missouri, Kansas City, in 1970
Assistant professor teaching course on topics in student teaching, and supervising
student teachers in elementary grades at Shawnee Mission

RICHARDSON, Donald C., EdD in elementary administration and elementary education from U Nebraska
in 1963

Associate professor teaching, and administering as assistant dean

SUNDSYS, Nita Wyatt, EdD in reading from U Kisses in 1960
Professor teaching, and supervising remedial reading practia

WYATT, Flora Rear, MSEd in elementary education from Central Missouri State C in 1964

Teaching associate teaching, supervising student teachers in elementary schools, and
administering student teaching program in elementary schools

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
S literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or 'term of reading
E introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading end learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems

10 introductory clinical or laboratory practices in reading
11 advanced clinical of laboratory.practicum in diagnosis and resediation of reading difficulties
12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading program
13 field experiences under the direction of a reading clinician
14 field experiences under the direction of a reading consultant in a school setting

evaluation of research in reading
seminar in reading instructional materials
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Kansas

WASHBURN UNIVERSITY OF TOPEKA

Program director W.R. Oldhas. Department of Education
Washburn University of Topeka, Topeka, Kansas 66621

Degrees available MEd

Special degrees reading specialist certification

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in nesters degree program 8 full-tins in doctoral degree program
part-time in masters degree program 60 part -tile in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time st:

Faculty

number who now have number who now have
only mestere degree doctoral degree

Elementary level 1

Secondary level 1
College level

COLTON, Marjorie M., MEd 'in elementary education from Washburn U of Topeka in 1969
Instructor teaching, and supervising student teachers and practicum students

PARKS, Julia Etta, MEd in elementary education from Washburn U of Topeka in 1965
Assistant professor teaching, supervising student teachers, and administering
curriculum library

Associated staff

STORER, Eldon L., MS in reading from Kansas State C of Pittsburg in 1965
Director of Topeka reading clinic centers and services

Faculty in related fields

=AN. Nellie. Associate professor of education teaching children's literature and supervising
elementary student teachers
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Kentucky

EASTERN IENTUCKY UNIVERSITY

Program director William A. Norris. Departmenu of Elementary Education-
Box 777, Eastern Kentucky University. Richmond, Kentucky 40475

Degrees available NA

Special degrees

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in festers degree program 10 full-time in doctoral degree program
part-time in masters degree program 230 part-time in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate delves number who now have number who now have
candidates now employed full-time at: only masters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level
Secondary level

College level

Facult

4

1

EMI, Robert L., EdD in reeding from Peabody C in 1960
Professor teaching

RAMSEY. Imogene. FAD in reading from Indiana U in 1970
Associate professor teaching

Faculty in related fields

FRANCIS. Evelyn, Professor of elementary education teaching

JEFFRIES. Elizabeth. Assistant professor of elementary education teaching

JENNINGS. Nebel. Professor of elementary education teaching, and supervising practicum

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
S li for children and /or adolescents

7 foundations or survey of reading

8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems

10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading

12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of reeding program

investigations in reading (independent research)
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Kentucky

MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY

Prove. director Mary Northcutt, Department of Elementary Education
Morehead State University, Morehead, Kentucky 40351

Degrees available MA

Special degrees

Number of students in graduate program

full -tine in masters degree program 10 full-time in doctoral degree program
part-time in masters degree program 35 part-time in doctoral degree program

Career in f students

lest year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full -tine at:

Faculty

number who now have number who now hav*
only masters degree doctoral degree

Elexentarj level 6
Secondary level 2

College level

GRINDSTAII, C., MA in reading from U Tennessee
Assistant professor teaching

HAMPTON, N., DEA in education from U Kentucky is 1968
Associate professor teaching

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation

3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents

7 foundations or survey of reading

8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and Learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading
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Kentucky

MUT STATE UNIVERSITY

Program director Robert P. Sloop, Reading Clinic, Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 2071

Degrees available

Special degrees specialist degree in reading

Number of students in graduate program

full -tine in masters degree program 20 full-time in doctoral degree program
part-time in musters degree program 3 part-time in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

Elementary level
Secondary level

College level

number who now have number who now have
only masters degree doctoral degree

10

2

Faculty

AISUP, Robert F., EdD in reading from D Missouri in 1955
Professor teaching courses in clinical work

CARLIN, James R., FAD in reading from U Mississippi in 1969

Associate professor teaching, and supervising individualised instruction at
laboratory school

WATKINS, Yancey Lee, EdD in reading from U Georgia in 1970
Associate professor teaching

Special resources

Reading clinic (Robert F. AlsuP)

Courses offered

1 measuriment and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology

curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents

7 foundations or survey of reading

8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading

11 advanced clinical or laboratory practical in diagnosis and remediation of reading difficulties
12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading program
13 field experiences under the direction of a reading clinician
14 field experiences under the direction of a reading consultant in a school setting
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Kentucky

WESTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY

Proves director Curtis L. Englebright, Office of Reading Services
Western Kentucky University, Bowling Green, Kentucky 42101

Degrees available

Special degrees MEd, specialist in education

Number of students in graduate program

full -tine in masters degree prograa 12 full-tine in doctoral degree program:
part-time in masters degree prograa 140 part-time in doctoral degree prograa

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

1242016t

Elementary level
Secondary level
College level

number who nov have number who new have
only masters degree doctoral degree

9

1

IMCLEELICK, Curtis L., PhD in curriculum and instruction from Southern Illinois U in 1965
Professor teaching, end administering

CNN*, James A., EdD in reading from Oklahoma State U in 1970
Associate professor teaching

NOLAN, Marion, NS in elementary education from U Kansas in 1965
Assistant professor teaching

PANCEITSNYN, Robert, PhD in elementary education from U Iowa in 1971
Assistant professor teaching

RICK, Eugene E., RdD in :.econdery education (roe U Arkansas in 1972
Assistant professor teaching

Special resources

Reading clinic (James A. Gibbs)
College reading improvement programa (Eugene E. Rich)

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolsscenc psychology
4 curriculum development and ..apereision
5 literature for children and adolescents
6 course work in odministrat procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading
8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems

10 introductory clinical or laboratory pruritus in reading

12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading program'

classroom diagnosis
investigations in reading
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Louisiana

LOUISIANA TECH UNIVERSITY

Program director D.J. Collinsworth, College of Education
Louisiana Tech University, Ruston, Louisiana 71270

Degrees available MA

Special degrees MS

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in masters degree program 8 full-time in doctoral degree program
part-time in masters degree program 35 part-time in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full-tine graduate degree number who now have number who now have
candidates now employed full-time at: only masters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level 6

Secondary level 2

College level

Faculty

DAUZAT, Samuel V., EdD in elementary education from U Mississippi in 1968
Associate professor teaching, and administering reading center program

OMEN, Jason C., EdD in elementary education from U Missouri in 1957
Professor teaching

Special resources

Reading center providing services to elementary and secondary school children (Samuel V. Daum)

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading
8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practicum in diagnosis and reeediation of reading difficulties
12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading program
13 field experiences under the direction of a reading clinician

reading-elementary
reading-secondary
seminar in reading (issues and theories)
the reading process

C..
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LOYOLA UNIVERSITY OF TOE SOUTH

tarIBALDmsflE Chairman, Department of Education
Loyola University of the South, New Orleans, Louisiana 70118

Degrees available MEd

Special degree.

Number of students in graduate cogrem

full-time in masters degree program 15 full-time in doctoral degree prorama
part-time in masters degree program 10 part-time in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree number who now have number who now havecandidates now employed full-time at: only masters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level N/A
Secondary level N/A

College level N/A

Faculty

CAHN, lorynne, MEd in reading from Loyola U of the South in 1969
Instructor teaching, and supervising

Courses offered

1 massurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing

3 child and/or adolescent psychology

literature for children and/or adolescents

7 foundations or survey of reading
8 introduction to diagnosis and

correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicua in reading

learning disabilities introductory course



Louisiana

NORTHEAST LOUISIANA UNIVERSITY

Program director Bernard Shadoin, Department of Elementary and Secondary Education
Northeast Louisiana University, Monroe, Louisiana 71201

De rues available MEd

Special &areas

Number of students in Graduate program

full-tine in nesters degree program - full-time in doctoral degree program
part -tins in masters degree program 25 part-time in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree number who now have number who now have
candidates now employed full-tine at: only asters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level No full-time students
Secondary level enrolled in

College level graduate reading program:

Faculty

BALL, Ruby, MEd in education from Louisiana State U in 1951
Associate professor teaching survey, and supervising student teachers

HAYNES, Dwayne, EdD in elementary education from U Mississippi in 1968
Assistant professor teaching diagnosis, resedistion and correction, and praCtiCUm,
and administering reading lab program

SNYDER, Marjorie S., EdD in curriculum and instruction from George Peabody C in 1962
Professor teaching seminar in reading, and conducting research

VAUGHAN. Catherine D., MD in elementary education from U Southern Mississippi in 1967
Associate professor teaching methods, and supervising graduate students as advisor

Associated staff

RING, Carl W., MEd in elementary education from Northeast Louisiana U in 1969
Instructor working in reading lab

Special resources

Reading laboratory (Devayne Haynes)
Reading workshop (Catherine D. Vaughan)
Reading clinic summer practicum (Dewayse Haynes)

Courses offered

1 eassurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision

5 literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading

8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicun in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practices in diagnosis and remediation of reading difficulties
12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading program
13 field experiences under the direction of a reading clinician

reading in secondary schools
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Louisiana

NORTHWESTERN STATE UNIVERSITY OF LOUISIANA

Program director Barney L. Kyzar, Department of Curriculum and Instruction
Northwestern State University of Louisiana
Natchitoches, Louisiana 71457

Degrees available MEd

Special d MS

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in masters degree program full-time in doctoral degree program
part-time in masters degree program 19 part-time in doctoral degree program

Number of students in specialist proves

full-time
part-time 3

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

!Bala

number who now have number who now have
only masters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level No full-time students
Secondary level enrolled in

College level graduate reading program

BAILEY, Mildred H., EdD in elementary education from U Mississippi in 1965

Professor teaching methods, the reeding process, and reading in the elementary school

DUBOIS, Ronald L., EdD in elementary education from U Southern Mississippi in 1968
Assistant professor teaching methods, the reading process, diagnosis and resediation,
and reading in the secondary school

WORRELL, Ann B., EdD in elementary education from McNees* State U in 1970
Assistant professor teaching methods, and the reading process

Special resources

lead4ng (Ronald L. Dubois and Mildred H. Bailey)

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and /or adolescent psychology

5 literature for Children and/or adolescents

7 foundations or urvey of reading

8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practicum in diagnosie,and remediation of reading difficulties

reading instruction in the secondary school
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Louisiana

SOUTHEASTERN LOUISIANA UNIVERSITY

Prograa director Walter Butler, Department of Education
Southeastern Louisiana University, P.O.
University Station, Hammond, Louisiana

Degrees available MA MEd MS

Special degrees

Number of students in graduate proves'

full-time in masters degree program N/A
part-tine in masters degree program N/A

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-tine at:

Elementary level
Secondary level

College level

Box 486
70401

fall -ciao in doctoral degree prograa -

part -time in doctoral degree program -

number who now have number who now have
only masters degree doctoral degree

N/A
N/A
N/A

Faculty

FORTISUISIRY, Warren D., EDd in elementary education from U Southern Mississippi in 1968
Associate professor teaching, working on development, and administering

LIES, Daniel, EdD in elementary education and reading from U Arizona in 1971
Assistant professor teaching, and supervising

MACRE, Eunice, EdD in elementary education and reading from U Southern Mississippi in 1969
Assistant professor teaching, and supervising

WELLS, Carl, PAD in elementary education and reading from Baylor U in 1968
Assistant professor teaching, and supervising

WRITE. Beverly, MA in education from U California in 1952
Assistant professor teaching, and supervising

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation

3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents

7 foundations or survey of reading
8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems

12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading program

14 field aperients' under the direction of reading consultant in a school setting
15 field experiences under the direction of a reading supervisor
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Louisiana

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHWESTERN LOUISIANA

Program director R.J. Ducharme, Department of Teacher Education
University of Southwestern Louisiana
Lafayette, Louisiana 70501

Degrees available MA MEd

Special d education specialists degree

Number of students in graduate proem'

full-time in masters degree program N/A full-time in doctoral degree program
part-time in masters degree program N/A part-time in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

number who now have number who now have
only masters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level N/A
Secondary level N/A

College level 11/A

Faculty

COI, Juanita, PhD in education from Florida State U in 1970
Assistant professor teaching methods

LAUGHTER, Nebel, EdD in elementary education from U Mississippi in 1972
Assistant professor teaching methods, and supervising

Associated staff

JAMES, Carey, Mid in special education from Louisiana State U in 1956
Teaching diagnostic and remedial courses

Faculty in related fields

FOUICADE, Jacqueline, Instructor in special services teedvng secondary reading methods

Special resources

Laboratary for dissnosis and remediation (Carey James)
Laboratory for reading methods courses, X-12 (Juanita Cox and Mabel Laughter)

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation

3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents

7 foundations or survey of reading
introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems

10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reacting

12 alvanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading program

14 field f 4periences under the Jirectiun of a reading consultant in a school setting
15 field experiences under the diretien of a reading supervisor

reading for the culturally different learner
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Maryland

FROSTBURG STATE COLLEGE

Program director Judith N. Thelen, Department of Education
Frostburg State College, Frostburg, Maryland 21532

Degrees available MEd

Special degrees

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in nesters degree program - full-time in doctoral degree program
part-time in nesters degree program 33 part-time in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

Elemenntsrs level

Secondary level
College level

number who now have number who now have
only seaters degree doctoral degree

No full-time students
enrolled in

graduate reading program

Faculty

MELEE, Judith N., PhD in reading education from Syracuse U in 194
Associate professor teaching

Courses offered

7 foundations or survey of reading

introduction to c.agoosis end correction of reading and learning problems

10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading

psychology of teaching reading
reading in the content treat
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Maryland

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND

Program director Robert M. Wilson, Reading Center, College of Education
University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland 20742

Degrees available MEd

Special degrees AGS (MEd plus 30)

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in masters degree program 15
part-time in masters degree program 225

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

PhD

full-time in doctoral degree program 10
part-time in doctoral degree program 10

number who now have number who now have
only masters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level 20 1
Secondary level 10 2

College level 4

!acuity

BRIGHAM, Bruce, PhD in early childhood education from Teeple U in 1967
Associate professor teaching

DAVEY, H. Beth, PhD in early childhood education from Case Western Reserve U an 1971
Assistant professor teaching

SULLIVAN, Dorothy D., EdD in early childhood -iucation from U Maryland in 1965
Associate professor teaching, and administering

WILSON, Retort M., EdD in early childhood education from U Pittsburgh in 1960
Professor administering, and teaching

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading

8-introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problem'
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading
11 advanced clinical Jr laboratory practicum in diagnosis and mediation of reading difficulties
12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading program
13 field experiences under the direction of a reading clinician
14 field experiences under the direction of a reading consultant in a schOol setting
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Massachusetts

BOSTON COLLEGE

Program director John F. Savage, School of Education, Boston College
Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts 02167

Degrees available MEd EdD PhD

Special degrees CAES

Number of students in graduate proves

full -ties in masters degree program 4 full-time in doctoral degree program
part-time in masters degree program 50 part-time in doctoral degree program 3

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

Faculty

number who now have number who now have
only masters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level 4
Secondary level 1

Gilles. level

POWELL, Francs. A., EdD in reading from U Wisconsin in 1972
Assistant professor teaching

SAVAGE, John F., EdD in elementary ed4Cation from Boston U in 1966
Associate professor teaching, and administering

Associated staff

BERG, F., MEd in reading from Boston C in 1968
Instructor supervising in clinic

DAVIS, Beth, MEd in reading from Boston C in 1969
Instructor supervising in clinic

JONES, Joan, EdD in elementary education from Boston U in 1969
Assistant professor teaching language and literature

NEUMANN, Eva A., EdD in early childhood education from Indiana U in 1971
Assistant professor teaching early childhood education

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading
8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems

1

10 introductory clinical or laboratory r Acticum in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory prat Arum in diagnosis and remediation of reading difficulties

seminar and practices in remedial reading
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Massachusetts

BOSTON UNIVERSITY

prerairector Gilbert M. Wilson, Department of Curriculum and Instruction
School of Education, Boston University, 765 Commonwealth Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts 02215

Degrees available MAT MEd EdD

Special degrees certificate of advanced graduate study

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in seaters degree program 35 full-time in doctoral degree program 8
part-time in masters degree program 248 part-time in doctoral degree program 67

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full -tiros at:

Elementary level
Secondary level
Collage level

number who now have number who now have
only nesters degree doctoral degree

12

16
2

2
- 8

Faculty

CHAIGERS, J. Richard, EdD in elementary reading frogs Boston U in 1956
Associate professor teaching methods and research, supervising research, and
administering educational clinic

CULLITON, Thomas S., Jr., EdD from Boston U in 1961

Professor teaching methods and research, supervising research, and administering
reading clinic

EVANS, Howard, EdD in reading fret U Illinois in 1968

Assistant professor teaching methods and research, and supervising research

INDRISAMO, Eoselmina, EdD in reading from Boston U in 1963
Associate professor teaching methods and eh, supervising research, and
administering

Faculty in related fields

ANGELL, George W., Associate professor of foundations of education teaching measurement and
evaluation

CROSSLEY, B. Alice, Professor of curriculum and instruction teaching language

DEVINE, Thomas C., associate professor of curriculum and instruction teaching English and
literature for young adults

FAT, Robert S., Associate professor of curriculum and instruction teaching English and
literature for young adults

MELON, John C., Associate professor of curriculum and instruction teaching language arts
and English

SEINER, Ilatiae, Associate professor of special education teaching learning disabilities and
evaluation

=MAN, Lorraine, Associate professor of curriculum and instruction teaching children's .1

Special resources

Educational clinic (J. Richard Chambers)
Secondary reading clinic (Thomas E. Culliton, Jr.)
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Massachusetts

BOSTON UNIVERSITY (continued)

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents

7 foundations or survey of reading

8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reeding and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems

10 introductory clinical or laboratory precticum in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practicum in diagnosis and remmdiation of reading difficulties

14 field experiences under the direction of a reading consultant in a school setting

physical factors in reading and learning
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FITCHBURG STATE COLLEGE

Program director Adele M. Driscoll, Education Department
Fitchburg State College, Fitchburg, Massachusetts 01420

Degrees available MEd

Special d

Number of students in graduate program

full-tine in masters degree program 15 full-time in doctoral degree program
part-time in masters degree program 77 part-time in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

Faculty

number who now have number who now have
only masters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level NJA
Secondary level N/A
College level N/A

CORMIER, Gertrude. EdD in reading from Boston
Associate professor teaching

GREEN, Anne, MEd in reading from Fitchburg State C
Assistant professor teack ag

ROSS, Elizabeth, EdD in reading from Boston

Associate professor teaching

Faculty in related fields

DRISCOLL. Adele M., Professor of education teaching

MOQUIN, -is. Associate professor of education teaching

Courses Or.s..41

1 seasurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psv,!hology

4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in a; Lois procedures
7 foundations or s4rvey of reading

introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
10 intr,J.ccory clinical or laboratory practicer in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practices in diagnosis and remediation of reading difficulties
12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading proven
13 field enporisoces under the direction of a reading clinician
14 field experiences under the direction of a reading consultant in a school setting
15 field experiences under the direction of a reading supervisor

advanced seminar and practices in reading (elementary)
advanced Semieet sod practices in reading (secondary)

workshop: developing reading agrarian for narking centers

14



Massachusetts

HARVARD UNIVERSITY

Program director Jeanne Chall, Department of Reading, Graduate School of Education
Larsen Hall, Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02136

Degrees available MAT MEd EdD

',eclat degrees CAS

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in sisters degree program 38 full-time in doctoral degree program 15
part-time in nesters degree program part-time in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree number who sow have number who now have
candidates now employed full-time at: only masters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level 35 2
Secondary level -
College 2

Faculty

CHALL, Jeanne, PhD in communication from Ohio State U in 1952
Professor teaching diagnosis and treat:spent of reading disabilities, conducting
research, and administering

POPP, Helen K., EdD in ten -seta in instruction from Harvard U in 1964

Associate professor teaching course on teaching of reading, and psychology of reading

Associated staff

MUSKY, Carol, PhD in linguistics from Harvard U in 1968
Research associate and lecturer conducting research, and supervising students

Faculty in related fields

MUNHENTHAL, Arthur, Assistant professor of human development teaching psycholinguistics, and
'upends ng doctoral students

CAZDEN, Courtney, Professor of human development teaching language development, and supervising
research

IsIsial resources

leading laboratory (Jeanne Chall)

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adoloscente
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of readies

8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of readies and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading sad learning problems
10 introductory elisi.al or laboratory practices in readies

11 advanced clinical or laboratory practices in diagnosis sad remediatios of reading difficulties

13 field experiesces under the direction of a reading clinician

14 field experiences st.4tr the direction of a readies comeliest is a school setting
15 field experiences wider the direction of a reading supervisor

psycholinguistics
introduction to linguistics
research is reading
psychology of reading

language dowelannest



Massachusetts

SAM STATE COLLEGE

Program director Arnold F. Checchi, Department of Education
Salem State College, Salem, Massachusetts 01970

De rees available MAT MEd MS

Special degrees

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in ureters degree program -
part -time in masters degree program 200

Career interests of students

last year' full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

Elementary level.
Secondary level

College level

Faculty

full-time in doctoral degree program
part-time in doctoral degree program

number who now have number who mow have
only resters degree doctoral degree

No full-time students
enrolled in

graduate reading proem=

BMADLEY, Mary A., EdD in elementary education from Poston U in 1957
Professor teschims, and administering program

mumaram, Marcy D., EiD in elementary education from Boston U in 1970
Associate professor teaching, and sepervislas elementary student teachers

Associated staff

ROBINSON, William A., EAM in Aewentary education from Boston U in 1964
Associate professor teaching secondary reading

Special resources

Anneal reading institute (Mar A. Bradley)
Summer reading clinic Nary A. Bradley)

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing

3 child and /or adolescent psychology
4 cervical's developmert and supervision
5 literature for children and /or adolescents
6 course weft in admimistrativ. procedures
7 foundations or survey of readies
$ introduction to diagnosis and correction of readies ad learning problems

10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in readies

12 adverted work in the developmental aspects of a reading program
13 field experiences wider the direction of reading clinician

readies sled child development (asps 3-$)
seminar in reading
readies and study is the WAIL school
individualised reeding

If



Massachusetts

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Program di Dwight Allen, School of Education, University of Massachusetts
Amherst, lbwmadhusetts 01002

Degrees available told FAD

Special degrees CACS

Humber of students is graduate ptogram

full-time in masters degree proems IS full-time in doctoral degree program 13
part-time in nesters degree program 15 part-time in doctoral degree program 6

Comer interests of students

lest year's full-time graduate degree number mho now have miner who sow have
candidates now employed full-tine st: only mestere degree doctoral degree

EletantarY level 22
Secondary level 1

College level 5

Faculty

YAM1NGTON, David J., EdD is reading from U Fanasylvaala la 1967
Assistant professor teaching

Faculty is relate/ fields

!OMNI, Meek*, Assistant professor teaching childrea' literature

Courses offered

1 meamerameat and/or evaluation

3 child sad /or allolescest psychology

4 curricelen development sod supervision
5 literature for children and /or adolescents
6 course moth In adnimistrative procedures
7 foundation or survey of readies"

S Introduction to dilageosie sad correction of reading and lamming problems

10 introductory clinical or laboratory practices Is reading

12 adverted work la the developmental a_eicts of a reading program
13 field experiences under the directiom of a reading digitise
14 field experleaces under the directica of a reading comeeltasz in a school setting
15 field experlances ender the directiom of s reading supervisor



WESTFIELD STATE COLLEGE

Program director Joseph F. Comerford, Department of Elementary Education
Westfield State College, Westfield. Massachusetts 0100

Degrees available MEd

Aerial degree"

Number of students in Araduate_program

full-tine in masters degree program 4 full-tine in doctoral degree program
part-time in 0114tOTO degree program 80 part-tine is doctoral degree program

Career interests of student'

lost year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

Elementary level
Secondary level

Co 11"M_ level

number who now have number who now have
only masters degree doctoral degree

2
1

Faculty

COMERFORD, Jos.* F., EAD in reading from Boston 0 in 1954

Professor teaching, and supervising student- teachers and continuing education students
LA FLAMM, Robert, PhD in reading from 0 Connecticut in 1970

Assistant professor teaching, and supervising clinic
LANDRY, Donald L., PhD in reading from 0 Connecticut in 1964

Associate professor teaching Montane, and supervising student teachers
LESNIAK, Jennie, EdM in educatice from Boston 0 in 1956

Assistant professor teaching, and supervising student teachers
SCHWARTZ, Murray, EdM in education from U California, Los Angeles, in 1952

Assistant professor teaching, and supervising student teachers

Associated staff

BELL, Robert, EdM in education "tom 0 Massachusetts in 1962
Assistant profersoor teaching children's literature

BUTLER, Louise, FAK in education from 0 Connecticut in 1964
Assistant professor teaching language arts

Faculty in related fields

LA MARNE. Gilbert, Teacher in public school working in clinic

Special resources

Educational clinic (Robert Laflamme)

Courses offered

1 musuraneat and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology

4 curriculum development and supervision
S literature for children and/or adolescetts
6 coarse work la administrative procedures
7 fonadatiese or survey of reading

6 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
advanced diagnosia and correction of reading and learning problems

10 introductory clinical or laboraaory smear. in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practice. in diagsomis ad remediation of reading difficulties
12 advanced work la the developmeital aspects of a reading program
13 field expariseces eager the direction of a reading clinician

listening skills
sethods and materials in remedial reading
innovative practices
vocabulary development
reading is the contest areas



'a

Michigan

ANDREWS UNIVERSITY

Program director T. Geraty, Department of Education
Andrews University, Berrien Springs, Michigan 49104

Degrees available MA

Special degrees

Number of students in graduate progran

full-time in masters degree program 20 full-time in doctoral degree program
part-time in masters degree program - part-time in doctored degree program

Career interests of students

lest year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

number who now have number who now have
only masters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level 6
Secondary level 5

College level 1

Faculty

GUILD, Lorraine, MA in supervision of reading from Andrews U in 1972
Instructor teaching

TONGUED, Millie, EdD in elementary education from U Maryland in 1971
Associate professor teaching

Special resources

Reading center (Millie Youngband)
Reading workshop* (Millie Youngbend)

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 ihuividual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology

4 curriculum development and supervision-
S literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundetioes or survey of reading

8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problem,
10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practicum in diagnosis and remediation of readintdifficulties
12 advanced work in the developmental asps of a reading program
13 field experience& under direction of reeding clinician
14 field experiences under the direction of a reeding consultant in a school setting
13 field experiences under the direction of a reading supervisor

teething of developmental reading
dynamic reading (for 8th grade and above)
reading improvement (for occupational education students)
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Michigan

lb

CENTRAL MICHIGAN UN:VERSITT

Program director Robert Dana, Department of Early Childhood and Elementary Education
Central Michigan University, Mt. Pleasant, Michigan 48858

Degrees available MA

Special dear's* idd

Number of students in graduate program

full -time in seaters degree Mires N/A full-time in doctoral degree program
part -time in masters degree Mgr= N/A part-time in doctoral degree proven

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

number who now have number who now have
only sisters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level 4
Secondary level 3

Collets level

Faculty

DAVIS, Helen, MA in elementary education from Michigan State U in 1954

Assistant professor teaching methods, and child growth and development

GOTT, Margaret, PhD in elementary education from U Colorado 1.2 1963
Associate professor teaching methods

RAMA, W. Alber-, MA in elementary education from Michigan State U in 1954
Assistant professor teaching methods

LANCE, Msy, AM in secondary education from U Michigan in 1955
Assistant professor teaching methods

SLEEPER, William t., EdD in elementary education from Michigan Stets U in 1962
Professor teaching methods, sad clinical and practices courses

Special resources

Reading clinic (William R. Sleeper)

Courses offered

1 measurement end/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology

4 curricu/ant development and supervision
S literature for children and/or n'olescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading

8 introduction to diagnmais and correction of reading mad learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory practices in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practical' in diageosis and remediatioc of reading difficulties
12 advanced work in the devalopsontal aspects of a reading program

corrective reading for classroom te;thers
reading la the content areas
psychology of reading
problem seminars
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Mich kan

MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY

Program director James Snoddy, Department of Elementary and Spacial Education
348 Erickson Hall, Michigan State University
East Lansing, Michigan 48823

Degrees available MA EdD PhD

1

Spacial donee. EdS

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in masters degree pr. gram 80 full -time in doctoral degree program 30
part-time in masters degree program 220 part -time in doctoral degree program 90

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree number who now have number who now have
candidates now employed full-time at: orly salters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level 40 5
Secondary level 8 1
College level 3

Faculty

BADER, Lots, EdD in secondary reading from U Maryland in 1970
Associate professor teaching

CIANCIOLO, Patricia, PhD in elementary education and children's literature from Ohio State
U in 1963

Professor teaching

DUFFY, Gerald G., EdD in elementary education and reading from Northern Illinois D in 1966
Associate professor teaching

DUEL, William K., EdD in elementary curriculum from U Illinois in 1955
Professor teaching

LE EIRE, Jean K., PhD in slementery education from Michigan State U in 1958
Professor teaching

SHERMAN, George, MA in elementary education and reading from Michigan State D in 1962
Instructor teaching

VAN ROUX, Byron, PhD in elementary education and educational psychology from State U Iowa
in 1950
Professor teaching

Special resources

Lansing public school centers (Lois Seder)
Reading center (Byron Vanftekel)

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and /or adolescent psychology

4 curriculum develcpment and supervision
S literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course sort in administrative procedures

advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems

ll advanced clinical or labotato.; iracticue is diagnosis and resonation of reading difficulties
12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading program
13 field experiences under the direction of a toadies clinician
14 field experiences under the direction of a readies consultant in a school slatting
15 field experiences under the direcCiva of a reading supervisor
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Michigan

NORTHERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

Program director. Elmer J. Schacht, Department of Education
Northern Michigan University, Marquette, Michigan 49855

Degrees available MEd

Special degrees

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in easters degree program 8 full-time in doctoral degree program

part-time in easters degree program 75 part-time in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

Elementary level
Secondary level

College level

Faculty

number who now have number who now have

only masters degree doctoral degree

8

EINNUNEM, Sylvia H., PhD in elementary education from U Michigan in 1957
PLofessor teaching

L-- 7
PETERSON, Gordon C., PhD in elementary education from U Iowa in 1971

Assistant professor teaching

Associated staff

JOHNSON, Nellie A., MA in elementary education from U Michigan in 1959
Assistant professor teaching

DUNNE, Hope W., MA in elementary education from Northern Michigan U in 1967
Assistant professor teaching

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation

3 child end/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
S literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading
8 introduction tofaragnosre and correction of reading and learning problems

10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading

special problems in education
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Michigan

WESTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

Proems director Kenneth E. Dickie, Department of Teacher Education
Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo, Michigan 49001

Degrees available MA

Special degrees

Molter of students in graduate program

full-time in masters degree program 40 full-time in doctoral degree program
part-time in masters degree program 74 part-time in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

number who now have number who now have
,nly masters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level 20
Secondary level 9

College level 1

Faculty

ELAM, Dorothy L., EdD in education from Northern Illinois U in 196$
Associate professor teaching courses on teaching of reading

CILPEL, Joe R., MA in education from Michigan State U in 1965
Associate professor teaching courses on teaching of reading, clinical studies in
reading, and reading supervision, and supervising tutoring experiences

CROWELL, Ronald, MA in education from 0 Toledo in 1964
Assistant professor teaching courses on disadvantaged children

GOVATOS, Louis A., PhD in education from U Michigan in 1952
Professor teething developmental reading

dAGSE2G, Betty L., MA in reading from Western Michigan U in 1969
Assistant professor teaching treatment of reading problems, and supervising reading
therapists

JOHNSON, A. Elizabeth, Rib in education free Wayne State U in 1965

Professor teaching developmental reading instruction

KILTY, Ted, 1M3D in education from U Michigan in 1970
Professor teaching developmental reading instruction

LLOYD, Bruce A., Ifl..5 in education from Ohio U in 1962
Professor teaching developmental reading instruction, sad administering reading
resources caster

MC GINNIS, Dorothy J., PhD in reading free Michigan State U in 1963
Professor administering readies center and clinic teaching diagnosis and treatment
of disabled reader, and supervising clinical studies

SMITH, Dorothy S., MA in psychology from Western Michigan U in 1965
Assistant professor teaching secondary reading, and supervising tutoring experiences
et secondary level

SWI:OKARD, Sara, PhD in elementary education from Ohio State U in 1943
Professor teaching developmental reading instruction

TAYLOR, David R., EdD in education from Northern Illinois U in 19611
Associate professor teaching secondary reading

VANDER 102LEN, Kenneth, NA in secondary edueation from Western Michigan U in 1959
Assistant professor teaching reading improvement, and secondary and college reading
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Michigan

ASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY (continued)

Special resources

College and adult reading-study shills classes (Dorothy J. McGinnis)
Reading center and clinic (Dorothy J. McGinnis)
leading resources center (knee A. Lloyd)

Course offered

1 maseuramont and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and /or adolescent psychology

4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and /or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading

8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problem'
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems

10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading

11 advanced clinical or laboratory practicum la diagnosis nod mediation of reading difficulties
12 advanced work is the developmental aspects of a reading program
13 field esporiancas under the direction of a reading clinician
14 field mistimes under the direction of a reading consultant in a school setting
15 field superbness under the direction of a reading supervisor

practicum in reading supervision

organisation and aideistration of reading program'
improvement of reading in secondary schools
problems in college-adult reading
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COLLEGE Or SAINT ISMS

lama' director James A. Byrne, Graduate School of Education
College of Saint Themes, Saint Paul, Minnesota 55105

'levees available MA

Special degrees certificate in elementary remedial and secondary developmental and
remedial reading

Number of *admits in graduate program

full-time in meters degree program 5 fell-time in doctoral degree program
part-time in nesters degree program 20 part-time in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full -tins at:

Macula'

EVA'S, Dorothy A., PhD in educational psychology from V Mime:Dots in 1969
Assistant professor teaching special education, sad supervising

amber who nom have as a who now have
only mestere degree doctoral degree

Elementary level 2

Secondary level 2

Cellage level

SOMEMLIR, Florence, MA from V Minnesota in 1969
Instructor teaching, and supervising

Faculty in related fields

M1*GGI, Gerald, Public school teacher, instructor administering summer reading clinic program

MUSIC Gary, Public school psychologist, instructor tacking individual mental testing

ESAU, Richard, Public school teacher, instructor teaching methods in summer

SEMI, Glen, Public school psychologist, instructor teaching diagnosis

Special resources

Sumer program in clinical diagnosis and prescription (Gerald Earggi)

Courses offered

1 MMOSUMMOSt sad /or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum develemeet and supervision
5 literature for children red /or adolescents
6 course work in admlaistrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of realm
6 intreaction to diagnosis and correct/es of reading and learning problems

10 introductory clinical or laboratory practamm in reading

12 advanced work in the develematal aspects of a reading program

15 field experiences under the direction of a reading supervisor
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Minnesota

MANKATO STATE COLLEGE

hoarse' director Hal S. Dreyer, Department of Curriculum and Instruction
Mankato State College, Mankato, Minnesota 56001

Degrees available MA MS

Special degrees sixth -year specialist

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in masters degree program 10 full-time in doctoral degree program
part-time in masters degree program SO part-time in doctoral degree prows*

Career interests of students

last year's full-tine graduate degree number who now have *umber who now have
candidates now employed full-time at: only nesters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level
Secondary level

College level

12
2

Faculty

ARMIES, Elisabeth, EdD from Pennsylvania State U in 196$
Associate professor teaching

DIETER, Hal S., PhD in educational psychology from U Minnesota in 195$
Professor teaching developmental and remedial reading

SCHIONDER, Howard, DEd free U Iowa in 1968
Professor teaching developmental reading

Associated staff

RING, Rent, EdD Prow LI Iowa in 1955

Professor teschine psychology

1731111/31. Wayne, PhD in educational psychology-from U Nebraska in 1960
Professor teaching tests and neasurammats

WOOTEN, Carolyn, MA in language development from U Illinois in 1959
Assistant professpr teaching developmental reading

WYMEICK, Tow, PhD in educational psychology from U Minnesota in 1965
Professor teaching

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
S literature for children ani/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedure*
7 foundations or survey of reading
S introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading mod learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis end correction of reading and learning problem.
10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicue in readlog
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practicum in diagnosis and remediation of reading difficulties
12 &deemed work in the developmental aspects of a reading program
13 field experiences older the direction of a readies Clinician

15 field experiences under-the direction of reeding supervisor
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Minnesota

161066MAD STATE COLLEGE

Program director Gerhard lieukebo, Education Department
Moorhead State College, Moorhead, Minnesota 56560

pag-ees available MEd MS

Special degrees certification

amber of students in graduate program

full-time in masters degree program 4 full-time in doctoral degree program
pert-time in masters degree program 22 part-time in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

umber who now have number who now have
only nesters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level 3

Secondary level 4
College level 1

Faculty

ERICKSON, Allen G., DEd in reading from U Oregon in 1954

Professor teaching, and administering reading clinic program

Associated staff

RERGQUIST, Leonard, MS in reading from Moorhead State C in 1969
Assistant professor teaching

Faculty in related fields

LITIMILMID, Ronald, Associate professor of counseling teaching mental testing

SAMDERS, Marjorie, Assistant professor of special education teaching

WASSON, John, Associate professor of special education teaching

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and /or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading

6 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory Fractious in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practicum in diagnosis sad remediation of reading difficulties
12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading proven
13 field experience, under the direction of a reading clinician
14 field experiences under the direction of a reading consultant in a acaool setting

corrective reading and phonics workshop
orientation to the teaching of reading
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SAINT CLOUD STATE COLLEGE

Program director Owen A. Mogen, Department of Eleamntery Education
Saint Cloud State College, Saint Cloud, Minnesota 56301

Deimosa available MS

Special degrees

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in eaters degree program - full-time in doctoral degree prairie
part-time in masters degree program 150 part-time in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full-ties graduate degree livelier who now have number mho nowhere
cendidetes now employed full-ties at: only masters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level
Secondary level

Collage level

No full-time students
enrolled in

graduate reading proven

Faculty

CHANG, Lynette, PhD in elementary education from U Minnesota in 196E
Associate professor teaching

DALLMANN, Martha, PhD in elementary education from 0 Minnesota in 1942
Professor teaching

MIMING, Kathy, MS in elementary education from Saint Cloud State C in 1963
Instructor teaching -

loom, Mier, IdD in elementary education from Sall State 0 in 1967
Professor teaching

Courses of fared

2 individual testing

5 literature for 'Cbildrenand/or adolescents
6 course work la administrative procedures
7 Zoundations or survey of reading

8 introduction tc 1/wadi' and correction of reading and /gaming problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problem:

10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory 'smarm in diagnosis and resndiation of reading difficulties

13 field enitriences under the direction of a reading clinician
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Minnesota

UNNERSITT OFICOMESOTA, DOWN

Program director Richard L. Lidberg, Department of Education
University of Minnesota, 2400 Osklead Avenue
Duluth, ftemesota 55812

Degrees available Mk

Special denrees

Saber of students in graduate program

full-time in meters degree program - full-time in doctoral degree program
part-time in meters degree program 10 part-tins in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full -time graduate degree number who now have number who now have
candidates now employed full-time at: oely asetPra degree doctoral degree

Elementary level No full-time students
Secondary level enrolled in

Collage level graduate reading program

Faculty in related fields

MIMIC, Richard L., Associate professor of elementary education teaching

UREA, Perna, Assistant professor of elementary education teaching

SIMLA, Vernon L., Associate profeimor of special education teaching

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation

3 child and /or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
S literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading

8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
advanced diagnosis aid correction of reading and learning problem

10 introductory clinical or laboratory fractious in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practical is diagnosis and remadiation of reading difficulties
12 advanced verb in the developmental aspects of a reading program



Minnesota

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA, MINREAPOLIS

Program director John C. Manning, Division of Elementary Education
144 Burton Nall University of Minnesota
Min-eapolis, ItUassota 55455

Degrees available MA MS PhD

Special degrees

Number of students in graduate program

full-tine in masters degree program 30 full-time in doctoral degree program 8
part-time in masters degree program 250 part-time in doctoral degree program 10

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

Elementary level
Secondary level

College level

Ember lobo now have number mho now have
only esters degree doctoral degree

20
10

4

Faculty

AULLS, Mark U., EC in reading education from U Georgia in 1972

Assistant professor teaching elementary reading, and conducting research

CRAVES, Michael F., PhD in education from Stanford U in 1971

Assistant professor teaching secondary reading and linguistics and reading,
conducting research, and administering reading materials center

MANNING, John C., EdD in reading from Boston U in 1960

Professor conducting research, and working on development

PIARSON, P. David, PhD in education from U Minnesota in 1969

Associate professor teaching elementary reading, and conducting research

SCHREINER, Mahon L., PhD in education from U Iowa in 1968

Associate professor teaching elementary reading, and conducting research

Associated staff

DYKSTRA, Robert, PhD is education from U Minnesota in 1962

Professor teaching elementary language arts, and conducting research

EAGAN, Corin E., NA in reading from Atlanta U

Instructor supervising tutors is reading practicu

LA URGE, David, PhD in psychology from Stanford U in 1955
Professor conducting research, and teaching psychology of reading

RAICOR, A.L., PhD in psychology from U Michigan

Professor teaching adult reading and study skills, conducting research, and
administering reading dad study skills center

SAM BLS, S. Jay, EdD in education from U California, Los Angeles, in 1964
Associate professor conducting research, and teaching psychology of reading

NARK, D.M., PhD in psychology from 0 Minnesota

Associate professor teaching, conducting research, supervising, and administering

Faculty in related fields

CHASE, Naomi C., Professor of education teaching elementary language arts

°OLAND, Norio* R., Professor of education teaching elementary language arts

STELLAR, Judith, Instructor in education counseling in reading and study skills center
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UNIVERSITY OF MINFESOTA, MINNEAPOLIS (continued)

Special resources

Instructional materials centers, Minneapolis and Saint Paul Public Schools (John C. Mouths)
Reading clinic (John C. Manning)

Courses offered

1 seasurement sad /or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading

S introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicue in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practicum in diagnosis and rifted/Attica of reading difficulties
12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading program
11 field experiences under the direction of a reading clinician
14 field experiences under the direction of a reading consultant in a school setting
15 field experiences under the direction of a reading supervisor



Minnesota

11111004 UM COLLEGE

Program director Otto J. Frank, Department of Education
Wines State College, Winona, Miswrote 55947

Degrees available MEd

!Facial degrees certification

Number of studeats in graduate proven

full-time in seaters degree program 7 full-time in doctoral degree program
part-time in =stars desires program 39 part-time in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last years full-time graduate degree somber who non have somber who now have
candidates now employed full-time at: only masters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level
Secondary level

Collies loyal

6

Faculty

MANGUM, George, EdD in elementary education from Sall State U in 1964
Professor teaching

MC MILLAIS, Leland, EdD in elementary education from U South Dakota in MA
Ameociate professor teaching

Associated staff

SATE!!, V., MS is roadie; from U MIMOROOta in 1952
Assistant professor teaching

Special resources

Center for reading and study skills (Lslamd MCMIllan)

Courses offered

1 nsesurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or sAolsocemt pelokolelY
4 curricula's development sad supervision
5 literature for claildre. and/or adolescents
4 coarse work in administrative procedure*
7 fonedatiome or survey of reading
8 introduetioa to diagonals and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and lemming problem

10 Introductory clinical or laboratory practicms in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practices in diagnosis and rare dietion of reading difficulties

13 field experiences under the direction of a reading clinician
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Mississippi

DELTA STAIN COLLIER

Program director Nary K. Whittemore, Making Center Services
School of Education, Broom Building Zoom 103
Delta State College, Cleveland, Mississippi 31732

Degrees available MEd

Special dowses

Member of studs:Its is graduate Program

full -tine in wasters demos program 3 full-time is doctoral degree program
part-time is masters degree program 117 pert-tims is doctoral degree program

Career interests of studeats

last yeses holl-tims grailesta degree member As sou have ember who mow have
candidates nor employed full-rims at only mestere degree doctoral degree

Elementary level
Secondary level

Collins level

/acuity

PAM, Bougie C., NIA in elammatery education from V Mississippi is 1%2
Assistant professor teadh.sg

WWITTEMMIZ, Nary K., MA is elementary education from Namphis State V in 1951
Assistaat professor tea.himg, sad supervisiss

Faculty in related fields

PARTIN, Melba, Associate professor of elementary education teschlag reading

Soecial resources

Clinical services Co ealWindlY (Mary K. Whittemore sad Sammie C. Farr)
Beading caster serviw to college stedests (Sonde C. Farr)
Summar reading conferences (Mew K. Whittemore and Bosnia C. Farr)

Courses offered

1 measeramsat and/or evaluation
2 ladividual testing
3 child amd/er adolesceat psychology
4 curriculum devulopumet ad supsrvision
S literature for children ad /or adolascdets
course mark is adodmistrative procedures

7 f, &iodations or survey of reading

introductfas to diagmosis ad correction of reading ad loam:lag problem
9 advanced diagnosis ad correction of milks ad leaning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory practices is readies
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Mississippi

MISSISSIPPI STATE UNIVERSITY

Program director Nail G. Amos, Department of Elementary and Secondary Education
Drawer ED, Mississippi State University
State College, Mississippi 39762

Decrees available MEd EdD

Special degrees

Number of students in graduate proaram

full-time in nesters degree program full-tine in doctoral degree program
part-time in masters degree program 200 part-time in doctoral degree program 8

Career interests of students

lest year's full-time graduate degree number who now have number who now have
candidates now employed full -time at;, only masters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level No full-time students
Secondary level enrolled in

Collage level graduate reading program

Faculty

WOLLENBERG, John P., EdD in elementary education from Mississippi State U in 1968
Assistant professor teaching, and conducting ch

Associated staff

VICKERY, Verna L., PhD in elementary education from LouisieLa State U in 1954
Professor teaching extension courses

Faculty in related fields

RAINEY, Ernestine V., Associate professor of special education administering preschool
research program

WILSON, Jamas R., Associate professor of educational psychology teaching psychology of
reading

Special resources

Reading improvement center (Verna L. Vickery)

Courses offered

1 mesanremant and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents

introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
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Mississippi

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN MISSISSIPPI

Pro reillirector

Degrees available

Special dexrees

Paul Peddicord, Department of Curricula. and Instruction
Southern Station Sox 57, University of Southern Mississippi
Hattiesburg, Mississippi 39401

MS

specialist (MS plus 48

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in masters degree program 20

part-time in masters degree program 100

Career int eeeeee of students

last year's full-time graduate dblive-
candidate, now employed full-time at:

EdD PhD

quarter hours)

full-time in doctoral degree program 7

part-time in doctoral degree program 5

number who now have number who now have
only(sasters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level N/A N/A
Secondary level N/A N/A

College level 3

Faculty

CARMICHAEL, Mary Ann, Specialist degree in elementary education from U Southern Mississippi
in 1967
Instructor teaching practice in remadiation

FRIEDMAN, Lora, EdD in curriculum from U Florida in 1965
Associate professor teaching elementary reeding method.

MC MINCH, George, EdD in reading from U Georgia in 1970
Associate professor teaching courses in reading research, and administering
reading

MILLER, Wallace, PhD in curriculum and instruction from Southern Illinois U in 1966
Associate professor teaching administration of reading programs

NOTTLEY, Reed, Edo in reading from U Georgia in 1972
Assistant professor teaching secondary reading methods and courses in reading research

WALLNER, Nancy, EdD in reading from U Missouri in 1971
Assistant professor teatling;and supervising reading clinic

Special resources

College reading program (Nancy Vallner)

Reading clinic (Nancy Valluer)

Teacher retraining (George McNinch)

Co ffered

4 curriculum development and supervision

6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading
8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems

10 introductory clinical or lab ry practicum in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practices in diagnosis and remediation of reading difficulties

13 field experiences under the direction of a reading clinician
14 field experiences under the direction of a reading consultant in a school setting
15 field experiences under the direction of a reading supervisor

reading research
junior collage methods
administration and supervision of reading programs
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CENTRAL MISSOURI STATE COLLEGE

Term director Edith R. Nichols, leading Clinic, Education Building Room 207
Central Missouri State College, Warrensburg, Missouri 64093

Degrees available MEd

Special degrees reading specialist certificate

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in masters degree program 6 full-tine in doctoral degree program
part-time in masters degree program 173 part-tine in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates nom employed full-time at:

number who now have number who now have
only masters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level 14
Seconder; level 2
College level

Faculty

ANDERSON, Glen R., EdD in elementary education from Oklahoma State 0 in 1970
Assistant professor teaching

MILLER, J.0., Jr., EdD in higher education from Oklahoma State U in 1967
Assistant professor teaching

S AMSON, Kathleen, EdD in reading and elementary
supervision from 0 Missouri in 1952

Professor teaching

Associated staff

NICHOLS, Edith I., EdD in elementary education from North Texas State 0 in 1969
Assistant professor teaching

Special resources

B eading clinic (Edith E. Nichols)

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing

3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
S literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading

8 introduction to diNgnosis and correction of reading and learning problem'
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems

11 advanced clinical or laboratory practicing in diagnosis and mediation of reading difficulties
12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of reading proves

supervision of instruction in reading
survey of research in reading
investigations in reading
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Missouri

NORTHEAST MISSOURI STATE UNIVERSITY

Program director Willis. F. Hell, Department of Special Programs
161 Violette Hall, Northeast Missouri State University
Eirtsville, Missouri 63501

Degrees available MA

Special dearees v....7nel reading certification

Number of students in vaduate proar.0

full-time in masters degree program 1 full-time in doctoral degree program
part-time in masters degree program 69 part-time in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full-tine graduate degree
candidates now employed full-tins at:

number who now have number who now have
only nesters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level 7

Secondary level 2

College level 1

Faculty

FRAZIER, Elisabeth, EdD in reading from U Missouri, Columbia, in 1959
Professor teaching

HMIS, Viola Daily, EdD in reading from U Missouri, Columbia, in 1972
Aesistant prefessor teaching, and administering reading clinic program

NOE, Eva Jane, MI in elementary education from Northeast Missouri State U in 1967
Instructor teaching

Associated staff

HALL, William F., PhD in speech pathology from U Missouri in 1960
Administering program

Special resources

Reading clinic (Viola Daily Martin)
Reading workshop (William F. Hall)
Elementary testing and resource materials (Elisabeth Traitor)

Courses offered

1 nessurmeent and/or evaluation
2 individual teetinm
3 child sad /or adoloslent psychology
curriculum:development sad supervision

3 literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or sunray of readies
13 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems'

10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading

12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading program

elementary techniques of teaching class in reading
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NORTBWEST MISSOURI STATE COLLEGE

Program director Dean Savage, lopartment of Elementary Education
Northwest Eleanor! State College, Maryville, Missouri 64468

Duress available MEd

Special degrees

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in masters degree program 5 full-time in doctoral degree program
part-time in wasters degree program 40 part-time in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year' full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

Elementary level
Secondary level

College level

number who now have number who now have
only misters degree doctoral degree

18

1

Faculty

c0STELLO, Jane, MEd in elementary education from U Missouri, Columbia, in 1959
Instructor teaching

=STONIER, Vernon R., PhD in elementary education from North Texas State U in 1971
Assistant professor teaching, and administering children's reading clinic

Associated staff

BMW, David, MSEd in elementary education from Northwest Missouri Stets C in 1969
Instructor working in clinic

VANICE, Bettie, EdD in elementary education from Oklahoma State 0 in 1970
Associate professor working in clinic

Faculty in related fields

NEW, Richard, Instructor in secondary education teaching measurement

SAVAGE, Dean, Associate professor of elementary education teaching reading

WILLIFORD, Sherry, Instructor in elementary education teaching reading

Special resources

Children' reading clinic (Vernon R. Kostohryz)

Courses offered

immurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing

3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading

8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of readies and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practicum in diagnosis and remadiation of reading difficulties
12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading program
13 field experiences under the direction of a reading clinician
14 field experiences under the direction of reading consultant in a school setting
15 field experience@ under the direction of reading supervisor
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Missouri

SAINT LOUIS UNIVERSITY

Program director Raymond Carroll, Education Department, Saint Louis University
221 North Grand, Saint Louis, Missouri 63103

De rees available MA MEd EdD PhD

Special degrees

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in masters degree program full-time in doctoral degree program
part-time in masters degree program 15 part-time in doctoral degree program 10

Career interests of students

last year' full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

number who now have number who now have
only masters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level No full -time students
Secondary level enrolled in

Collets level graduate reading program

Faculty

RITE, Sister Rebecca, MEd in education from Marquette U in 1965
Instructor teaching, and supervising-

KEENAN, Sister Rita, PhD in education from Saint Louis U i 1970
Instructor teaching remedial reading, and supervising

REEVES, Thomas, PhD in education from U Arkansas in 1970

Assistant professor teaching high school methods and language arts research,
supervising, and conducting research

SHARDS, Prances, PhD in education from Washington U in 1970
Assistant professor teaching remedial reading, and supervising

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing

3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
S literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading
8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading-and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practices in diagnosis and remediation of reading difficulties
12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading program
13 field experiences ender the direction of a reading clinician
14 field experiences under the direction of a reading consultant in a school setting
15 field experiences under the direction of a reading supervisor

seminar in reading research; statistics
reading for the disadvantaged
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Missouri

UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI, COLUMBIA

Program director A.U. Sturgis. Department of Curriculum and Instruction
407 General Classroom Building, University of Missouri
Columbia. tUssouri 65201

Degrees available

Special degrees certificate of specialization (MEd plus 30 hours)

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in sisters degree program 16 full-time in doctoral degree program 6
part-time in masters degree program 25 part-time in doctoral degree program 3

Career interests of students

last year's full -time graduate degree

candidates now employed full -time at:

Elementary level
Secondary level

College level

number who now have nueber who now have
only seaters degree doctoral degree

12

S

2

Faculty

ARTIST, A. Sterl, PhD in educational psychology from Pennsylvania State U in 1942
Professor teaching reading methods

HARDIN, Vendee. EdD in reading from U Missouri in 1960
Professor administering child study clinic, and teaching remedial reading

HASSELRIIS. Peter. PhD in reading from Syracuse U in 1968
Associate professor teaching secondary and elementary methods

PETTIT. Neils. EdD in reading from U Missouri in 1968

Assistant professor teaching developmental and corrective reading

ROBINSON. Richard. EdD in reading from U Georgia in 1971

Assistant professor teaching extension courses, and administering conferences

Faculty in related fields

EDWARDS-. A.S.. Professor of educational psychology teaching courses on intelliecnce testing

STURGIS. A.W.. Professor of curriculum and instruction teaching courses on Casts and
measurements

Special resources

Child study clinic (Verales Hardin)
Conference for special reading teachers (Richard Robinson)

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision

S literature for children and /or adolescents

7 foundations or survey of realise

8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory practices in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practicum in diagnosis and resediation of reading difficulties

issues and trends in reading
reading simian
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Missouri

UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI, KANSAS CITY

Program director John K. Shark, leading Center, School of Education
University of Missouri, 52nd sad Holmes, Kansas City, Missouri 64110

Degrees available MA PhD

Special degrees specialist degree (MA plus 30 hours plus thesis)

lumber of students in graduate program

full-time in masters degree program 10 full-time in doctoral degree program 8
part-time in masters degree program 80 part -time in doctoral degree program 10

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates soy employed full-time at:

number who now have number who now have
only nesters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level 20
Secondary level 10

College level 3

2

Faculty

OZONE, John E., PhD in reading from U Carolina in 1969
Associate professor teaching

LRIBERS, E.E., EdD in reading from Syracuse 0 in 1967
Professor teaching, and conducting research

MAPCO, Anthony V., PhD in reading from Syracuse U in 1969
Associate professor teaching, and conducting research

SHEIK, John K., PhD in reading from Syracuse U in 1965
Professor teaching, and conducting re:march

WHEELOCK, Warren R., EdD in reading from Arizona State U in 1967
Associate professor teaching, sad supervising

Associated scoff

CULVER, Victor, MA in experimental psychology from Holland C in 1969
Coordinator administering college and adult reading program:

Faculty in related fields

ALLEN, David, Associate professor of elementary education teaching
TYLER, Priscilla, Professor of elementary education teaching
WILLOWY, Les, Assistant professor of psychology teaching

Special resources

College and adult improvement of learning program (Anthony V. Mango)
leading clinic (Warren N. Wheelock)
Reading resource center (John E. George)

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual casting
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development end supervision
3 literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundation or survey of reading

6 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reeding and learning problem
Amp advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
PIO introductory clinical or laboratory practical: in reading

11 advanced clinical or laboratory fraction in diagnosis and mediation of reeding difficulties
12 advanced work in the developmental aspect. of s retediaaprostem

13 field experiences under the direction of a reading clinician
14 field asposisocoo under the direction of a reading consultant is a school setting
IS field experiences ander the direction of a reading supervisor

reeding in the content :tress

college and adult reading

reading in the secondary schools 111



Montana

EASTERN MONTANA COLLEGE

Prograa director Hap Gilliland, Reading Center, Eastern Montana College
Billings, Montana 59101

Degrees available MS

Special de reading specialist certification

Number of students in graduate program

full -time in meters degree program 15 full-time in doctoral degree program
part-time in masters degree :metres 60 part-time in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

number who now have number who now have
only masters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level 8

Secondary level 6

College level, 1

Faculty

DEWARD, Sarah, MA in reading from U Georgia in 1971
Reading clinician teaching fundamentals of reading and effective reading, and
supervising interns teaching in clinic

GILLILAND, Hap, EdD in elementary education from U Northern Colorado in 1958
Professor teaching remedial reading and learning disabilities

SIMPSON, Audrey, MA in elementary administration from Humboldt State C in 1966
Assistant professor teaching, supervising teaching and testing of children, and
working on development of new pregame for campus elementary school

WRIGHT, Constance, MA in elementary education from Sacramento State C in 1968
Assistant professor teaching

Faculty in related fields

LAUSON, Marjorie, Associate professor of elementary education teaching primary reading

MILLET, Helen, Professor of elementary education teaching intermediate reading methods

Special resources

Reading clinic for children (Hap Gilliland)
Reading clinic for adults (Sarah Dorsal)
Campus elementary school (Audrey Simpson)

Courses offered

1 resurgent and/or evaluation
1

2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology

4 curriculum development and supervision
S literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading
8 introduction to diagnosis sad correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory pract!eum in grins
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practices in diagnosis and regliation of reading difficulties
12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading program

14 field experiences under the direction of a reading consultant in a school setting

teaching reading to the Indian student
learning disabilities in reading
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Montana

UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA

Program director J.F. Rummel, School of Education
University of Montana, Missoula, Montana 59801

Degrees available MA MEd

Special de

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in masters degree program 14 full-time in doctors'_ degree program
part -ties in masters degree program - part-time in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

Elementary level
Secondary level

Collage level

number who now have umber who now have
only masters degree doctoral degree

6

2

Faculty

DOVE, Lois, MA in elementary education from U Minnesota in 1950
Assistant professor teaching, and supervising

MUM, James J.R., EdD in reading from U Washington in 1954
Professor teaching

RAY, Harry, EdD in elementary education from U Idaho in 1969
Assistant professor teaching, and supervising

Courses offered

1 measurement end/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading

8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and leer :ns problems

10 introductory cLinical or laboratory practices in reading

supervision and teaching of reading courses
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Nebraska

KEARNEY NEBRASKA STATE COLLEGE

Program director Wayne O. Marshall, r*partment of Elementary Education
Kearney State College, Kearney, Nebraska 68847

Degrees available MA

Spacial degrees special reading teacher endorsement

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in masters degree program 25 full-time in doctoral degree program
part-time in masters degree erogram part-time in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree number who now have number who now have
candidates nom employed full-time at: only masters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level 15
Secondary level 2

College level

Faculty

BLOCHER, George O., !dD in educational administration frail! Nebraska in 1972
Associate professor teaching

DAVIS, Harold B., Jr., MA in elementary education from Kearney State C in 1960
Associate prof eeeee teaching

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading

8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading sod learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problem.

10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicem in, reading

'Mb
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Nebraska

UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA is OMAHA

Fronds director Donald Cumbenbery, Department of Special Education
University of Nebraska at Omaha, Omaha, Nebraska 68101

Degrees available MS

Special degrees endorsement

Number of students in graduate proves

full -ties in masters degree program 8 full-time in doctoral degree program
part-time in 1111Stitri degree program 300 part-time in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree Dunbar who nov have number who nov have
candidates now employed full-time at: only masters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level N/A
Secondary level N/A

Collets level N/A

Faculty

AKERS, James, EdD in reading education from Oklahoma State U in 1969
Associate professor teaching, and supervising

V.'S/DOWRY, Donald, EdD in elementary education from U Missouri in 1964
Foundation professor teaching

Faculty in related fields

DORM, Joseph, Professor of educational foundations teaching introduction to research

GRANDGENETT, Donald, Associate professor of elementary education teaching curriculum courses

HURST, Francis, Professor of psychology teaching individual mental tests

LICKTEI0, miry, Assistant professor of elementary education teaching elementary reading

MC KINNEY, Kathleen, Assistant professor of special education teaching learning disabilities

W resources

University readies clinic (James Akers)

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing

3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
S literature for children and/Or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundatioes or survey of reading

8 introduction to disgusts and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading

12 advanced work in the developmeetal aspects of a reading program
13 field experiences miss the direction of a reading clinician
14 field experiences under the direction of a reading consultant in a school settles
13 field experiences under the direction of a reading supervisor

seminar in research in reeding
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UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA, RENO

Program director Paul K. Hollingsworth, Department of Elementary and Special Education
College of Education, University of Nevada, Rene, Nevada 89507

Degrees available MEd

Special degrees EdS

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in masters degree program 10 full-rime in doctoral degree program
part-time in masters degree program 50 part-time in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now empl(yed full -tine at:

number who now have number who now have
only masters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level 5

Secondary level 1

College level

Faculty

HOLLINGSWOETH, Paul N., EdD in elementary education from Arizona State U in 1964
*Professor teaching, and administering

KELLY, J. Patrick, PhD in elementary education from U Iowa in 1959
Professor teaching, supervising elementary students, and working on development

Courses offered

4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents

7 foundations or survey of reading
8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems

10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practicum in diagnosis and remediation of reading difficulties
12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of reading program



New Hampshire

UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

Program director Judith A. Meagher, Department of Education
Morrill Hall, University of New Bempshire
Durham, New Hampshire 03$24

Decrees available NEd

Special degrees

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in sisters degree program 10 full-time in doctoral degree propos
part-time in masters degree program 75 part-ties in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time et:

Faculty

number who now have number who now have
only masters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level 15

Secondary level 10

College level 5

CURRY-, Joan F., EdD in reading from Boston U in 1971
Instructor teaching, and supervising

MEAGHER, Judith A., EdD in reading from Boston 0 in 1968
Assistant professor teaching, and supervising

Faculty in related fields

MITTELSTADT, Jamas, Assistant professor teething children's literature

Special resources

Adult corrective reading program (Judith A. Meagher)
Testing service (Judith A. Meagher)

Cowes' offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and /or adolescent pychology
4 curriculum development end supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading

8 introduction to diegeosis and correction of reading and learning problems

10 introductory clinical or laboratory practice. in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practical' in dispute/6 and remediation of reading difficulties

14 field experiences under the direction of a readies consultant in a school setting
15 field expariemces under the direction of a readies supervisor

seminar in reading exploring current research trends and techniques
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New Jersey

MOIPTCIALK STATE COLLEGE

Proves director Maria E. Schantz. Department of Reading
Montclair State College, Upper Montclair, New Jersey 07043

Decrees available NA

Special de rale

Number of students in zraduate proves

full -tiros in masters degree program 2 full -tine in doctoral degree program

part-time in masters degree program 98 part-time in doctoral degree program

Career incerests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

number who now have
only misters degree

Elemantary level N/A
Secondary level N/A

Collage level N/A

Fawley

BRUNNER. Joseph. MA in reading from Jersey City State C in 1967
Assistant professor teaching

DONARUMIL. John. MA in reading from Jersey City State C in 1967
Instructor teaching, and supervising

SCVANTZ. Maria I.. Mk in English from Montclair State C in 1960
Assistant professor teaching

WARD, Ruth A.. NA in reading from Paterson State C in 1966
Assist:At professor teaching

number who now have
doctoral degree

Associated staff

DICK, Florence, MA in reading from Teachers College-Columbia U in 1966
Project specialist administering, and supervising

Special resources

Reading and study skills center (Ruth A. Ward and Maria I. Schantz)

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
S literature for children end/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading
8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory practices is reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practicum in diagnosis and remedistion of reading difficulties
12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading program
13 field experiences under the direction of a reading clinician
14 field experiences under the direction of a reading consultant in a school setting
13 field experiences under the direction of a reading supervisor

reeding needs of the adult learner
research seminar in reading
techniques of reading improvement in secondary schools
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New Jersey

IDIOM - THE STATE UNIVERSITY

Proaram director Jack Jordon, Departswut of Psychological Foundations
Reading Center, Rutgers - The State University
law"Brunswick, New Jersey 08903

Degrees available Mid EdD

Spacial degrees

lumbar of students in graduate Emma_

full-tine in masters degree pcgram
part-tine in masters degree =ogres

Career interests of students

last year's full -time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

10 full-time in doctoral degree program 7
75 part -time in doctoral degree progrem 19

number who now have number who now have
only raters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level
Secondary level 2

Collets level B 5

Faculty

FINN, Patrick J., IV, in English from Chicago State C in 1965
Lecturer teaching, and supervising

FRY, Edward Barnard, PhD in educational psychology from U Southern California in 1960
Professor teaching

FLING, Martin, PhD in educational psychology from U California, Berkeley, in 1965
Associate professor teaching, and conducting research

Associated staff

GOLDSMITH, Josephine, MEd in reading from Rutgers U in 1970

Reading clinic supervisor administering elementary remedial reading clinic program

ZELNICK, Joseph, EdD in reading from Rutgers U in 1972
Assistant professor teaching

Faculty in related fields

KIMBERLY, Marion, Instructor frog Princeton public schools

SWAIM, Jamas E., Assistant professor from state department
dna supervision

VAN ORDEN, Phyllis, Assistant professor in graduate school
literature for children, adolescents and_ adults

. teaching elementary reading courses

of education assisting in research

of library science teaching

Special resources

Laboratory for secondary, college and adult reading; and developmental reading improvement
programs (Patrick J. Finn)

Elementary remedial reading clinic (Josephine Goldsmith)

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
6 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children sad/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading

$ introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory precticum in reading
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New Jersey

RUTGERS - THE STATE UNIVERSITY (continued)

11 advanced clinical or laboratory practicum in diagnosis and remediation of reading difficulties
12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading program
13 field experiences under the direction of a reading clinician
14 field experiences under the direction of a reading consultant in a school setting
15 field experiences under the direction of a reading supervisor

seminar in reading theory and models (doctoral level)
experimental reading laboratory (doctoral level)
developing reading curriculum materials (doctoral level)
seminar in reading research and supervision of the masters thesis
masters thesis research
information science and technology
psycholinguistics
linguistic bases of language teaching
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New Jersey

- fit

.4*.=

6b

WILLIAM PATERSON COLLEGE

Program director Mark Harp, Department of-Reading and Language Arts
Willis. Paterson College, 300 Pompton Road
Wayne, New Jersey 07470

Degrees available MEd

Special degrees

Number of students in graduate proven

full-time in masters degree program - full -tier in doctoral degree program
part-time in masters degree program 250 part-time in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year's'full -time graduate degree number who now have number who now have
candidates now employed full-time at only masters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level No full-time students
Secondary level enrolled in

College level graduate reading program

Faculty

110111, Grace, Mk in reading from Teachers College - Columbia U in 1960
Associate professor teaching

DAUGHERTY, Mildred, EdD in curriculum from Rutgers U in 1972
Assistant professor teaching

FEBIY, Joan, PhD in language arts from New York U in 1972
Assistant professor teaching, and administering

GIANT, Barbara, EdD in curriculum from Teachers College-Colombia U in 1971
Professor teaching

KAMP,_Mark, PhD in English from New York U in 1942
Professor teaching

WITTIGE., Mildred, PhD in reading fros U Chinas* in 1950
Professor teaching

Special resource,

Reading clinic (Mark Karp)

Course

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child end/or adolescent psychology

S literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or surrey of reading

8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning praiser

10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading

12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading proven
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New York

ADELPRI UNIVERSITY

?roues director Gerald G. Glass, Department of Education
Adelphi University, Garden City, New York 11530

Decrees available MS

Special Oases professional diploma

Number of students in sraduate emus

full-time in masters degree program - full-time in doctoral degree program
part-time in masters degree program 250 part-time in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last yes-'s full-time graduate degree number who now have number who now have
candidates now employed full-time at: only nesters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level No full -time students
Secondary level enrolled in

College level graduate reading program

Faculty

COHN, Marvin C., PhD from New York U in 1969
Associate professor teaching clinical and methods courses, and supervising clinic
students

GLASS, Gerald G., PhD in reading fr,m Syracuse U in 1957
Professor teaching courses on methods and on research

Courses offered

1 measurement and /or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents

7 foundations or survey of reading
8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems

10 introductory clinical or laboratory practice. in reading

13 field experiences under the direction of a reading clinician
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New York

CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK-NEDOELYN COLLEGE

Program director Irene Imola:seri, impartment of Education
City University of Nev York-Brooklyn College
Bedford Avenue sad Avenue H, Brooklyn, New York 11210

Degrees available MS

Special degrees

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in nesters degree program - full-time in doctoral degree program
part-time in meters degree program 266 part-time in doctoral degree. program

Career interests of students

last year' full-time graduate degree nether who now have number who now have
candidates now employed full-time at: only masters degree doctoral degree

Elementary iweel No full-time students
Secondary level, enrolled in

College level graduate reading program

Faculty

LEV!, 'Metrics. PhD in educational psychology from New York U in 1971
Assistant professor teaching foundations and correction

HATTEONI, louts., PhD in educational psychology from New York U in 1967
Assistant professor teaching diagnosis end correction, end administering reading and
language arts programs

Associated staff

IOINFILD, Phyllis, PhD in curriculum from teachers College-Columbia U in 1972
Lecturer teaching

MIMS. Alice. PhD in curriculum from Teachers College-Columbia U in 1971
Lecturer teaching

TORNICK. Ruth, Advanced certificate from City University of New York-Brooklyn C in 1969
Lecturer teaching clinic courses

Special resources

Learning center at rings County lospital (Louise Matteoni)

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation

3 child and/or adolescent psycholagy

4 curriculum development mad supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course uork In admieletrstion procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading

I introduction to disemosia and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diaeresis and correction of reading end learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory practices in reading
11 *deemed clinical or laboratory practices in diagnosis sod remediation of reading difficulties

15 field esperismces under the direction of a reading supervisor
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New York

CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORE -CITY COLLEGE

Program director

De rose available

Shirley C. Feldmann, School of Education
City University of New York-City College
Convent Avenue at 130th Street, New York, New York 10031

MS

Special degrees post-masters program

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in nesters degree program 10 full -time in doctoral degree proven

part-time in masters degree program' 250 part -tine in doctoral degree program

Career in f students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidate. now employed full-tine at:

Elementary level

Secondary level
Collage level

number who now have number who now have
only masters degree doctoral degree

5

Faculty

ADAMS, Ruth, PhD in educational psychology from New York U in 1964
Associate professor teaching, and administering in reading centers

FKUWAWNI Shirley C., PhD in educational psychology from Teachers College - Columbia U in 1961
Associate professor teaching, and administering program and reading center

NATCHEZ, Gladys, PhD in educational psychology from New York U in 1961
Professor teaching

RAIN, Joan, NA in psychology from Case Western Reserve U
Instructor teaching

Associated staff

GLASER, Chava, NA in reading from Teachers College-Columbia U
Lecturer supervising practice

SCWdARE, Peggy, NS in reading from City University of New York-City College
Assistant professor teaching, and supervising practice

Faculty in related fields

REINSTEIN, Steven, Lecturer in secondary education supervising practice

Special resources

City College reading center, and two reading centers in public schools (Shirley C. Feldmann

and Ruth Adams)

Courses offered

4 curriculum development and supervision
5 li urn for children end/or adolescents

7 foundations or survey of reading
3-ietreduction to diagnosis and correcting of reading and learning p. R.,

advanced disgoodie and correction of reading and learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory practices in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practices in diagnosis and resediation of reading difficulties

13 field experiences reader the directioof a reading clinician
14 field experiences ueder the direction of a reading consultant in a school setting

reading research seminar 124



New York

CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK-QUEENS COLLEGE

Program director

Degrees available

Special degrees

Robert Karlin. Department of Education
City University of New York-Queens College
Eissena Boulevard. Flushing. New York 11367

NS

elementary professional certificate (sixth-year)
secondary professional certificate (sixth year)
masters degree program in elementary reading
nesters degree program in secondary reading

.14

Number of students in graduate proems

full-time in masters degree progress 5, full-time in doctoral degree program
part-time in seaters degree program 200 part-time in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year' full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

number who now have =neer who now have
only motes degree doctoral degree

Elementary level
Secondary level N/A

Collet* level N/A

Faculty

HITTLIMAX. Daniel. EdD in reading from Hofetra U in 1972
Lecturer teaching

KARLIN. Robert. PhD in reading from Now York U in 1956
Professor teaching. and administering

PHILLIPS. George. EdD in reading from U Pennsylvania in 1965
Associate professor teaching. and administering

Faculty in related fields

DAVIS. Glenna. Assistant professor of education teaching

DAVIS. Hazel. Assistant professor of education teaching children's literature

TRIBODEN. Armond. Assistant professor of education teaching

WILLSBERG, Mary. Asseciate professor of elementary education teaching

Special resources

Reading-study skills center (George Phillips)

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
S literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading
8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of readies and learning problem,

advanced diagnosis and corrective of reading and learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory precticum in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practices in diagnosis asd'ressediation of readies difficulties
12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading proves

14 field experiences under the direction of a reeding cossultant in a school setting
15 field experiences under the direction of a reading supervisor

research seminar is reading

12s



New York

CONNELL UNIVERSITY

Program director Helen Wardebers, Department of Education, 110 Stone Hall
Cornell University, Ithaca, New York 14850

Degrees available MA MS 60) PhD

Special degrees

N umber of students in graduate program

full-time in masters degree program 4 full-time in doctoral degree program 5
part-time in mestere degree program S part-time in doctoral degree program 3

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

Elementary level
Secondary level
College level

number who now have number who now have
only masters degree doctoral degree

Faculty

GIESON, Eleanor, PhD in psychology from Yale U in 1938
Professor conducting research

CLOCK, Mervin D., PhD in educational psychology Eros U Iowa in 1946
Professor conducting research

LEVIN, Harry, PhD in psychology from V Michigan in 1951
Professor teaching, sad conducting research

NC COWIE, George, PhD in psychology from Stanford U
Associate professor conducting research

PAUL, Walter, PhD in educational psychology from Cornell U in 1955
Professor teach/as

WARDIBERG, Ellen, PhD in elementary education from U Minnesota 1951
Professor teaching, and conducting research

1

4

Faculty in related fields

DARLINGTON, Richard, Associate professor of psychology teaching related courses
GINSSING, Herbert, Associate professor of hum development teaching related courses, and

conducting research
UONINDERG, Eric R., Professor of psychology teaching related courses, and conducting research
MILLMAN, Jason, Professor of education teaching related courses, and conducting research
S EISM, Ulric, Professor of psychology teaching related courses, and conducting research
SUCI, George, Associate professor of hums* development teaching related courses, and conducting

research

Special resources

Cornell instructional products laboratory
Study skills center (Walter Pauk)

(Jason Millets*)

Courses offered

1 measurement snd/ov evaluation
2 individual testis.
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision

6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading

S introduction to diagnosis and correction of resoling and learning problems
advanced diagnosis end correction of reeding and learning problems

. 12 advanced work in the Jevelopmental aspects eta reading program
1

14 field experiences modes the direction of a reading consultant is a school getting
15 field experiences under the direction of a readies supervisor
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New York

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY

Pro ran director Philip Merrifield, Department of Educational Psychology
New York University, 933 Commerce Building, Washington Square
New York, New York 10003

Degrees available MA EdD PhD

Special denims sixth year certificate

Nucber of students in graduate props.

full-time in misters degree program 100 full-time in doctoral degree program 35
part -time in masters degree program 250 part-time in doctoral degree program 60

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree number who now have number who now have
candidates now employed full -time at: only masters, degree doctoral degree

Elementary level
Secondary level
College level

250
45

40

Faculty

BROWN, Eric, PhD in educational psychology from Syracuse U in 1970

Assistant professor teaching reading in content fields, and conducting research on
deafness and psycholinguistics

MORROWS, Alvina, EdD in elementary education from New York U in 1950
Professor tsacning reeding research and language research, conducting research on
children's composition and teacher effectiveness, and administering doctoral program

CULLUM, Bernice, PhD in elementary education from Ohio State U in 1964
Professor teaching course, is critical reading, reading research and literature,
conducting research on language and reading, modalities, black dialect end
reading, working on development of instructional modules for competency based
program

GIORGIOU, Constantine, FAD in elementary education from New York U in 1964
Professor teaching children' literature

IVES, Josephine, PhD in educational psychology from U Chicago in 1954
Professor teaching foundations, and diagnosis and correction

JACOAR, Angela, PhD in elementary education from New York U in 1971
Assistant professor teaching language and reading skills, and analysis of teaching,
conducting research on black dialect and language, and working on development of
instructional modules for cospetency based program

i. WIS,- llosemco, AM in elementary education from Teachers Collage-Columbia U in 1940
) Associate professor teaching reading methods, language and literature, and

supervising student teachers

NANOLAKES, George, PhD in elementary education from Syracuse U in 1954
Professor :sedans reading and literature, conducting research on spelling and
language, and administering Tri-university project

MAIM, John, EdD in Palish education from Narvard U in 1970
Assistast professor teaching linguistic,, syntactic and semantic analysis, sac
conducting research on syntax sad semantics

ISASONER, Charles, EdD in elementary education from Teachers Collage-Colembia U he -1961
Professor teaching children's literature, language arts, and reading and literature

BUGLER, Leonora PhD in educational psychology from New York U in 1965
Professor teaching foundations, diagnosis and correction, conducting research on
modalities and children's attitudes award school, and administering remedial reading
program and resource laboratory
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New York

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY (continued)

VINE, Harold, PhD in English education from Syracuse U in 1970
Assistant professor teaching reading process and reading in content fields, conducting

ch on teacher effectiveness, and administering special program

WOLF, Willavene, Imo-in educational psychology from U Iowa in 1962
Professor teaching reading h, supervising student teachers, and conducting
research on cognitive processes and critical reading

Faculty in related fields

BERLIN, Robert, Associate prof f English education teaching literature for adolescents

CATER, Roger, Professor of English education teaching oral and written communication

NADLER, Harvey, Associate professor teaching reading to speakers of other languages

Special resources

Reading and language resource laboratory (Bernice Cullinan and Leonora Ringler)

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
S literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading

6 introduction to diagnosis and correction df reading and learning probleas
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
10,introductori clinical or laboratory practicun in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory precticum in diagnosis and remediation of reading difficulties
12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reeding program
13 field experiences under the direction of a reading clinician

15 field experiences under the direction of a reading supervisor

research in raiding
language arts research
reading and literature
process of critical reading

us



Nov York
1,

STATE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE AT BUFFALO

Program director Barbara IL Frey, Department of Curriculum and Instruction
State University College at Buffalo, 1300 Elmwood Avenue
Buffalo, New York 14222

Degrees available MS

Special decrees

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in masters degree program N/A full-time in doctoral degree program
part-time in masters degree program N/A part-time in doctoral degree program,

Career interests of students

lest year's full-time graddate degree number who now have number who now have

candidates now employed full-time at: only nesters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level N/A
Secondary level N/A

College level N/A

Faculty

ATTEA, Nary, EdD in reading from State U of New York at Buffalo in 1966
Associate professor teaching reading methods

coax, Leo, EdD in language arts from Boston U in 1969
Professor teaching reading methods, and diagnosis

EDDINS, Doris, EdD in higher education from Michigan State U in 1955
Professor teaching reading methods and language arts methods

O'BRIEN, Donald, MS in reading from State U of Mew York at Buffalo in 1966
Associate professor te..hing reading methods, and diagnosis

MARE, Inez, EdD in curriculum and instruction from Teachers College-Columbia U in 1957
Professor teaching reading and language arts

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation

3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures

8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems

10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading

15 field experiences under the direction of a reading supervisor
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New York

STATE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE AT CORTLAND

Program director Frank Mania, Department of Education
State University College at Cortland
Cortland, New York 13045

Degrees available MEd

Special degrees

Number of students in graduate program

full-tine in musters degree program 10
part-time IA 'masters degree program 225

Career interests of students

last year's full -tine graduate degree

candidates now employed full -tine at:

Elementary level
Secondary level
Collins level

full -tine in doctoral degree program
part -tine in doctoral degree program

number who now have number who now have
only masters degree doctoral degree

8
3

Faculty

CUIRASS, Joseph, EdD in reading from Syracuse U in 1972
Assistant professor teaching

M7C, Iver, EdD in reading from U Florida in 1957
Professor teaching

NAHA, Frank, SAID in curriculum from Duke U in 1957
Professor te,ching. and administering program

SPOLLSN, Joseph C., PhD in educational psychology from Fordham U in 1970
Associate professor teaching

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation

4 curriculum development end supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course volt in administrative procedures

7 foundations or survey of reading
8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problem
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems

10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading
11 &Wanted clinical or laboratory practicus in diagnosis and remediation of reading difficulties
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New York

STATE UNIVERSITT COLLEGE AT POTSDAM

Program director Vinton R. Iuddington, Reeding aid Learning Disabilities Center
Flan Sall, State University College at Potsdam
Potsdam, New York 13676

Deuces available NA

Special deems

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in mestere degree program 5 full-time in doctoral degree program
part-time in misters degree program 26 part-time in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

Elementary level
Secondary level

Colleen level

number who mow have number lobo now have
only masters degree doctoral degree

1

Faculty

SUIDDIRON, Raton R., FAD in reading from lostontlin 19611
Professor teaching

Canna, Sandy, PhD in education from Sall State U in 1972
Associate professor mumIdna_

DAVIS, Wiliam Q , PhD in reading from Southern Illinois U in 1968
Professor teaching

PARALL, Clayton, PhD in education from Syracuse U in 1965
Professor teaching

TRIMS, Stuart A.L., INd in reading from Temple U in 1963
Assistant professor teaching

Associated staff

IRVINGTON, *slam, NS in education from Dome U in 1961
Instructor teaching

DAVIS, Sue, NS in education from Southern Illinois U is 1971
Instructor teaching

JIFFERS, Betty, MS in Menlo. from Saint Laurence U in 1950
Instructor teaching

Special resources

Clinical program Q. Davis)

Courses offered

1 meauremeet and/or evaluation
2 individual testiag

3 child ad /or :Walesa:at psychology
4 curriculum dem:lomat mid supervision
5 literature for children sad /or adolescents

6 course verb in administrative procedures
1 foumdatioas or survey of readies
S introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problem:
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading lead learalag problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practice' in diaeresis mad mediation of readies difficulties
12 advanced mark in the developmental aspects of a readies preeram
13 field experissam wider the direction of diag clinician
14 field experts:me Mom the directive of a reading coseultaat is a school setting
15 field enpariescas under the direction of a reading supervisor

orgamisatise and supervisios of reading programs
miser: reading research
advanced study in reading

improvamt of reading for college students and adults
lagopealau study: according to specific topic
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New York

STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK AT ALRANY

Program director J. Roy Newton, Department of Reading
State U-iversity of New York at Albany
1400 Washington Avenue, Albany, New York 12200

Degrees available HS EdD

Special degrees 60 hour university certificate

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in masters degree program 20 full-time in doctoral degree program 5

pert-time in masters degree program 450 part-ties in doctoral degree progra16-,25

Career interests of students

last year's full -time graduate degree
candidates now employed full -time at:

Elementary level
Secondary level

College level

Faculty

number who now have number who now have
only masters degree doctoral degree

10

2

3

1

1

FLEMING, James, EdD in reading from Harvard U in 1966
Associate professor teaching elementary reeding, and psycholinguistics and reading

GUARINO, Eugene, PhD in reading from Syracuse U in 1960
Associate professor teaching courses on clinic supervision, and supervising

NEWTON, J. Roy, EdD in resting from Boston U in 1948
Professor teaching college and secondary reading, working on development, end
administering program

SIFAY, Eduard, PhD in reading from U Connecticut in 1961

Professor teaching diagnostic and clinical practice, and administering clinic programs

Special resources

Study center for learning disabilities (Edward Sipay)

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
S literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading
6 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problem*
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practices in diagnosis and resediation of reading difficulties
12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading program
13 field experiences under the direction of a reading clinician
14 field experiences under the direction of a reading consultant in a school setting

psycholinguistics and the reading process
adult
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New York

STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK AT BUFFALO

Program director William Eller, Department of Elementary and Remedial Education
220-0 Foster Hall, State University of New York at Euffalo
Buffalo, New York 14214

Degrees available MEd Edo PhD

Special degrees

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in nesters degree program 16 fullrtime in doctoral degree program 11
part-time in wasters degree program 148 part-time in doctoral degree program 18

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree number who now have number who now have
candidates now employed full-time at: only masters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level 38
Secondary level 4
College level 3

Facilty

HILL, Walter R., PhD in educational psychology from U Iowa in 1958
Professor teaching secondary reading and reading diagnosis

1

9

KIDDY, Michael W., MA in reading from U Chicago in 1969
Assistant professor teaching diagnosis and clinical reading methods, and administering
clinic program

MC CLENATHAN, DayAnn, EdD in elementary education from State U of New York at Buffalo in 1967
Assistant professor teaching diagnosis and elementary reading

NICHOLS, Nancy J., EdD in reading from Syracuse U in 1967
Assistant professor teaching elementary and intermediate reading

Associated staff

EDWARDS, Thomas J., PhD in psychology from Temple U in 1955
Professor administering learning center program and teaching

ELLER, William, PhD in educational psychology from U Iowa in 1950
Profeser teaching elementary reading and courses on reading research

HONEYCUTT, David, EdD in reading from Syracuse U in 1971
Assistant professor teaching reading in content fields

Faculty in related fields

PETTY, Walter T., Professor of elementary education teaching language courses, and administering
Trr program

SIMS, Bodine, Assistant professor of elementary education teaching children's literature, and
linguistics and language arts

WOLF, Judith G., Lecturer in learning center teaching reading ch, and Administering
research program at learning center

Special resources

Learning center concentrating on reading end study skills (Thomas J. Edwards)
Reading clinic (Michael W. Kibby)
Reading research center for adult basic literacy (Nancy J. Nichols)
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New York

STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORE AT BUFFALO (continued)

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading

8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems

10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading

12 advanced work in the developmentalaspects of a reading program
13 field experiences under the direction of reading clinician
14 field experiences under the direction of a reading consultant in a school setting
15 field experiences under the direction of a reading supervisor

reading for the culturally different
special problems in reading
reading research seminar
college reading and study skills
practicum in teaching teachers of reading
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New York

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY

Proves director William D. Sheldon, Reading and Language Arts Center
Syracuse University, 50S University Place
Syracuse, New York 13210

Degrees available MS EdD PhD

Special degrees certificate of advanced study (4)

Number of students in araduate program

full-time in masters degree program 30 full-time in doctoral degree program 16
20 part-time in doctoral degree provers 1part-tine in masters degree program

Career interests of students

lest year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

Elementary level
Secondary level

Colle lev-1

number who now have number who now have
only masters degree doctoral degree

30

20 2

7

faculty

BRAM, Leonard S., PhD in reading from Syracuse U in 1955
Associate professor teaching, and supervising

EARLY, Margaret J., EdD in English education and reading from Boston U in 1954
Professor teaching, and administering

BERBER, Harold, EdD in reading from Boston U in 1959
Professor teaching

LASHINCER, Donald, EdD in reading; education from Syracuse U in 1966
Professor teaching, conducting research, end administering

MARTIN, W. Dos, PhD in English education from U Iowa in 1970
Assistant professor tesching

SAWYER, Diane, PhD in reading from Cornell U in 1971
Assistant professor teaching, and supervising

SHELDON, William D., PhD in reading from Syracuse U in 1948
Professor teaching, and administering

Special resources

Secondary reading (Harold Herber)

Courses offered

5 11 a for children and/or adolescents

7 foundations or survey of reading
8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practicum in diagnosis and remsdiation of reading difficulties
12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of reading program
13 field experiences under the direction of a reading clinician
14 field experiences under the direction of a reading consultant in a school setting
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New York

TEACHERS COLLEGE-COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

Program director Donald E. Super, Department of Psychology
Box 214, Teachers College-Columbia University
New York, New York 10027

Deerees available MA MEd EdD

Special degrees

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in sisters degree program 35 full-time in doctoral degree program S

part-time in masters degree program 62 part-time in doctoral degree program 6

Career interests of students

last yeai's full -tine graduate degree number who now have number who now have
candidates now employed full-time at: only masters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level N/A N/A
Secondary level N/A N/A

College level N/A N/A

Faculty '

MAST, N. Dale, PhD in learning disabilities from U Texas in 1955
Professor teaching remedial reading, conducting research on reading disabilities, and

administering

MC EILLOP, Anne, PhD in reading from Teachers College - Columbia U in 1951
Professor teaching remedial reading, and administering program

THOLPSEN, Ann, MA in remedial reading from Teachers College-Columbia U in 1964
Instructor teaching practice, and supervising

Associated staff

VAN VELZER, Betsy, MA in remedial reading from Teachers College-Columbia U in 1965
Clinic supervisor administering clinic program, and supervising students

Faculty in related fields

ALLEN, Robert, Professor of language and literature teaching reading

MAC GINITIE, Walter, Prof f psychology teaching reading

!WESER, Annemarie, Associate professor of language and literature teaching reading

WILLIAMS, Joanna, Professor of special education teaching

Special resources

Reading center (Betsy Van Velzer)

Courses offered

B introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicmn in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practicum in diagnosis and remedistion of reading difficulties
12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading program

15 field experiences under the direction of e reading supervisor
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New York

UNIVERSITY OF ROCHESTER

Program director Ellsworth S. Woestehoff, Department of Curriculum, Teaching and Supervision
College of Education, University of Rochester, Rochester, Mew York 14627

Degrees available MEd &ID

Special degrees certificate of advanced study

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in masters degree program 16 full-time in doctoral degree program 4
part-time in masters degree program 30 part-time in doctoral degree program 6

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree

candidates now employed full-time at:
number who now have 'weber who now have
only nesters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level 10
Secondary level 2

College level

Faculty

WOESTEHOFF, Ellsworth S., PhD in education from U Minnesota in 1958
Professor teaching, and administering program

Associated staff

GRAU, lebe, MA in education from State University C at fitockport in 1968

Lecturer teaching, end supervising clinical work

MAC CREERY, Meal, MEd in reading from U Rochester in 1971

Lecturer teaching basic courses, and working in clinic

Faculty in related fields

HESS, D. Wilson, Associate professor of pediatrics and psychology directing clinical program

MADER, Philip, Assistant professor of pediatrics assisting in clinical program

Special resources

Learning disorders clinic (D. Wilson Hess)

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum deielopment and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents

7 foundations or survey of reading

8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problees

Ihw
10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practicum in diagnosis end resediation of reading difficulties

13 field experiences under the direction of a reading clinician
14 field experiences under the direction of a reading consultant in a school setting
15 field experiences under the direction of a reading supervisor

recent research in reading
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North Carolina

APPALACHIA! STATE UNIVERSITY

Proaram director Uberto Price, Department of Reading
Appalachian State University, Boone, North Carolina 28607

Decrees available

Special degrees

Number of students in graduate prop=

full-ties in maters degree program 15 full-time in doctoral degree program
part-time in masters degree program 25 part-time in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

lost year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

number Who now have number who now have
only seaters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level 10
Secondary level 3
Collate level

Faculty

CULVER, Richard, MA in reading from Arizona State U in 1963
Instructor teaching

DIMOND, Iris, MS in reading from Florida State U in 1968
Instructor teaching

FARRIS, Marjorie, EdD in reading from U Georgia in 1970
Associate professor teaching diagnosis of reading problems

JONES, Isabel, EdD in teacher education from U Virginia in 1955
Professor teaching

PRICE, Uberto, MA in curriculum from Western Kentucky State C in 1946
Professor teaching reading curriculum, and supervision

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual tad*,
3 child and/or adolescent psycholop
4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading

8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning predates*
10 introductory clinical or laboratory practice in readies

11 advanced clinical or laboratory practice in diagasis sad remediation of reading difficulties
12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading program
13 field experiences under the direction of a reading clinician

14 field experiences under the direction of a reading consultant in a school setting
15 field experiences under the direction of a reading supervisor

current literature on reading
linguistics and reading

.psychological bases of reading
assessment and evaluation is reading
research problem in reading
curriculum and supervision sad admiastering reeding
main in the content areas
communications in reading
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North Carolina

Mg UNIVERSITY

Program director Anne H. Adams, Department of Education
Duke University, Durham, North Carolina 27706

Dolmas available MA MEd IdD PhD

Special dairies

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in masters degree program 14 full-time in doctoral degree program 10
part-time in seaters degree proven part-time in doctoral degree !novae

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

Elementary level
Secondary level
College level

number who now have number who now have
only seaters degree doctoral degree

4
2

3

Faculty

ADAMS, Anne N.. EdD in reading from U Mississippi in 1966

Associate professor teaching reading and language arts

Faculty in related fields

GIBBON!, Scott, Professor of educational psychology working in area of emotionally disturbed

SHUMAN, R. Baird, Professor of English education working on team teaching

Special resources

Paladins clinic (Anne O. Adana)

Courses offered

7 foundations or survey of reading

8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems

10 introductory clinical or laboratory practices in reading

13 field experiences under the direction of reading clinician

15 field experiences under the direction of reading supervisor

teething reading in the secondary Scheel
teaching the language arts
seminar on research in reading
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North Dakota

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH DAKOTA

Program director Vito Perrone, Center for Teaching and Learning
University of North Dakota, Grand Forks, North Dakota 58201

Degrees available MEd EdD PhD

Special degrees

Number of students in graduate program

full -tins in masters degree program 4 full-time in doctoral degree program 5
part-time in masters degree program 20 part-time in doctoral degree program 10

Career interests of students

lest year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full -time at:

number who now have number who now have
only masters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level 1

Secondary level 1

College level 1

Faculty

DINER, Georgia, MEd in early childhood from U North Dakota in 1971
Instructor teaching developmental reading

1

1

HARRIS, Larry A., PhD in education from U Minnesota in 1967
Associate professor teaching developmental reading, and administering

MERRYMAN, Edward, EdD in curriculum from Roll State U in 1966
Associate professor teaching diagnosis and remediation, supervising in reading
clinic, and administering program

PEDERSON, Clara, MEd in elementary education from Saint Cloud State C in 1958
Associate professor teaching developmental reading, supervising interns, and
administering follow through program

SCHMIDT, Sheldon, FAD in elementary education from U North Dakota in 1968
Assistant professor teaching developmental reading, and supervising interns

SIMARD, Gladys, MEd in elementary education from U North Dakota in 1967
Instructor teaching developmental reading

Faculty in related fields

LINDQUIST, Mary, Associate prof
disabilities

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents

f special education teaching courses on learning

7 foundations or survey of reading
8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practicum in diagnosis and remediation of reading difficulties
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Ohio

BETHANY NAZARENE COLLEGE

Program director Elbert Overholt, Department of Education
Bethany Nazarene College, Bethany, Obio 73008

De =reel available NA

Special degrees

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in seaters degree program 4 full-time in doctoral degree program
part-time in masters degree prograa 35 part-time in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree number who now have number who now have
candidates now employed full-time at: only seaters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level
Secondary level

College level

Faculty

STETSON, Elton G., MEd in reading from Framingham State C in 1969
Assistant professor teaching, and working on development

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
S literature for children and/or adolescents

7 foundations or survey of reading

B introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading sad learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory privet/cum in reading

11 advanced clinical or laboratory practicum in diagnosis and remediation of reading difficulties

13 field emperiences under the direction of a reading clinician
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KENT sum UNIVERSITY

Program director Carl L. Rosen, Educational Child Study Center
Department of Elementary Education, Kent State University
Kant, Ohio 44240

Deere*. available NA MEd PhD

Special degrees EdS, reading teacher and reading supervisor certification

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in masters degree program 10 full-time in doctoral degree program 4
part-time in masters degree program 300 part -timi in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time sr:

number who now have bother who now have
only masters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level N/A
Secondary level N/A

Collo level N/A

Faculty

ROSEN, Carl L., PhD in education from U Minnesota in 1965
Professor teaching

Associated staff

DAVIDSON, Evelyn, MEd in reading from Temple U in 1947
Associate professor teaching reading and language arts

!AIRIER, Helen, IdD in reading from Indiana U in 1941
Professor teaching reading and language arts

Special resources

Educational Child study center (Carl L. Rosen)

Courses offered

1 amssurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
S literature for Children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading
E introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems

10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory precticum in diagnosis and resediation of reading difficulties
12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading program
13 field experiences under the direction of a reading clinician

seminar in reading research
psycho-physiological problems and reading
individual study
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Ohio

OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY

Program director Martha King, Department of Early and Middle Childhood Education
Ohio State University, 29 Vest Woodruff Avenue, Columbus, Ohio 43210

De reas available MA

Special degrees

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in nesters degree program 27

part-time in mestere degree program 45

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full -time at:

Elementary level
Secondary level
College level

Faculty

PhD

full -time in doctoral degree program 9

part-time in doctoral degree program 1

number who now have number who now have
only masters degree doctoral degree

65 4

7

DE STEFANO, Johanna, PhD in education from Stanford U in 1970
Associate professor teaching reading and language arts, end conducting research in
linguistics

PDX, Sharon, EdD in elementary education from Indiana U in 1970
Assistant professor teaching reading and language arts, and conducting research
on language development and reading

MUCK, Charlotte, PhD in education from Northwestern U in 1955
Professor teaching children's literature, and working on development of teacher
education textbook

HUELSMAN, Charles, PhD in reading from U Chicago in 1949
Professor teaching reading and school psychology, and administering

KERBER, James, EdD in elementary education from Wayne State U in 1967
Associate professor teaching, working on development of textbook, and administering
regional campus program

KING, Martha, PhD in curriculum and supervision fro!" Ohio State U in 1957
Professor teaching language arts and reading, and working on development of teacher
education textbook

RENTEL, Victor, PhD in educational psychology from U South Carolina in 1968
Associate professor teaching and conducting research on language development,
perception, end cognition

SCHATZ, Esther, MA in elementary education from Ohio State U in 1951
Associate professor teaching reading and language arts

STEWART, Lure Jane, MA in English education from U Michigan in 1945
Associate professor teaching

ZIDONIS, Frank, PhD in English education from Ohio State U in 1961
Professor teaching

Associated staff

ALLEN, Virginia, PhD in education
Lecturer teaching

DALE, Edgar, PhD in curriculum front U Chicago in 1929
Professor emeritus conducting research on vocabulary, and working on development of
textbook
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Ohio

OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY (continued)

EMS, Robert, PhD in curriculum from U Chicago in 1963
Professor administering department

HICKMAN, Janet, MA in education
Lecturer teaching

JOHNSON, Linda, MA in education

Lecturer teaching, and working in readinj center

Spacial resources

Reading center (Martha King)
Learning disabilities center (Charles Hueleman)
Oral language protocol project (Frank Zidonis)

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing

3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading

8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems

10 introductory clinical or laboratory practices in reading

11 advanced clinical or laboratory practicum in diagnosis and resediation of reading difficulties
12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading program
13 field experiences under the direction of a reading clinician
14 field experiences under the direction of a reading consultant in a school setting
15 field experiences under the direction of a reading supervisor

reading in the secondary school
language arts in the elementary school
trends and issues in teaching reading
reading in its social setting

h in reading

M.A. capstone in reading
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Ohio

UNIVERSITY OF CINCINNATI

Pro ren director Agnes A. Denney, Department of Curriculum and Instruction
College of Education and Nome Economics, University of Cincinnati
Cincinnati, Ohio 45221

Degrees available NIA EdD

Special degrees reading teacher and reading supervisor certification

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in masters degree program 4 full-time in doctoral degree program 5

part-time in masters degree program 30 part-time in doctoral degree program 6

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

number who now have number Who now have
only masters degree doctoral degree

ElesenWntlevel 4

Secondary level 1

College level 2

1

Faculty

BASILE, Donald D.

Associate professor teaching elementary and secondary reading, course on reading
research, effective reading, and administering

NANNEY, Agnes A., PhD in educational psychology from U Oklahoma in 1957
Professor teaching developmental reading, foundations of reading, psychology
of reading, and administering department

STARA, Patricia C., EdD in elementary education from U Cincinnati in 1972
Instructor teaching developmental reading, remedial reading, and supervising
students

Associated staff

GRIFFITH, Barbara, MEd in guidance from U Cincinnati in 1969
Instructor teaching

RIDENOUR, Delores, MEd in reading from U Cincinnati in 1970
Instructor teaching effective reading and study

special

Center for effective reading and study skills (Donald D. Ensile)

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual tasting
3 child and/or adalesceit psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
5 li for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading
8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems

10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading

12 advanced work in the developmental &Lied!s of a reading program
13 field experiences under the direction of a reading clinician
14 field experiences under the direction of a reading consultant in a school setting
15 field experiences under the direction of a reading supervisor

teaching emotionally disturbed children
teaching learning disabled children
teaching educable dad children
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Oklahoma

CENTRAL STATE UNIVERSITY

Program director Dale 1. Jordan, Department of Reading
Central State University, Edmond, Oklahoma 73034

Degrees available MEd

Special degrees reading certificate, reading specialist

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in masters degree program 20 full-time in doctoral degree program
part-time in masters degree program 130 part-time in doctoral degree proms.

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at

?acuity,

number who now have number who now have
only masters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level 35

Secondary level 7

College level 3

ANDERSEN, Stella, MEd in supervision of curriculum from Oklahoma State U in 1955
Instructor teaching, and supervising

CLARK, Cavennah, MEd in education from U Oklahoma in 1969
Instructor teaching, and supervising

JORDAN, Dale I., PhD in reading education from U Oklahoma in 1966
Associate professor teaching

Associated staff

HENDERSON, Mary Ann, MIA in elementary education from U Denver in 1971
Instructor supervising, and administering

JOHNSON, Imogene, MEd in education from Central State U in 1971
Instructor conducting research, and teaching

ROBERTS, Bette H., EdD in reading education from U Oklahoma in 1968
Associate professor supervising in campus reading clinic, and teaching

Special resources

Clinical services in reading, primary through adult (Bette H. Roberts)

Courses offered

1 MiliaSUVOINUt and/or evaluation
2 individual testing

3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading

8 introduction to dieresis and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory practice: in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practicum in diagnosis and repudiation of reading difficulties
12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading program
13 field experiences under the direction of a reading clinician
14 field experiences under the direction of a readies consultant in a school setting
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Oklahoma

NORTHEASTERN STATE COLLEGE

Program director M.L. McClure, Division of Education and Psychology
Northeastern State College, Tahlequah, Oklahoma 74464

De rase aysilabls MEd

Special degrees reading specialist certificate

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in masters degree program 25 full-time in doctoral degree program
pert-time in seaters degree program 100 part-time in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

Elementary level
Secondary level

College level

Faculty

number who now have number who now have
only masters degree doctoral degree

15

7

DENTON, Jack, EdD in reading from U Oklahoma

Asaistant professor teaching advanced reading

HARLUIGHTY, Edith, EdD in reading from Oklahoma State U in 1970
Assistant professor teaching advanced reading

JONES, Harvey, EdD in elementary education from U Tulsa
Professor teaching methods

Courses offered

1 'measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in 'Waled iv. procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading
8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems

10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practicum in diagnosis and reasdiation of reading difficulties
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Oklahoma

NORTHWESTERN STATE COLLEGE

Program director Margery Rereads, Reading Center
Northwestern State College, Alva, Oklahoma

Degrees available

Special degrees

MEd

graduate reading specialist certificate

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in masters degree program
part-time in masters degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

Elementary level
Secondary level

College level

73717

5 full-time in doctoral degree program
40 part-time in doctoral degree program

number who now have number who now have
only masters degree doctoral degree

7

Faculty

IERENDS, Margery, EdD in higher education from Oklahoma State U in 1971

Assistant professor teaching diagnostic reading, clinical reading, individual testing,
and supervising in summer reading practicum

STUEVER, Rita, EdD in alimentary education from Oklahoma State U in 1969
Assistant professor teaching reading improvement, developmental reading, clinical
reading, and supervising in summer melding practicum

Special resources

Reading improvement center (Rita Stuever)
Reading clinic (Margery &mends and Rita Stuever)

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
S literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading
8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicu in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practicum in diagnosis and rimed/at/on of reading difficulties
12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading program

lingeistics for classroom teachers
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Oklahoma

MUMMA STATE UNIVERSITY

Program director W. Price Evens, Department of Education
Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, Oklahoma

Degrees available NS

Special degrees educational specialist

Number of students in graduate program

full-tims in mestere degree program N/

A part-time in doctoral degree program N/A

EdD

74074

A full-time in doctoral degree program N/A
part-time in masters degree program N/

Career interests of students

last year's full -tine graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

Elementary level
Secondary level
College level

number who now have number who now have
only masters degree doctoral degree

18

4

Faculty

BELDEN, Bernard R., PhD in reading from Syracuse U in 1955
Professor teaching, and administering

RAY, Darrel D., EdD in reading from Oklahoma State U in 1962
Professor teaching, aid conducting research

6

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing

3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading

8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced- diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practicum in diagnosis and remediation of reading difficulties
12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading program
13 field experiences under the direction of a reading clinician

reading for exceptional children
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Oklahoma

S0011EASTE911 STATE COLLEGE

Proeram director Collin Bowen, Department of Education and Psychology
Southeastern State College, Durant, Oklahoma 74701

Degrees available MEd

Special decrees

ember of students in graduate mar=

full-time in masters degree program 25 full-time in doctoral degree program

part-time in nesters degree program 10 part-time in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full -ties graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at

number who now have number who now have
only masters degree doctoral degree

Eleeantary level 15

Secondary level 2

College level 2

Faculty

PAGAN, Evelyn, EdD in higher education and reading from Oklahoma State U in 1970
Assistant professor teaching reading diagnosis, methods, and developmental reading

MC GOVERN, Betty, MEd in elementary education and language arts from Southeastern State C in 1962
Instructor teaching, and supervising practice teachers

Special resources

Reading center for skills development and practices methods (Evelyn Fagan)

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and /or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
5'li rrrrrrrr for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading
8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory practices in reading

reading for the exceptional child
reading in the secondary school
organisation and supervision of reading programs
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Oklahoma

SOUTHWEST= STATE COLLEGE

Program director Earl A. Reynolds, Division of Teacher Education and Psychology
Southwestern State College, Weatherford, Oklahoma 73096

Deanne available

Special deems.

MEd

reading specialists' certificate

Number of students in graduate proems

full-rime in meters degree program 7 full-rime in doctoral degree program -
pert -tier in seaters degree program 22 part-time in doctoral degree program -

Career interests of students

last year's full -time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time ate

number mho now have number who now have
only masters dearee doctoral degree

Elementary level
Secondary level

Collate level

faculty

WILES, Robert, EdD in elementary education from U Oklahoma in 1956
Professor teaching secondary and adult read"'

DDRONAM, Cram, EdD in elementary education from U Northern Colorado in 1961
Professor teaching, and administering reading services

LAD, Charlotte, PhD in reading from U Oklahoma in 1967
Assistant professor teaching

WILLIAMSON, James R., MA in elementary education in 1960
Instructor teaching, and supervising

Associated staff

MUDD!, Resold, EdD in psychology from U Colorado in 1951
Professor teaching psychology

Dansmant, Roby, RD in psychology from Oklahoma State U in 1956
Associate professor teaching counseling and guidance

DUFFY, James, MS in psychology from U Oklahoma in 1969
Instructor teaching individual testing

CUM, Ted, EdD in psychology from GLUM= State U in 1971
Assistant professor teaching tests sad measurement

SCIMMIN, Raymond, EdD is education from U Missouri la 1965
Associate professor teaching curriculum

SMITS, Allan, PhD in education from U Stamm. in 1970
Assistant professor teaching mental health

Special resources

Clinic (Charlotte Les)
Laboratories (James E. Williamson)

Courses offered.

1 seasuremear and/or evaluation
2 individual testis'

3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrativs procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading
S introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of readies and learning problems

10 introductory clinical or laboratory pracricum in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practicum la diagnosis and rumedistioa of reading difficulties
12 advanced work IS the developmental aspects of a reading program
13 field experiesces under the direction of reading cliaician

15 field emperiemss under the direction of a reading supervisor
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Oklahoma

UNIVERSITY Of TULSA

Program director Richard Hall, Department of Behavioral Sciences
University of Tulsa, Tulsa, Oklahoma 74104

Degrees available MA MAT

Special degrees reading specialist and reading clinician certification

Number of stv4ents in graduate program

full -tier in 'masters degree program 2 full-time in doctoral degree program
part-time in meters degree program 48 part-time in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree number who now have number who now have
candidates now employed full-time at: only nesters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level N/A
Secondary level N/A

College level N/A

faculty

DE PM, Marjorie Loris, MEd in reading free U Missouri
Associate professor teaching

NEWBY, Maybelle, MAEd in elementary education from U Chicago in 1948
Instructor teaching clinical reading, supervising reading practices students,
and doctoral dissertation research

SMITS, Almada, MA in reading from U Tulsa in 1968
Instructor teaching, and administering clinic program

Special resources

Reading clinic (Almada, Smith)

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing A

3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
3 lit for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading
8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory practices in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practice. in diagnosis and remediation of reading difficulties
12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading program
13 field experiences under the direction of a readies clinician
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Oregon

OREGON COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

Program director Ronnie Young, Extreme Learning Problems Program
Oregon Collage of Education, Monmouth, Oregon 97361

Degrees available MS

Oregon KLP (LD) certification - basic and standard normSpecial degrees

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in seaters degree program 30 full-time in doctoral degree program
part-time in asters degree program 300 part-time in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

Faculty

number who now have number who now have
only masters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level 11
Secondary level 7

College level 2

FAHEY, Dennis, MD in educational administration from U Portland in 1964
Professor teaching

GEIL, Harry, MD in reading from Oregon State U in 1971

Assistant professor teaching secondary reading, and administering study skills
program

GENGLER, Charles, LID in supervision and curriculum from U Oregon in 1965
Associate professor teaching

WYSE', Elizabeth, PhD in education from Oregon State U in 1970
Assistant professor teaching, and'aupervising

UCH, Norman, EdD in elementary education from U Oregon in 1966
Associate professor teaching, and supervising

MILLSAP, Lucille, MD in elementary education from U Oregon in 1962
Professor teaching

YOUNG, Donnie, EdD in special education from U Oregon in 1970

Associate professor teaching diagnosis and prescription, psychology of reading,
introduction learning disabilities, working oo development of diagnostic and
prescriptive techniques, and administering program

Associated staff

DUNCAN, Donald, MD in guidance and counseling from Washington State U in 1961
Professor teaching, and administering

ROWLAND, Thomas, MD in special education from Washington State U in 1961
Professor teaching, and administering

Faculty in related fields

For information on faculty in related fields, write directly to program director

Special resources

Education evaluation center (Thames Rowland)
Learning disabilities clinic (Ronnie Young)
Study skills center (Harry Geil)

Courses offered

1 resurgent and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
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Oregon

OREGOO COLLEGE OF EDOCktION (continued)

4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents

6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading

introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practicum in diagnosis and remediation of reading difficulties
12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading program
13 field experiences under the direction of a reading clinician
14 field experiences under the direction of a reading consultant in a school setting
15 field experiences under the direction of a reading supervisor

instructional arterials in reading and basic skills
mental retardation
emotionally disturbed
education of exceptional children
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Oregon

OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY

Promo director Director. Reading Clinic. School of Education
Oregon State University. Corvallis. Oregon 97331

Deanne available MEd EdD PhD

Special degrees

Number of students in graduate prop..

full-tins in masters degree program 27 full-time in doctoral degree program 4
part-tins in masters degree program 32 part -time in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate dsgree
candidates now employed full-time at:

Elementary level
Secondary level

College level

number oho now have number who now have
only mestere degree doctoral degree

S

3

Faculty

ANRINDT. Kenneth h., EdD in reading from V liritish Columbia in 1969
Associate professor teaching

BRITTON. Guyneth. EdD in reading from Oregon State V in 19611
Assistant professor teaching, and supervising reading practices students in field

BASELION. Shirley. MEd in readies from Oregon State V in 1963
Instructor teaching

Faculty in related fields

ANDERSON. Edward. Assistant professor of educational foundations teaching educational psychology

CLARK. Glenn. Associate professor of counseling teaching counseling

CROOKS. William R., Professor of psychology teaching individual testing. and psychological
assessment

Special resources

Reading clinic Nod D. Msrksheffel - deceased)
Reading resources center (Kenneth M. Ahrendt)

Courses offered

6 course work J. administrative procedures
7 flan/anew or survey of reading
S introduction to diagonals and correction of reading end Jeanie, problems
9 advanced diagnosis sad correction of reading and learning problems

10 introductory clinical or laboratory practice in readies
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practice in diagnosis sad ramadiation of reading difficulties
12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading program
13 field experiences osier the direction of a reading clinician
14 field experiences wider the direction of a raiding consultant in a sf.00l setting
15 field experisates wider the directios of a reading supervisor

psychology of readies instruction

methods aid materials for teaching reading in the jailor college
supervision of readies instructive
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Oregon

SOUTHERN OREGON COLLEGE

Program director Burl J. Brie, Education Department
Southern Oregon College, Ashland, Oregon

agrees available MA

Special doves.

Number of students in graduate program

MS

full-time in masters degree-program N/A
part -tins in masters degree program N/A

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

97520

full-time in doctoral degree program
part-time in doctoral degree program

number who now have
only masters degree

Elementary level 4
Secondary level 1

College level 1

number who now have
doctoral degree

Faculty

CROSHONC, Rod, EdD from Southern Oregon C in 1967
Associate professor teaching elementary and secondary reading. and supervising
elementary and secondary student teachers

NC DWELL, Neil, PhD from Southern Oregon C in 1966
Associate professor teaching elementary reading, and supervising elementary student
teachers

MERINO, Esther, MA from Southern Oregon C in 1940
Associate professor teaching secondary reading, and administering reading canter
program

PAUCE, Ted, PhD from Southern Oregon C in 19615
Associate professor teaching, and supervising elementary student teachers

Special resources

Reading center (Esther Oehring)

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading
I introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practices in diagnosis and mediation of reading difficulties
12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reeding program
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Pennsylvania

BLOOMSBURG STATE COLLEGE

Program director

Degrees available

Special degrees

Margaret M. Sponseller, Reading Clinic
Bloomsburg State College, Second Street
Bloomsburg, Pennsylvania 17815

MEd

reading specialist certificate
'reading supervisor certificate

Number of students in graduate program

full -time in masters d program full -tile in doctoral degree program
part-time in masters degree program' 200 part -tine in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

lest year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full -time at:

Elementary level
Secondary level
College level

number who now have number who now have
only masters degree doctoral degree

No full -tine students

enrolled in
graduate reading program

Faculty

SELDERS, Gilbert, EdD in reading from Pennsylvania State U in 1950

Professor teaching developmental reading for college students

SPONSELLER, Margaret M., EdD in reading from Pennsylvania State U in 1964
Professor teaching clinic courses, reading workshops for area school districts, and
seminars on cometency-based programs, end administering program

WATSON, Lynn, EdD in language arts from Pennsylvania State U in 1972
Professor teaching

Faculty in related fields

GAYNOR, Michael, Assistant professor of psychology teaching theories in human learning

MC DONALD, A.J., Assistant professor of secondary education problems in guidance and counseling

SATZ, Martin, Professor of educational psychology teaching individual intelligence testing, and
education of the gifted child

smiux*4 Tomes, Professor of English teaching the structure of English

Special resources

Reading clinics for age levee 5 years through adult (Margaret M. Sponseller)

Courses offered

1 measuresent and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psycl.ilory
4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in admini ive procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading
8 introductiqp to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory practices in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practices in diagnosis and resmdiation of reading difficulties
12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of reading program
13 field experiences under the direction of a reading clinician
14 field experiences under the direction of a reading consultant in a school setting
15 field experiencik under the direction of a reading supervisor

language arts in the elementary school

reading in the content areas

structure of English
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Pennsylvania

CALIFORNIA STATE COLLEGE

Program director Homer R. Pankey, Department of Elementary Education
California State College, California, Pennsylvania 15419

Degrees available KEd

Special deerees reading specialist certificate
reading supervisor certificate

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in masters degree program 5 full-time in doctoral degree program
part-time in masters degree program 190 part-time in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

number who now have number who now have
only eastern degree doctoral degree

Elementary level 12

Secondary level 8
College level 2

Faculty

JONES, Harold, PhD in reading from U Pittsburgh in 1953

Professor teaching, and supervising master's projects or theses

OLIASTRO, Louis A., MEd in reading from U Pittsburgh in 1961
Associate profesior teaching, and supervising in reading center

PARKER, Virjean, PhD in reading from Boston U in 1969
Professor teaching, and supervising smotr's projects or theses

Special resources

Reading clinic (Louis A. Olisstro)

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in adainiatrstive procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading

8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems

10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicun in reading

12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading program
13 field experiences under the direction of a reading clinician

15 field experiences under them direction of a reading supervisor

problems in secondary reading
seminar in reading
recant trends in language arts



CURIOS' STATE CCILECE

preapAdireceor Arnold Zaeeke, Department of Elementary Education
Clarion State College, Clarion, Pennsylvania 16214

Degrees available MEd

Special douses

Number of students in graduate program

full -tier in misters degree program 2 full-time in doctoral degree program
part -tins in misters degree program 52 part-time in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year' full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

Elementary level
Secondary level

College level

number who now have number who now have
only seaters degree doctoral degree

6
1

Faculty

SMITH, Phyllis, IdD in reading education from Southern Illinois II in 1966
Associate professor teaching developmental reading

ZAESIE, Arnold, [dB in elementary education from 0 Missouri in 1956
Professor teaching remedial reading, and administering department program

Faculty in related fields

WADIES, Richard, Associate professor of elementary education teaching

ILIMIIMST, David, Associate professor of elementary education teaching

KOMI, Walter, Associate professor of elementary education

SLATER, Ratty, Professor of elementary education teaching

Special resources

leading clinic and laboratory (Phyllis Smith and Arnold Lesko)

Courses offered

2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents

7 foundations or survey of reading
8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and Immix. problems

10 introductory clinical or laboratory precticum in reading

12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading program

Vik



Pennsylvania

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

Program director

Degrees available

Spacial degrees

Joseph T. Brennan, Reading Clinic
Department of Reading and Language Arts
School of Education, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15219

MA MEd

reading specialist certificate
reading supervisor certificate

Number of students in_graduate program

full-time in masters degree progrs_ 20 full-tine in doctoral degree program
part-tine in nesters degree program 200 pert-time in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

number who now have number who now have
only masters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level 15
Secondary level 5

Collet* level 1

Faculty

BARONE, William P., MA in reading from West Virginia 0
Assistant professor teaching methods

BRENNAN, Joseph T., EdD in reading and language arts from U Pittsburgh in 1966
Associate professor teaching diagnosis and remedial techniques, and supervising
in clinic

NENNONT, Kathleen A., MB in elementary education from Duquesne U
Assistant professor teaching methods, and supervising

Special resources

Reading clinic (Joseph T. Brennan)

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology

5 literature for children and/or adolescents
6 -lutse work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading
8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems

10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading

13 field experiences under the direction of a reading clinician
14 field experiences under the direction of reading consultant in a school steins
15 C2.1d experiences under the direction of a reading supervisor
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Pennsylvania

EAST STROUDSBURG STATE COLLEGE

Program director Charles J. Versacci, Reading Department

East Stroudsburg State College, East Stroudsburg, Pennsylvania 1E301

Decrees BITIIJNIL MEd

Special d reading specialist certificate

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in masters degree program - full-time in doctoral degree program
part-time in masters degree program 30 part-time in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

lest yeai's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

Elementary level
Seconder, level

Collate level

Faculty

number who now have number who now have
only masters degree doctoral degree

ELITE, Gladys, MEd in reading from Temple U in 1944
Associate professor teaching

PERKINS, Charles, MA in reading from Temple U in 1946
Assistant professor teaching

No full-time students
enrolled in

graduate reading program

VERSACCI, Charles J., EdD in reading from Temple U in 1966
Professor teaching

Associated staff

CHARLES, Edward, EdD in reading from Lehigh U in 1971
Associate professor supervising summer clinic practicum

MOORE, Jesse, MA in English from Lehigh U in 1967
Assistant professor teaching in summer-developmental reading laboratory

Faculty in related fields

TANCREDI, Frank, Assistant professor teaching courses on

Special resources

Developmental reading laboratory (Charles Perkins)
Summer reading clinic school (Charles J. Versacci)

Courses offered

1 messuremeut and/or evaluation
2 individual testing

r

4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescent.
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading
8 introduction to diagnosis and correction if reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory pra.-ticum in reading
11 advanced clinical or !,boratory practicum in diagnosis end remediation of reading difficulties

psychology of the exceptional child

-4-
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Pennsylvania

EDINEORO STATE COLLEGE

Program director John A. Gates, Reading Department
Edinboro State College, Edinboro, Pennsylvania 16412

Degrees available MEd

Special degrees reading specialist certificate
reading supervisor certificate

. Number of students in graduate program

full-time in masters degree program 50 full-time in doctoral degree program -

part -time in nesters degree program 150 part-time in doctoral degree program -

Career interests of students

last year's full -time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

Elementary level
Secondary level

College

number who now have number who now have
only nesters degree doctoral degree

30
4

Faculty

DURLANDO, Andrew, PhD in reading from U Pittsburgh in 1970
Associate professor teaching

GATES, John A., EdD in reading from West Virginia U in 1970
Professor teaching, and administering program

GRACENIAN, Carolyn, EdD in reading from U Pittsburgh in 1970
Professor teaching

ROCCA, Michael, EdD in reading from Pennsylvania State U in 1970
Professor teaching

Associated staff

FEDORICO, Fred, MA in reading from State U of New York, SuffeYo, in 1968

Assistant professor teaching

JONES, Genevieve, MA in English in 1950
Assistant professor teaching

Special resources

Corrective and remedial reading clinic (John A. Gates)

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading
8 introduction to ding sale and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems

10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practical' in diagnosis and remediation of reading difficulties
12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading program
13 field experiences under the direction of a reading clinician
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Pennsylvania

INDIANA UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA

Program director Ralph Glott, Department of Elementary Education
Davis Nall, Indiana University of Pennsylvania
Indiana, Pennsylvania 15701

Degrees available

Special degrees reading specialist certificate
reading supervisor certificate

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in masters degree program - full-time in doctoral degree program
part-time in masters degree program 25 part-time in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full -time at:

Elementary level
Secondary level

College level

number who now have number who now have

only masters degree doctoral degree

7

Faculty

ROCCO, Violet V., DEd in elementary education in 1971
Associate professor teaching

EDP, George, DEd in elementary education from U Nsryland in 1963
Professor teaching, and conducting research

Courses offered

1 measurement and /or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and /or adolescent psycholor,

a curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading
6 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problem.
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory practices in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practicum in diagnosis and remediation of reading difficulties

12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading program

15 field experiences under the direction of a reading supervisor
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Pennsylvania

MILLERSVILLE STATE COLLEGE

Program director Gerald Bosch, Department of Elementary Education
Millersville State College, Millersville, Pennsylvania 17551

De Ives available MA

Special degrees reading specialist certificate
reading supervisor certificate

Number of students in eradiate proven

full-elms in =seers degree program 150 full-time in doctoral degree program
part-elms in =seers degree proves 65 part-tins in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree

candidates now employed full-time at:
number who now have number who now have
only masters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level 15

Secondary level S

College level 1

Faculty

RACHMAN, Jane, MS in reading froe Millersville State C in 1965
Assistant professor teaching

musk Helen, MS in reading from Pennsylvania State U in 1961
Associate professor teaching

TORCHIA, Joseph, MS in reading from Temple U in 1952
Associate professor teaching, conducting research, and administering

RUBY, J. Richard, EdD in reading from Pennsylvania State U in 1961
Professor teaching

Faculty in related fields

HESS, Richard, Professor of psychology teach,ng courses on testing

OLDS, Richard E., Associate professor of psychology teaching courses in testing

Special resources

Study skills clinic (Joseph Torchia)

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculmm development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reeding
8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and 'learning problems

10 introductory clinical or laboratory practices in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practice= in diagnosis and remedied= of reading difficulties
12 advanced work.in the developmental aspects of a reading program
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Pennsylvania

PEE:SYLVANIA STATE UNIVUSITT

11.2rjajtkmmr Joseph L. French, 102 jar, Pennsylvania State University
University Park, Pennsylvania 16802

Degrees available ' MEd

Special degrees reading specialist certificate

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in masters degree program 30 full -time in doctoral degree progrsm
part-time in masters degree program 40 part-time in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

number who now have number who now have

only masters 4egree doctoral degree

Elementary level 20 -
Secondary level 10
Callers level

Faculty

SECHDEL, Edith, MEd in reading from Indiana U of Pennsylvania in 1959
Instructor teaching

BLUSHER, Emery, PhD in education from U Imps
Professor teaching

CALLEMSACH, Carl, PhD in secondary education from Pennsylvania State U in 1971
Assistant professor-teaching

HEILMAN, Arthur, PhD in education from U Iowa
Professor teaching
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SMIPPENSBURG STATE COLLEGE

Program director William R. Smith, Department of Elementary Education
Eon 419, Shippensburg State College
Shippenaburg, Pennsylvania 17257

Degrees available MEd

Special degrees reading specialist certificate
reading supervisor certificate

Number of students In graduate program

full-time in masters degree program 2 full-time in doctoral degree program
part-time in masters degree program 250 part-time in doctoral degree program-

Career interests of students

last year's full-tine graduate degree amber who mow have amber who now have
candidates now4empleyed full-time at: only nesters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level,

Secondary level
College level

faculty

ANDERSON, William W., IAD in reading from U Virginia in 1971

Associate professor teaching, and supervising is classroom

GRIER, James I., EdD in reading from U Miry-land in 1966

Professor teaching, and supervising in classroom

STAMM, Gerald E., EdD in reading from U Maryland in 1972
Assistant professor teaching

URDANOWITZ, Mary Jane, EdD in reading from Northern Colorado in 1971
Assistant professor teaching

ERMAN, Samuel S., EdD in reading from Lehigh U in 1966
Professor teaching

Courses offered

3 child and/or adolescent psychology

4 curriculum development and supervision

6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundation, or survey of reading

introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning prebleme
10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading

12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading program
13 field experiences under the direction of a reading clinician

research studies in the teaching of reading
advanced theory and practice in the teaching of reading



Pennsylvania

--

UNIVIRSITY OF PEINISYLVANIA

Program director J. Wesley Schnsyer, Graduate School of Education
University of Pennsylvania, 3700 Walnut Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104

Degrees available MS EdD

Special degrees

Number of students in graduate krOVJAn

full -time in masters degree program 33 full-time it doctoral degree program 5
part-time in nesters degree program 46 part-time in doctoral degree program 18

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree number who now have number who now have
candidates now employed full-time at: only masters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level 23
Secondary level 10

College level

Faculty

IOTEL, Morton, EdD in guidance and counseling from D Pennsylvania in 1952
Professor teaching supervision, and working on development

SCHNETE1, J. Wesley, EdD in teacher education from D Pennsylvania in 1961
Professor teaching diagnosis of reading difficulties and secondary reading, and
administering program

Associated staff

HAMS, Diane, MEd in special education from D Virginia in 1966
Lecturer working se reading clinician

PRESTON, Ralph C., PhD in education from Teachers College-Columbia U in 1941
Professor teach's' field work for reading specialists, sod seminar in reading
research, And administering reading clinic program

WILLSON, Margaret F., NS in psychological tests and measurement from D Pennsylvania in 1951
Lecturer teaching clinical work in reading, and supervising in clinic

Special resources

Reading clinic (Ralph C. Preston)

Courses offered

1 maasuremeat and/or evaluation
2 individual testing

3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision

7 foundations or survey of reading Longues* arts-literature-Lenguage study
introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems

seminar in reading research

field experience under direction of faculty member
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Pennsylvania

UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH

Program director Joan B. Nelson, Department of Reading and Language Arts
1017 Cathedral of Learning, University of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213

Degrees available MEd FdD PhD

Special degrees reeding specialist
reading supervisor

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in mutes degree program 25 full-time in doctoral degree program 9
part -time in Seaters degree program 210 part-time in doctoral degree program 41

Career interests of students

last year' full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full -time at:

number mho now have number who now have
only seaters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level 15 2

Secondary level 10 1

College level

Faculty

BEAN, Rita, MEd in reading and language arts from U Pittsburgh in 1966
Instructor teaching, and supervising at a field site

BENSON,- Josephime, MEd in reading and language arts from U Pittsburgh in 1945
Assists:at professor teaching

CHRISTIAN, Nunn, MIA in reading and language arts from U Pittsburgh in 1971
Letterer teaching

CLELAND, Donald, PhD in reading and language arts from U Pittsburgh in 1950
Professor tanking

MAHONE, Joseph. lAD in secondary reading from Boston U in 1969
insister professor tonnes

NELSON, Jen B., PhD is reading an lanuage arts from U Pittsburgh in 1970
Associate professor reechtsg, and administering department program

SCALES, Alice, En in readies frown tumeschusetts in 1971
Assistant professor teaching

WINSAND, Jean, PhD in staff and program development from U Pittsburgh in 1971
Assigner professor teaching, and supervising at field sites

Associated staff

DECICCO, Emily, MEd in counseling and special education from U Pittsburgh in 1966
Instructor teaching

ROSNER, Jerome, OD in optometry from Pennsylvania College of Optometry
Associate professor wo*ting is clinic, end consulting

SARTAIN, Marry, PhD in reading from U Mismenta in 1957
Professor tonna,

Faculty in related fields

BECK, Isabelle, Lecturer in Learning, Iasearch, sad Development Center, assisting in research
and props. development

Special resources

Field sites, and center for educational action (Jean Wiesen)
leading clinic (Marilyn Christian)
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Pennsylvania

UNIVERSITY Op PITTSBURGH (continued)

Courses offered

4 curriculum development and supervision

6 course wolf in administrative proceduras
7 foundation or survey of reading

introduction to diagnosis and :orrection of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicus in reading

11 advanced clinical or laboratory practicum in diagnosis and remediation of reading difficulties
12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading program
13 field experiences under the direction of a reading clinician

14 field experiences under the direction of a reading consultant in a school setting
15 field experiences under the direction of a reading supervisor

urban education
issues in rgbding instruction
research in reading

1
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Rhode Island

RHODE ISLAND COLLEGE

Program director William J. Oehlkers, Reading Center, Rhode Island College
600 Mt. Pleasant Avenue, Providence, Rhode Island 02900

Degrees available MEd

Special degrees

Number of students in graduc_ a program

full -tier in masters degree prairie 14 full-time in doctoral degree program
part -time in masters degree program 126 part -time in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full -time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

Elemenn. level
Secondary level
College level

Faculty

number who now have number vho now have
only mestere degree doctoral degree

4

HANLEY, Gertrude, MEd in elementary education from Boston U in 1953
Associate professor teaching diagnosis

KYLE, Helen F., EdD in reading education from baton U in 1956
Professor teaching courses in research, diagnosis and methodology, and administering
in student advisement

NUGENT, Mildred, MEd in rending from Rhode Island C in 1960
Assistant professor teaching methods, and college reading improvement

OEHLKERS, William J., PhD in reading from U Delaware in 1977
Motet:tut professor teaching courses in research, diagnosis and methodology,
and directing reading center program

RYAN, Mary F., MEd in reading from Rhoda Island C in 1967
Assistant professor teaching methods, and supervising reading practicum students

WILLIAMS, Helen, MA in English education from U Michigan in 1941
Assistant professor teaching reading methods, and supervising reading practicum
students

Special resources

Public school internship, elementary level corrective and remedial reading center, and services
for college students with reading problems (Willie J. Dahlberg)

Courses offered

6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundation' or survey of reading
S introduction to diagnosis and correction of rending and learning problems

10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading

12 advanced we* in the developmental aspects of a reading program
13 field experiences under the direction of a reading clinician

research in reading
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South Carolina

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA

Program director Paul Conrad Berg, Reading Clinic, Collage of Education
University of South Carolina, Columbia, South Carolina 29208

Degrees available MA Mid PhD

Special deems

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in nesters degree program 10 full-time in doctoral degree program 5
part-time in misters degree program 20 part-time in doctoral degree program 20

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

Elementary level
Secondary level

Collage level

=mbar ubo now have number who now have
only masters degree doctoral degree

3
3

Faculty

BREEDLOVE, Wanda Gale, Mid in reading from 17 Georgia in 1968
Instructor teaching

SIMPER, Richard, EdD in reading from U Pittsburgh in 1970
Assistant professor teaching

NELSON, Florence A., MA in elementary education from U Chicago in 1951
Associate professor teaching

Associated staff

BERG, Paul Conrad, PhD in educational psychology from Cornell U in 1953
Professor administering program, and teaching
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South Dakota

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH DAKOTA

Program director Fred P , Department of Curriculum and Instruction
University of South Dakota, Vermillion, South Dakota 57069

Degrees available MA

Special d

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in masters degree program full -time in doctoral degree program
Part-ties in masters degree program 20 part-time in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

Elementary level
Secondary level

College level

number who now have number who now have
only masters degree doctoral degree

6

Faculty

KIPLING, Cecil, Jr., EdD in elementary education from U Nebraska in 1956

Professor teaching developmental reading, and administering elementary section of
program

SCHLEIF, Nimble, PhD in elementary education from U Minnesota in 1970
Associate professor teaching remedial reading, and diagnostic reading

Faculty in related fields

POTTER, Donald, Associate professor of special education teaching learning disabilities

Special resources

ERIC reading resources-center (Cecil Kipling, Jr.)

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual tasting
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents

7 foundations or survey of reading

8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems

12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading program
13 field experiences under the direction of a reading clinician

evaluation of materials of instruction
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Tennessee

AUSTIN PEAT STATE UNIVERSITY

Program director Fred Bunger, Education Department
Austin Peay State University, Clarksville, Tennessee 37040

Degrees available MA

Special degrees

Number of students in graduate proves

full-time in masters degree program 5 full-time in doctoral degree program
part -ties in masters degree program 17 part-time in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

lest year's full-time graduate degree number who now have number who now have
candidates now employed full-time at: only masters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level 9

Secondary level
College level

Faculty

3

BOFICKER, Margaret, PhD in elementary education from U Kentucky in 196E
Professor teaching, and supervising student teachers

JOLLY, Hayden B., Jr., MA in reading from Austin Peay -cats U in 1958
Associate professor teaching, led supervising in reading clinic

Faculty in related fields

MURRAY, Beatrice, Associate professor of psychology teaching

STOKES, Elisabeth, Professor of psychology teaching measurement, evaluation, and individual
tasting

Special resources

Reading center for educational diagnosis (Hayden B. Jolly, Jr.)

Courses offered

1 measurOOSOt and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading

8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading

12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading program

14 field experiences under the direction of a reading consultant in a school setting

nature of language
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Tennessee

EAST TENNESSEE STATE UNIVERSITY

Program director John Taylor, Department of Reading
East Tennessee State University, Johnson City, Tennessee 37601

Degree, available HA

Special d

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in masters degree program 10 fullrtime in doctoral degree program
part-time in masters degree program 40 part-time in doctoral degree program

Career itcereets of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

Faculty

number who now have number who now have
only masters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level 15

Secondary level 3

College level 4

BOWMAN, James, EdD in secondary education from U Maryland In 1972
Assistant professor teaching

FOWLER, Flora, EdD in curriculum and instruction from U Tennessee in 1972
Assistant professor teaching

TAYLOR, John, PhD in reading from U Miami in 1972
Associate professor teaching, and administering program

WOHLFORD. Marguerite, MA in reading from East Tennessee State U in 1961
Assistant professor teaching

Special resources

Clinical testing program and college reading improvement pr,areu (John Taylor)

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 indivb,tal testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading
8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems

10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practicum in eiagnosis and renediation of reading difficulties
12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of reading progres
13 field experiences under the direction of a reading clinician
14 field experiences under the direction of a reading c, taultant in a school setting
15 field experiences under the direction of a reading supetvisor

psycoo)agy of reading

linguistics of reading
h id reading

teaching adults to read
materials for reading
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Tennessee

MEMPHIS STATE UNIVERSITY

Pro ram director Harry 8. Hiller, Reading Center
Department of Elementary Education
Memphis State University, Memphis, Tenn

Degrees available MEd

ldAS-recierees education specialist

Number of students in graduate _program

full-time in masters degree program 11

part-time in masters degree program 120

Career interests of students

last year's full-ties graduate degree
candidates now employed full-tine at:

Elementary level
Secondary level

College level

Faculty

vdD

38111

full-time in doctoral degree program 5

part -time in doctoral degree program 3

number Jho now have number who now have
only masters degree doctoral degree

N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

BROTHERTON, Sophia, EdS in elementary education from Colorado State C in 1964
Assistant professor teaching

KAISER, Robert A., MD in reading from U Pittsburgh in 1967
Associate professor teaching, and administering

MILLER, Harry B., EdD in elementary education from U Pittsburgh in 1962
Professor teaching, and administering program

RAKES, lhomas,'EdD in reading from U Tennessee in 1972
Assistant professor teaching

WARREN, Anne, MEd in reading from Memphis State U in 1969
Instructor teaching, and supervising tutoring and testing

Associated staff

HILL, J. David, MEd in elementary education from Butler U in 1965
Assistant professor teaching children's literature

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading
8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory practices in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practices in diagnosis and remediation of reading difficulties
12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading program
13 field experiences under the direction of a reading clinician
14 field experiences under the direction of a reading consultant in a school setting
15 field experiences under the direction of a reading supervisor
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Tennessee

MIDDLE TENNESSEE STATE UNIVERSITY

Program director Ralph White, Department of Education
Middle Te State University
Murfreesboro, Tennessee 37130

Degrees available MEd

Special degrees

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in masters degree program 4 full-time in doctoral degree program
part-time in masters degree program 42 part-time in doctoral degree program

C interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates- now employed full -time at:

Elementary level
Secondary level

College level

number who now have number who now have
only masters deores doctoral degree

2

1

Faculty

BRASREARS, Elizabeth, EdD in elementary education from U Tennessee in 1969
Assistant professor teaching

MC CRU14IEN, Robert A., EdD in elementary education from Baylor U in 1960
Associate professor teaching

WILLIAMS, John D. EdD in elementary education from U Tennessee in 1954
Professor teaching

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in adknistrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading

8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems

10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading

corrective reading in the elementary school
teaching reading in high school
curriculum and supervisory problems in reading
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Tennessee

UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE, KNOXVILLE

Miran director Jerry J. Bellon, Department of Curriculum and Instruction
Claxton 301, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Te 37916

Degrees available

Special d EdS

MS EdD

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in masters degree program N/A full-time in doctoral degree program 8
part-time in masters degree program N/A part-time in doctoral degree program 2

Career interests of students

lest year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at

Faculty

number who now have number who now have
only masters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level N/A
Secondary level N/A
College level N/A

ALEXANDER, J. Estill, EdD in curriculum from U Kentucky in 1968
Associate professor teaching

BREEN, Leonard, DEd in elementary education from U Oregon in 1967
Assi professor teaching in-service and methods, and administering reading

program

BURNS, Paul C., PhD in elementary education from U Iowa in 1959
Professor teaching

KNIGHT, Lester N., PhD in elementary education from U Texas, Austin, in 1969
Assistant professor teaching developmental reading

KOLKER, Brenda, EdD in reading from Indiana U in 1970
Assistant professor teaching

TANNER, Nancy, Ectil in reading from Harvard U in 1940

Instructor teaching college reading study, and supervising clinical remediation

TERWILLIGER, Paul N., EdD in elementary education from Pennsylvania State U in 1967
Assistant professor teaching

WYNN, Sammye, MS in elementary education from U Tenn in 1964
Assistant professor teaching

Associated staff

DAVIS, Ariold R., PhD in early and middle childhood education from Ohio State U in 1969
Assistant professor teaching methods

WALKER, Patricia, EdD in early childhood education from U Kentucky in 1971
Assistant professor teschlng s :hods

Special resources

College reading study skills program (Nancy Tanner)
Diagnostic and remedial clinic (Leonard Breen)

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and /or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
S literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
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UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE, KNOXVILLE (continued)

7 foundations or survey of reading
8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practicum in diagnosis and remediation of reading difficulties
12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading program

psychology of reading
linguistics and the teaching of reading
seminar in reading - language arts
programs and materials for reading instruction
seminar in research and theory
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EAST TEXAS STATE UNIVERSITY

Program director Allen Kavanaugh, Elementary Education Department
East Texas Station, East Texas State University
Commerce, Texas 75428

Degrees available MA MEd NS LAD PhD

Special degrees reading specialist Certificate

Number 3f students in graduate program

full -time in masters degree program 10 full -time in doctoral degree program 8
part-time in masters degree program 30 part-tine in doctoral degree program 20

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at

number mho nom have number who now have
only masters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level 30
Secondary level 10
College level 10

Faculty

BRIGGS, L.D., EdD in elementary education from North Texas State U in 1906
Amsociate professor teaching, and supervising in clinic

Associated staff

JERNIGAN. Nary, EdD in elementary education from U Oklahoma in 1969
Assistant professor teaching, and supervising in clinic

WILSON, James B., FAD in secondary education from Baylor U in 1968
Assistant professor teaching, and supervising in clinic

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual outing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading
8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis end correction of reading and learning problems
.0 introductory clinical or laboratory practicom in reading

3

11,
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Texas

SAM HOUSTON STATE UNIVERSITY

Program director Jack Stagy, Department of Education
Sam Houston State University, Huntsville, Texas 77340

Degrees available MEd

Special degrees

Number of students in graduate program

full -time in meters degree program N/A full-time in doctoral degree program
part-time in masters degree program 100 part-time in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full-tine graduate degree number who now have number who now have
candidates now employed full-time at: only masters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level N/A
Secondary level 111.6

College level N/A

Faculty

LEWIS, Jessie, MA in education from Technical Agricultural and Industrial. Kingsville, in 1950
Teaching

LOWRY, Patricia, EdD in education from Ball State
Teaching

PARK, Mary Frances, FAD in education from U Houston in 1965
Teaching, and supervising

PENNY, Mary Beth, EdD in education from U Oklahoma in 1972
Teaching

WAKEFIELD, Mary -. EdD in education from U Arizona in 1968
Ass a professor teaching, conducting research. and **idolater/ft

Special resource.

College reading center, reading clinic (Mary W. Wakefield)

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adoleace. psychology

S literature for children amd:or adolesceate
6 course VIM. La administrative procedures
7 foundatioms or survey of reading
8 introduction to diagposis and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problem

10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicia in reading

13 field experiences under the direct,on of a means clinician
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Texas

SOUTHEBE METHODIST UNIVERSITY

program director Gerald G. Cain, Department of Education
415 Clements Nall, Southern Methodist University
Dallas, Texas 75222

Degrees available MA MEd

Special degrees

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in masters degree program 2 full-time in doctoral degree program
part-time in masters degree program 10 part-time in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at

Faculty

number who now have number who now have
only salters degree doctoral degrex

Elementary level 11

Secondary level
College level 1

BRACKEN, Dorothy, MA in reading
Assistant professor teaching, and administering

CAM, Gerald G., EdD in elementary administration from U Missouri in 1964
Associate professor teaching, and administering

Faculty in related Helen

CRONBAUGH, Charles, Assistant professor of psychology teaching

COX. Donald, 4asociate professor of education teaching

ROBERTS, Jack, Professor of education teaching

Special resources

Reading clinic (Dorothy Bracken)

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and /or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development mid supervisiom
5 literature for children and/or adolescents

introductiom to diagnosis and correction of reading and Lamming prolamin
9 advanced diaanosis and correction of reading and learning problems
10 introductory ClialCal or laboratory }viaticum it reading
11 adveeced clinical or laboratory practieum in diagnosis and remediatiom of reeding difficulties

- -
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?roars. director Joseph Ilika, Department of Curriculum and Instruction
Texas A A K University, College Station, Texas 77843

Degrees available MEd PhD

Special degrees reading certificate

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in masters degree proven N/A full-time in doctoral degree program 2
part-time in nesters degree program N/A part -time in doctoral degree novas 4

Career interests of students

lest year's ful- -clue graduate degree
candidates now employed full-tine at:

Zlementary level
Secomdery level

College level

number mho now have number who now have
only nesters degree doctoral degree

10
6

2

2

Faculty

ANDERSON, Jean Marie, FAD in curriculim and reading from Texas A 6 K U in 1971
Assistant professor teaching

ILIKA, Joseph, PhD in elementary educetiou from U Michigan in 1963
Associate professor teaching

MUTES, Robert, PhD in curriculum and language from Stanford U in 1969
Merciete professor teaching

STEMMING, Walter, PhD in educational psychology from U Texas in 1967_
Associate professor teething

Faculty is related field",

CANNON, Cerland, Professor of Mesita teaching, mad assisting is reading research

MANN, V.I., Professor of biology teaching, sod assisting in reading research

MARTIN, Classes, Professor of psychology teaching, and assisting in reading research

FARM, Dater, Professor of psychology teaching, and assisting sn reading research

Courses offered

1 measuremest sad /or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum develop/mat mod supervision
S literature for &Mires and/or adolsocents

7 fousdatlons or surveyed readies
8 istrodnction to diagnosis and correction of realms and leareleg prOblans
admitted assegais sad corrsctios of reading and learnimg problems

10 introductory clinical or laboratory practices I. readies
11 cwiesoisd clinical or laboratory practices la dialsosis teed remsdiatios of readies difficulties
12 advanced work in the developmeetal aspects of a reedier program
13 field esperiesces order the dinettes of a reading clinician
14 field epperiences ender the /treatise of a rending consultant in a school mottle'
IS field experiences eider the direction of a reading supervisor

132
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Texas

TEXAS TEC! UNIVERSITf

Proves director John A. Roars, Reading Program
Deparcment of Curriculum and Instruction
Texas Tech University, Lubbock, Texas 79409

Degrees available MA MEd EdD PhD

Special degrees

Number of students in graduate prima

full-time in masters degree program 1 full-rise in doctoral degree program
part-time in meters degree program 15 part-rise in doctoral degree program

Career literate of students

last year's full-time gradate degree somber who now have arbor who now have
candidate now employed full -ties at: only nesters degree doctoral degree

Etameacarf level
Secondary level

Colts level

faculty

CEE, DID is readies from North Texas State 0 in 1970
Assistant professor teaching

MOILS, Eleanor, MEd in elementary education

Assistant professor teaching

SOGIRS, John R., PhD is reedi.1. from 0 Texas
Professor tackles, ad adidnisterieg program

*meta resources

Rath* laboratory -(Jebel. Roars)

*mess offered

1 measurement and /or evaluation
2 individusl tasting
3 child males adolescent psychology
4 curricula develop's:it and supervision
5 literature for children sailor a' Aslant::
6 aura work is adednistrative procedures
7 [deodoriser or army of reeding
$ !stabilities to Magmata sod correction of realms sod ;amiss problees
Masai disgaoels and tarsal= of resilas and learaine problems

10 introductory clinical or laboratory practices' is reading

11 advamad distal or laboratory practices is disseeels sod ramediaties of realms difficulties
12 advanced mark is the develasemeal aspects of a reifies preens
13 field experiences wader the direction of s realms insides
14 field experlascas under the direction of a realise mealiest is a school satins
15 field axperlaces maim the direeties of a realms supervisor
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1131E WOMAN'S UNIVERSITY

Program director Howard L. Stone, Department of Curriculum and Instruction
College of Education, Texas Woman's University
Denton, Texas 76204

Degrees avgilable MA MEd

Special degrees

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in misters degree program
part-time in masters degree program

Career interests of atudents

last year's full -tine graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

Elementary level
Secondary level

College level

- full-time in doctoral degree program
55 pert-time in doctoral degree program

number who now have number Who now have
only seaters degree doctoral degree

1

faculty

DI MELLO, !brio C., PhD in elementary education from U Iowa in 1965
Associate professor teaching, and supervising

FEARING, Joseph, EdD in educational administration from U Northern Colorado:, in 1963
Professor teaching, supervising, and administering

GARDNER, Dolores, FAD in elementary education from North Texas State U in 1965
Assistant professor teaching

SPICOLA, Some, PhD in elementary education in 1960

Associate professor teaching, and supervising

Special resources

Canter for the study of learning (Mario C. Mello)

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and /or adolescent psychology

4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and /or adoleaceats
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading

9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading

12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading program
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Texas

UNIVERSITY OF HOUSTON

Program director Wilson H. Lane, Jeparteent of Language Arts
College of Education, University of Houston
Houston, Texas 77004

Degrees available MEd EdD

Special degrees

Amber of students in graduate proems

full-time in nesters degree program 12 full-time in doctoral degree program 6
part-time in masters degree proven 87 part-time in doctoral degree program 18

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

oumber who now have number who now have
only nesters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level 4 1
Secondary level 3 -

College level 1

Faculty

DILLIES, Martha, EdD from U Florida in 1971
Assistant professor teaching

LANE, Wilson H., FAD in elementary education from Colorado State U in 1957
Associate professor teaching

MOUNTAIN, Lee Harrison, EdD from Pennsylvania State U in 1960
Associate professor teaching

OLSON, Joanne, PhD in educational psychology from U Minnesota in 1968
Assistant professor teaching

POTZIFIRLD, Denzil, EdD in elementary education from U Oklahoma in 1969
Assistant professor teaching

Faculty in related fields

CARTER, John, Associate professor of special education assisting in clinical program

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for Children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 fowedstioas or survey of reading

8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading

12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading program
13 field experience' under the direction of a reading clinician

14 field experiences under the direction of a reading consultant in a school setting
15 field experiences =der the direction of a reading supervisor

..aalysis of methods of turbine reading
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UNIVEIS/TI OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN

Program director Thomas D. Horn, Depattment of Curriculum and Instruction
University of Texas, Austin, Texas 78712

Degrees available MA MEd PhD

Special desteen

Number of students in graduate program

full -time in masters degree program 15 full-time in doctoral degree program 8

part-time in masters degree program 30 part -tins in doctoral degree program 10

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

Elementary level
Secondary level
College level

number who now have number who now have

only masters degree doctoral degree

10

Faculty

FROST, Joe L., EdD in elementary education from U Arkansas in 1964
Associate professor teaching, and conducting research

CUSEAR, Frank J., PhD in reading from U Wisconsin in 1966
Associate professor teaching, and conducting research

ROSER, Nancy Lee, EdD in reading from Indiana U in 1970
Assistant professor teaching, and conducting research

2

RUTHERFOnD, William L., EdD in reading from North Texas State U in 1964
Associate-professor teaching, conducting research, and working on development

Associated staff

HARMER, William R., PhD in reading from U Minnesota in 1959
Associate professor administering, and teaching

BORN, Thomas D., PhD in reading and spelling from U Iowa in 1947
Professor administering program, and teaching

WILLIAMS, Fern C., MA in reading from U Texas in 1947
Research associate working as diagnostic supervisor

Special resources

Learning disabilities center (Willis. k. Varner)

Courses offeret

1 sMillunlialint and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child mod/or adolemcent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision

5 lit for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading
8 introduction to diagnosis and correctio.. of reading and learning problems

advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory ptacticum in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practicum in diagnosis and re:mediation of reading difficulties

12 advanced work in the developmental aspect, of a reading program
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Utah

t

BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSITY

Program director Max J. Berryessa, Department of Elementary education
204 McKay Building, Brigham Young University
Provo, Utah 84601

Degrees available MA MEd

Special degrees sixth-year specialist

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in masters degree program 8 full -tine in doctoral degree program 4
part-time in nesters degree progrr 13 part-time in doctoral degree program 4

Career interests of students

last year' full-time graduate degree number who now have number who now have
candidates now employed full-time at: only Beaters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level N/A N/A
Secondary level N/A N/A

College level N/A N/A

Faculty

ALLIED, Ruel A., EdD in elementary curriculum al- instruction from U Oregon in 1965
Associate professor teaching

DUNN, Jame EdD in elementary curriculum and instruction from Brisk= Young U in 1968
Assistant professor teaching

MOORE, Blaine H., EdD in reading from U Northern Colorado in 1969
Assistant professor teaching

SUCHER, Floyd, EdD in elementary curriculum and instruction from Colorado State C in.1963
Professor teaching

Faculty in related fields

RAMIKID, Ruth, Assistant professor of edulational psychology teaching reading in special
education

HARRISON, Betty, Associate professor of educational psychology teaching reading in special
education

THOMAS, Glenn, Associate professor of educational psychology teaching reading in special
education .

Courses offered

1 measurement mod/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child aol /or adolescent psychology

4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative lalwedures
7 foundation@ or survey of reading
8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading

11 advanced clinical or laboratory practices in diagnosis and remediation of reading difficulties
12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading program

14 field experiences under the direction of a reeding consultant in school setting
15 field experiences under the direction of a reading supervisor

reading in the content areas
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Vermont

1

UNIVERSITY OF VERMONT

program director Lyman C. Hunt, Jr., Reading Center Program Area
University of Vermont, Burlington, Vermont 05401

De reels available MEd

Special degrees

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in masters degree program 17 full -time in doctoral degree program

part-time in masters degree program 23 part-time in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full-ti se graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

Elementary level

number who now have number mho now have

only seaters degree doctoral degree

Secondary level 2

College level

Faculty

CLECNTS, Zecherie, EdD in education from State U of New York, Buffalo, in 1971
Assistant professor teaching

,UST, -Lyman C., Jr., EC in education from Syracuse U in 1952
Professor teaching

LAND, Selene, EdD in education from Poston U in 1970
Associate professor tesehing-

Faculty in related fields

STOCKER, Dolores, Associate professor of education teaching

Special resources

College reading improvement program, and laboratory school (Lyman C. lust, Jr.)

Courses offered

5 literature for children and/or adolescents

7 foundations or survey of reading
S introduction to diagnosis end correction of reeding and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading end learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory precticum in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practicum in diagnosis and remsdiation of reading difficulties
12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reeding program

14 field experiences under the direction of a reading consultant in a school setting
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Virginia

MADISON COLLEGE

program director Charles Blair, Department of Education, Sox 1-11
Madison Collage, Harrisonburg, Virginia 22$01

Degrees available MS

Special degrees

Humber of students in graduate program

full-time in seaters degree program 2 Lull -time in doctoral degree program
part-time in seaters degree program 21 part-time in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

Elementary level
Secondary level
College level

Fimt1

ameba/ vho now have number oho now have
only seaters degree doctoral degree

1

GOP?, Henry, Jr., Mild in education from U Virginia in 1950
Assistant professor teaching

MERLIN, Shirley S., RID in reading from Vest Virginia V is 1971
Associate professor teaching, conducting research in clinical testing and analysis,
and administering reading canter program

Associated staff

SCMISVITZET, Marjorie, IAD is education from Teachers College-Columbia U in 1962
Professor teaching

Skerla! resodrces

Reeding center testing and teaching laboratory (Shirley S. Merlin)

Courses offered

1 aresuramsat and /or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology

4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for chilirea sod/or sdolisceets
6 course verb is adedaistrative procedures
7 fouedatioes or survey of reading

introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading end learning problem
10 introductory clinical or laboratory pratticum in realise

12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading program

se'

high school mod adult readies program
workshop: corrective amd remedial reeding in the classroom
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1/111VERSITT OF MOIL

Proves director Director, Mauffey leading Center, University of Virginia
Charlottesville, Virginia 22903

Deere*, available Me MEd SdD PhD

special dowses

lumber a students in Brads:ate program

full -ties in nesters degree program 30 full -ties in doctoral degree program 10

part-time in waters degree program 60 part -ties in doctoral degree program 10

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree number who now have number obo now have

candtdates now employed full-time at: only mestere degree doctoral degree

Elementary level 15 2

Seconders, level 2 -

Collees level 2

Faculty

ESTES, Thomas N., PhD in reading from Syracuse 0 is 1,70
Assistant professor teething, conducting research, and admisistering

MENDIRSOM, nomad S., PhD in behavioral acie=e free 0 Delaware in 1964
Associate professor cambia& conducting research, and administering

Special resources

Diagnostic center (Themes I. Lees)
Asmitag instruction center (Edmund N. Meederass)

Courses offered

7 foundations or survey of reading
6 latrodoctioa to diagnosis and correctioe of reading and learning problem

advanced diagnoeis sad correction of realise sad learning problems

10 introductory clinical or laboratory practice is reading

11 advanced clinical or laboratory Fraction is diagnosis sad remediation of reading difficulties

12 advanced work is the developmental aspects of a reading program
13 field experiences seder the direction of a readies clinician

14 field experiences under the direction of a readies consultant in a school settles

15 field experiences under the direction of a reading supervisor
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Washington

USUAL SIASNINCTON STATE COLLEGE

Pro sr director Conrad N. Potter, Education Deportment

Ceatral Vashingtor State College, Illeseburg, Washington 96926

Degrees available MEd

Special deems.

Amber of students in Exoduses' wojerast

full-time in swears degree program 16 full-tIms in doctoral degree program -
part-time Is meter. degree program 25 part-tIms In doctoral dogma program -

Career interests of student

last year's full -tie graduate degree
camdidates son employed full-thus at

Elasemtars level
Seconded level

Cellos. level

somber who now have saner who sow have
only nesters degree doctoral dares

15
N/A
N/A

Vaculti

INDENSI, Nike S., NIS in library seta** from North Tessa State V is 196$
Asoistaat professor teaching

VOSION, Douglas S., IdD is education fresh Northers Colorado is 1971
Assistant professor teaching

PLOD, Villlaa D., EdD in education from Colorado State C in 1960
Professor teaching

OSEATSINGER. Calvin C., FAD is oducation from Colorado State C is 1906
Assistant professor taaching

MEDIEN, Dolls S., NA in educates from State V lows in 1957
Associate professor tomato'

11066321, fella, NA em smelt education from California State C. Los Angeles. is 1964
Assistant professor teaching

LOGUS-Oleleall. IAD is education from-ladies& U is ism
Associate professor embalms

TAILOR, Asella, IAD is education from 0 Omehington in 1,09
ANOCillt professor teaching

Courses offered

1 smasuramest and/or .valuation

3 child and/or *Wescott psychology
4 curriculum developsost and superstate*
5 literature for chIldnsm and/or adoloscomts
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or germ of reading
6 istreAsetios to diagnosis sad cerrectios of reading and learning problem

odvamood disposis and correction of reading and learning probled
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practicum in dlapoala and remsdlation of reading difficulties
12 advanced work in the developmeatal aspects of a readies proems
13 flail experiences under the !treaties of a reading clinician

15 field aspartame** under toe direction of a reading supervisor
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FASTEN VASNINGTON SIAM COLLEGE

Proaraa director R. Dean Gaudette, Department of Education
Eastern Wmakington State College, Cheney, Washington 90004

Del/roes available MEd

Special dem:roes

Number of students in graduate proems

full -tine is misters degree proves 6 full-time in doctoral degree program

pert-tier in mestere degree program 26 pert-time is doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full -time graduate degree somber mho sow have amber who sow have

ceedidates now employed full-time at: only meters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level 1

Secomdary level 3

Colley level 1

Faculty

PL am, J. Regime, PhD la special education from D Washiagtos is 1961
.Professor teedhlag preedial readies, and edataisterieg readies center program

KINGSLEY, Renard, MA is education from Teachers Colless-Columbia 0 is 1955

Associate professor teschima

OLIVER, Marvin 7., PhD is reeding from Syracuse 0 in 1P70

Associate professor tau:dates

79 41.01, Margarita, Mk in lesseess arts and rceding from Whitworth C le 1964

Associate professor teschlag

WILSON, William C., EdD is slemeatary educatioa from U Celiforals in 1962

Professor toads's.

Special resources

Reading castor W. tapes. thatcher)

Courses offered

1 pmesurement and/or evaluation

2 bedividual testing

3 child and/or adolescest peyebolosy
4 curriculum development sad supereislos

S Literature for children mad/or adolescaste
6 course work is administrative procedures

$ introduction to disposle and correction of readies and learnlas problems

9 advanced dissaesis and correcties of reading and learnt.' problems
10 Istroductory clinical or laboratory practices is realise

13 field overtimes osier the direction of a reading clinic's,
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Washington

UNIVERSITY OF PUGET SOUND

Program director Inset Daimler, Education Department
University of Puget Sewed, 1500 N. Verner Avenue
Tacoma, Verbiage.* 96416

Degree. available kid

Special degrees

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in masters degree program 6 full-time in doctoral degree program
part-tine is masters degree program 16 part-tine in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree somber who now have
candidates now employed full-time at: only seaters degree

Elementary level
Secondary level 1

College level

saber oho Igo have
doctoral idiot

Faculty

GIFFORD, Edith. PhD is educational psychology from U Visa:mein in 1967
Associate professor teaching diagnosis and remediatios, elementary .eading, and
supervising in reading precticum

BARRIS. Theodore L.. PhD in educational psychology from U Chicago in 1541
Professor teaching seminars in reading

tOUSSIN. Ramon. PhD in elementary education from U Iowa in 1971
Assistant professor marbles elementary and aecaedary reading, and develormemtalreading

Faculty in related fields

ILIJR. taster, Director of reading. Tacoma schools, assists in continuing education courses

ROSEN. Tins. Reading cousultaet. Franklin Pierce school, assists in continuing education course.

SNOOK. Jack, Principal. Seattle school,
assists in summer program, and conducts workshop in

individeelised rending

Special resources

Remedial and corrective reading clinic (Edith Gifford)

Courses offered

1 meammemest and /or evaluation

3 child ad /or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supiivision
3 literature for children and /or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 fousdatlems or survey of reading

istroduction to dial:mole and correction of reading and learning problems
advanced diagnosis srd correction of reading ad learning problems

10 introductory clinical or laboratory practices in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practices in diagnosis and remedisties of readies difficulties
12 advanced work is the developmental aspects of reeding program

14 field empariences under the direction of a reading cossultant in a school setting

secomdary reeding
largesse arts
seminar on reeding roe:ravels
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OS2116701 STATE ounnesur

Milan director Lloyd S. Erdal, Departmeat of iducatios
Ibuddmyton State University, Pullers, Neeklegton 99163

Degrees availably MA MIA EdD PhD

Special degrees

Number of students in graduate program

full-time is mestere degree program 7 full-time is doctoral degree program 4
pert-time is resters degree program N/A pert-tips in doctoral degree program N/A

Career interests of et:ideate

last year's foil-time graduate degree
csmdidates new employed full -tins at:

:amber mho now hem number who now have
only masters degree doctoral degree

level N/A 2
level N/A

Co N/A 3

Vacuity

SALINA, Michael A., EdD is elementary education free Sall State U in 1671
Assistant professor teaching

JONNSON, Carole S., PhD to educational psychology from U Iona is 1667
Associate professor teaching

MILLS, Inge K., PhD is curriculum from U Mlasesota is 1939
Maniae professor toad:ins ebildrea's literature

MAT, Frank S., PhD is elementary curriculmme from U Ifiscomsla is 1641
Professor toad:las

MILLIGAN, Jerry L., EdD in educational psychology from U Cuss is 1666
Associate professor teaching

Courses offered

1 measuramest and/or evaluation

2 individual teatime
3 child sad /sr adolescent psychology
4 curriculum devolopmest and supervision
S literature for childres ard/or'sdolesconts
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading
istroductioa to diassoeis sad correction of reading and leaning problems

10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading
11 advanced clinical or-laboratory practicum in diagnosis and remsdistios of readii4 difficulties
12 advanced work in the develop:metal aspects of a reading program

14 field experiences under the direction of a reading comesItant in a school setting
13 field experiences under the direction of a reading supervisor
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HARDBALL UNIVERSITY

Proves director Bernard Qmses, Department of Curriculum and Instruction
Marshall University, Ilentington, West Virginia 25701

Dearees available MA

Special degrees reading specialist certificate

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in masters degree program 5 full-tins in doctoral degree proven

pert-time in master. degree program 194 pert-time in doctoral degree proven

Career laureate of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates mow employed full-time at:

Elementary level
Secondary level
College level

number who now have number who now have

only seaters degree doctoral degree

4

Faculty

TURNER, Taylor E., EdD in reading from U Virginia in 1967
Associate professor teaching, and administering

Courses offered

1 measurement ad /or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child sed/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children sad /or adolescents
6 course wort in administrative procedures
7 fousdatioss or survey of readies
8 introduction to diagnosis sad correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
10 introductory clinical or leSoratory practicum in readies

12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading prairie

educational research and writing
modern elementary school readies proves
advanced studies in lumen adjourns:at

educational psychology

196



West Virginia

VEST VIRGINIA =mum
Proves director Thomas C. Watcher, Reading Cantor

Department of Curriculum and Instruction

Nest Virginia University, Dorgastown, Vest Virginia 26506

Degrees available MA FAD

Special douses certificate of advanced study

Number of students in graduate 'roman

full-time in nesters degree program 30 full-time is doctoral degree program 10
part-time is masters degree program 1000 part -time is doctoral degree program 20

Career Interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates sow employed full-time at:

Elementary level
Secondary level

College level

ember who now have number who mow have
only nesters degree doctoral degree

50
15

Faculty

NATENER. Thome C.. PhD in elementary education from' Ohio State 0 in 1971
Associate professor teaching

DENNIDT. Eddie C.. EdD in elementary education from Indian 0 is 1951
Professor teaching

SALVE. Martin, PhD in optometry from 0 Connecticut in 1965
Associate profaner teaching

Associated staff

FALISAMES. Marilyn. MA is education from 0 Nebraska in 1945
Instructor working on development, supervising, and admlnisterlsg

vAucaut, Ronald, MA in education from Xavier 0 in 1967
Instructor teaching extension courses

Faculty is related fields

5

For bsformatioo on part-time instructors teaching extension courses in reading, write to the
progrem director.

Special resources

Reading clinic (Martin Salts)
College reading laboratory (Marilyn Fairbanks)

Courses offered

1 seasuremsnt and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child sad/or adolescent peycbology
4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and /or adolescents
6 course work in aieLsistrative procedures

7 foundatioms or survey of reading

S introduction to diagoosis and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced dlageosis sad correction of reading and learning problems

10 introductory clinical or laboratory Frantic's threading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory praericum in diagnosis and mediation of reading difficulties
12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading program

seminars
special topics

independent study 197
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Wisconsin

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN, MADISON

Props, director Wayne Otto, Department of Curriculum and Instruction
School of Education, University of Wisconsin
Madison, Wisconsin 53706

Degrees available MS PhD

Special decrees

Number of students in areduate proaran

full-time in ,stare degraa program N/A full-time in doctoral degree program N/A
part-time in nesters divan program N/A part-time in doctoral degree program N/A

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

=mbar who now have
only nesters degree

number who now have
doctoral degree

IlementraY level N/A N/A
Secondary level N/A N/A
Collate level N/A N/A

Faculty

nAIRCIT, Thomas C., PhD in curriculum and instruction from U Minnesota in 1962
Professor teaching, conducting =search, and working on development

INITTAIN, Mary, ND in curriculum and instruction from U Florida in 1969
Lecturer teaching

DULIN, Kenneth L., EdD in educational psychology from D Washington in 196$
Associate professor teaching, and working on development

,SON, Dale, PhD in curriculum and instruction from D Wisconsin in 1970
Assistant professor timeline, and administering

OTTO, Wayne, PhD in curriculum and instruction from D Wisconsin in 1961
Professor teaching, and administering

SKIM Richard J., PhD in curriculum and instruction from U Wisconsin in 1967
Associate professor teaching, conducting research, and working on development

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology

4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adeleacents
6 courss work in administrative procedures
7 foundationn or survey of reading
8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reeding and learning problems
10 introductory clinical or laboratory precticun in reading

12 advanced work in the devslopmental aspects Of a reading program
13 field experiences under the direction of a rending clinician _
14 field asperiencas under the direction of a reading consultant in a school setting
15 field *variances under the direction of a reading iupervieor
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Wisconsin

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN, MILWAUKEE

Program director Fleury Snyder, Department of Curriculum and
309 Enieris Hall, University of Wisconsin
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201

Instruction

Degrees available

Special degrees

Number of students in graduate program

MS

full -time in masters degree program
part -ties in masters degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now 'splayed full-time at:

Elementary level
Secondary level

College level

8 full-time in doctoral
75 part-time in doctoral

degree program
degree program

number who now have number who now have
only 'meters degree doctoral degree

6
4

Faculty

BERRIDGE, Wayne

Assistant professor teaching, working on developmmnt, and administering

NOBZIO, Larry
Assistant professor teaching, and working on development

SCHOILLER, Arthur, PhD in reading education from U Pittsburgh
Professor teaching, and working os development

Special resources

leading center (Wayne Berridge)

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing

3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development end supervision
S literature for children sad/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading
8 introduction to diagonals and correction of reading and learning problems

10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum la reading

12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading program

14 field experiences under the direction of a reading consultant in a school setting
15 field experiences under the direction of a reading supervisor
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Wisconsin

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN, pLATTEvyudi

Pro ma director B.C. Pearce, College of Education
University of Wisconsin, Platteville, Wisconsin 53816

Degrees available

Special degrees MST

Number of students in graduate arousal

full-time in masters degree program 10 full-time in doctoral degree protean
part-time in masters degree program BO part-time in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

Elementary level
Secondary level

College level

Faculty

number who now have number who now have
only festers degree doctoral degree

9
2

TOOTRAKER, Roy E., 1dD in reeding from 11 Arkansas in 1970
Associate professor teaching, and supervising

Associated staff

BURGETT, Russell S., RdD in reading from U Northern Colorado in 1969

Associate professor teaching developmental and remedial reading (elementary and
secondary)

REZAZADER, Gloria, PhD in children's literature from Indiana U is 1966
Associate professor administering children's library, ruching children's literature,
and aupervisins

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual testing
3 child and/or edolescent psychology

curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents

7 foundations or :purvey of reading

introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning: problems

10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading

11 advanced clinical or laboratory practices in diagnosis and remediatioa of reading difficulties
12 advanced work in the developmental aspects of a reading program

ladividualization of instruction
practicum in oral diagnostic lab
underachievers, sociological and psychological experiences
modifying classroom behavior
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Wisconsin

UNIVERSITY Of WISCONSIN, RIVER FALLS

Progra director Ralph nosier, Department of Curriculum and Instruction
University of Wisconsin, River Falls, Wisconsin 54022

Decrees available MEd MS

Special dolmans

Number of students in Araau.l.e pro/ran

full -tins in mestere dolmen program 15 full-time in doctoral degree program
part -time in mestere degree program 200 part-time in doctoral degree program

Caron interssts of students

last year's full-time graduate &wares
candidates now employed full-time at:

Elementary level
Secondary level

Collate level

number who now have number who now have
only masters degree doctoral degree

5

2

Faculty

jOINSON, Ronald J., PhD in education from U Minnesota in 1969
Assistant professor teaching

KEIFOOT, Jews F., PhD in educational psychology from U Minnesota in 1964
Professor teaching, and administering reading canter program

NAYLOR, Marilyn, PhD in education from 0 Minnesota in 1972
Assistant professor ranching

Iseult), in related fields

POLING, Nall, Instructor in atudant personnel program teaching

Spacial resources

leading center (Janus F. Kerfoot)

Courses offered

1 measurement and /or evaluation
2 individual testing

4 curriculum developsont and supervision
5 literature for children end/or adolescents
6 course work in administrative procedures
7 foundations or survey of reading

8 introdection to dimwits and correction of reading and learning problems
9 advanced diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems

10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading
11 advanced clinical or laboratory practicom in diagnosis and remediation of reading difficulties
12 advanced work in that developmental aspects of a reading program

14 field expo:lances under the direction of a reading consultant in school setting

41.
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Wisconsin

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN, STEVENS POINT

Pro am director Robert E. Schatz, Department o Elementary Education
University of Wisconsin, Stevens Point, Wisconsin 54418

Douses available MS

Syeeizl decrees

Number of students in eradiate proeram

full-ties in lusters degree program 4 full-ties in doctoral degree progran
part-time in nesters degree program 40 part-time in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

number who now have number who now have
only masters deers, doctoral degree

Elementary level 6
Secondary level 2

Collets livid

Faculty

WIZ, Donald, EdD in elementary education fres Peabody in 1965
Professor teaching

SANTEE, Nary, NA in elementary education free U Wisconsin in 1944
Associate professor teaching

SCINATE, &dart 1., EdD in elementary education from Midge= State U in 1964
Professor teaching, and administering proem.

VENCER, Norbert, 10D in elementary education from U Wisconsin in 1966
Associate professor teaching

Associated staff

WELCHER, Willies, NA in Coolish from U Chicago in 1967
Assistant professor working in clinic
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Wisconsin

UNIVERSITY 01 WISCONSIN, SUPERIOR

Pro agmcr Paul Ambrose, Department of Curriculum and Instruction
University of Wisconsin, Superior, Wisconsin 54880

Degrees available NAP

Special degrees

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in masters degree program 8 full-time in doctoral degree program
part-time in masters degree program 50 part-time in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full-time graduate degree
candidates now employed full-time at:

number who now have number who now have
only nesters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level 5
Secondary level 5

Colleen level

Faculty

WWI, Ruth, MS in reading in 1958
Assistant professor teaching

Associated staff

MAMA, Robert C., EdD in elementary education from U Canine in 1959
Dean teaching

12"DI1COCK, Elms, PhD in elementary education from U Idaho in 1969
Associate professor teething elementary reading methods

Courses offered

1 measurement and/or evaluation
2 individual eating
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adamants
6 course wort in administrative procedures

foundations or survey of reading

8 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems

10 introductory clinical or laboratory precticun in reading

13 field *variances under the direction of a reading clinician
14 field experiences under the direction of a reading consultant in a school setting
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Wisconsin

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN, wrangle

Pro am director William R. Johnston, Department of Elementary Education
Educational Psychology luildias, University of Wisconsin
Whitewater, Wisconsin 53190

Degrees available MS

special degrees

Number of students in graduate program

full-time in nesters degree program 10 full-time in doctoral degree program
part-time in graters degree program 200 part-tine in doctoral degree program

Career interests of students

last year's full -time graduate degree number who now have number who now have
candidates now employed full-time at only masters degree doctoral degree

Elementary level 1

Seconder,/ level 1

Coll.,' level

Faculty

TOVET, Duane R., EdD in reading from U Toledo in 1969
Assistant professor teaching, and supervising in reading center

Associated staff

FIELD, Howard G., EdD in elementary education from U South Dakota
Professor teaching

HANSEN, Maxine, PhD in elementary education from U Iowa
Professor teaching

MINE, Irene, NS in reading from U Wisconsin

Assistant professor teaching

UNDERWOOD, N. Nape, MA in reading from U Missouri, Tenses City
Associrte professor teaching

...r11Sciesotarm.

Reading center (Duane R. 'Poesy)

Courses offered

1 measurement and /or evaluation Aqb
2 individual testing
3 child and/or adolescent psychology
4 curriculum development and supervision
5 literature for children and/or adolescents
6 course cork in administrative procedures
1 foundations or survey of renting
6 introduction to diagnosis and correction of reading and learning problems

10 introductory clinical or laboratory practicum in reading

14 field experiences under the direction of a reading consultant in a school setting
15 field experiences under the direction ,f a reading supervisor

reading in the content areas
research related to the teaching of reading

41.



FACULTY DI=

Aaron, Ira E., Univeraity of Georgia
Aaron, Robert L. University of Georgia
Abbott, Robert,

L.,

State University
Adams, Anne R., Duke University
Adams, Phyllis J., University of Denver
Adrns, Ruth, City University of New York-City College
Shivers., Elisabeth, Mankato State College
Ahrmadt, Kenneth M., Oregon State University
Akers, Jamas, University of Nebraska at Oniba
Alexander, J. Estill, University of 14anessee, Knoxville
Allen, David, University of Missouri, Kansas City
Allen, Elizabeth, Auburn University
Allen, Robert, Teachers College-Columbia University
Allen, Virginia, Ohio State University
Allred, Muel A., Brigham Young University
Alsup, Robert P., Hurray State University
Ames, Wilbur S , University of Arizone
*soden, Constants R., California State University, Los Angeles
Andersen, Stella, Central State University
Anderson, Eduard, Oregon State University
Anderson, Glen R., Central Missouri State College
Anderson, Jean Marie, Texas A 6 N University
Anderson, Nercella, Valparaiso University
Anderson, William V., Shippensburg State College
Andresen, Oliver S., Chicago State University
Andrew., Nancy, Indiana University --

Angell, George W., Boston University
Angelo, Anthony, Central Connecticut State College
Ansdell, Joy*, Kansas State University, Manhattan
/Motley, Elisabeth M., University of Arizona
Appleby, Snits, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale

Artley, A. Mterl, University of Missouri, Columbia
Attu, Map, State University College at Buffalo
Hulls, Maui W., University of Minnesota, Minneapolis

Page State

41 Georgia
41 Georgia
11 Arkansas
139 North Carolina
28 Colorado
124 Mew York
96 Minnesota

155 Oregon
115 Nebraska
177 Tennessee

111 Missouri
4 Alabama

136 New York
143 Ohio
187 Utah
71 Kentucky
9 Arizona
16 California
146 Oklahoma
155 Oregon
106 Missouri
182 Texas
59 Indiana
166 Pennsylvania

43 Illinois
37 Indiana

82 Massachusetts
31 Connecticut
66 Kansas
9 Arizona
50 Illinois
110 Missouri
129 New York
100 Minnesota

B achman, Jane, Millersville State College 164 Pennsylvania
B ader, Lois, Michigan Stat. UniveKeity 91 Michigan
Saslord, Jack, University of Iowa 62 Iowa
Dailey, Mildred a., Kottkeestttn-State Univetsity of Louisiana 76 Louisiana
Bailey, Robert, Southwestern State College 151 Oklahoma
Baker, Irving, University of Connecticut 33 Connecticut
Baker, lee, Kansas State College of Pittsburg 64 Kenos,
Baker, Rebecca, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale 50 Illinois
Baker, Robert, Illinois State University 46 Ill mis
Ball, Ruby, Northeast Louisiana University 75 Louisiana
Below, Irving, Mayoralty of California, nearside 22 California
Bahian, Michael A., Washington State University 194 Washington
S almon, Maury A., California State University, Sacramento 17 California
Barons, William P., Duquesne University 160 Pennsylvania
Barr, Rebecca, University of Chicago 51 Illinois
Barrett, Thome C., University of Wisconsin, Madison 200 Wisconsin
Basile, Donald D., University of Cincinnati 145 Ohio
Bauman, David, Northwest Missouri Stets College 108 Missouri
Baxley, Dan, Animas State University 7 Arisona
Baxter, Claudia, Indiana State University 56 Indiana
Bean Rita, University of Pittsburgh 168 Pennsylvania
Becisiel, With, Pennsylvania State University 165 Pennsylvania
Sack, Francea, University of Chicago 51 Illinois
Beck, Isabelle, University of Pittsburgh 168 Pennsylvania
B ecker, George, California State University, San Diego 18 California
BeldW, Bernard R., Oklahoma State University 149 Oklahoma
Seidl' ILO., Western Washinstom State College 195 Washington
Bell, ;Wiwi, Westfield State College 118 Massachusetts
Malin. Adelaide, Illinois State University 46 Illinoir
Beltran., Imam, University of lava 62 Iowa
Benson, Josephine, University of Pittsburgh 168 Pennsylvania
Benz, Donald, University of Wisconsin, Stevens Point 204 Wisconsin
Reread., Magary, Northwestern State College lell Oklahoma
Berg, P., Boston Collage SI Massachusetts
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INDEX State

Berg, Paul Conrad, University of South Carolina 171 South Carolina

Bergquiat, Leonard, Moorhead State College 97 Minnesota
Berke, Norman, California State University, Los Angeles 16 California

Berlin, Robert, New York University 127 New York
Bernstein, Norms, California State University, Long Beach 15 California

B erridge, Wayne, University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee 201 Wisconsin
B erry, Robert M. Valparaiso University 59 Indiana

Biberstina, Richard, Indiana State University 56 Indiana
Bingo, Jean, Kansas State Teachers Collis, 65 Kansas
link, Georgia, University of North Dakota 140 North Dakota
Bishop, Ashley, Arizona State University 7 Arizona
Bladt, Dorothy L. Western Michigan University 93 Michigan
Blair, Cyrus E.,

L.,

Illinois University 45 Illinois

Blakely, Paul, Drake University 60 Iowa

Blanton, William E. Indiana University 57 Indiana
Bliesmar, Emery, Peensylvania State University 165 Pennsylvania
Blitz, Gladys, East Stroudsburg State College 161 Pennsylvania
Blocher, George 0., looney Nebraska State College 114 Nebraska
Bloomer, Richard, University of Connecticut 33 Connecticut

Blumenthal, Arthur, Harvard University 85 Minachusetts
Boarcker, Margaret, Austin Posy State University 173 Tennessee
Bolling, Rexford W., California State University, Los Angeles 16 California

Bonner, Miry, Kansas State Teachers College 65 Kansas

Sonata, John R., University of Chicago 51 Illinois

Dotal, Morton, University of Pennsylvania 167 Pennsylvania

Bowman, James, East Tennessee State Uainrsity 174 tenons's**

Sown, Pay, Illinois State University 46 Illinois

Bran Leonard S., Syracuse University 135 'iw York
Bracken, Dorothy, Southern Methodist University 181 Tessa

Bradley, Beatrice, Fresno State College 19 California

Bradley, John, California State University, Sacramento 17 California

Bradley, Mary A., Salem State Collage 86 Massachusetts
Bradley, Richsrd, Clarion State Collage 159 Pennsylvania
Brashears, Elizabeth, Middle Tennessee State University 176 Tennessee
Synclines, Wands Gale, University of South Carolina 171 South Carolina
Breen, Leonard, University of Tennessee, Knoxville 177 Tennessee

Brennan, 'oseph T , Donovan University 160 Pennsylvania

Briggs, L.O., East Texas State University 179 Texas

Brigham, Bruce, University of Maryland SO Maryland
Brittain, Mary, University of Wisconsin, Madison 200 Wisconsin

Britton, Owyneth, Oregon State University 155 Oregon

Brad, Inert, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale 50 Illinois

B rotherton, Sophia, Memphis State University 175 Tennessee

Brouessau, Paula J., Indiana University 57 Indiana

Brown, Charles M., University of Southern California 24 California
Brown, Don A., University of Northern Colorado 29 Colorado

Brown, Edna, Illinois Stan University 46 Illinois

Brown, Eric, New York University 127 New York

Brown, Grace, Willis. Paterson College 121 New Zaresy

Brown, Rani X., University of Evansville 58 Indiana
Brunner, Joseph, Plonclaty State College 118 New Jersey

Brunner, Mike S., CentralJilashington State College 191 Washington

Bryant, M. Dale, Teachers College- Columbia University 136 New York

Dodds, Herold, Southwestern State Collins 151 Oklahoma
Smddington, Marianne, State University College at Potsdam 131 New York
Buddington, Winton R. State University College st ?nada 131 New York
Burcham, Orace, Southeastern State College 151. Malone
Burgess, Margaret, Florida State University 33 Florida
Burgett, Russell K., University of Wisconsin, Platteville 202 Wisconsin
B orland° Andrew, Edinboro State College ,162 Pennsylvania
Burns, John, Arkansas State University 11 Arkansas
Burns, Paul C., University of Tannins, Knoxville 177 Tennessee
Surron, Arnold N., University of Northern Colorado 29 Colorado
Burros, Douglas S. Central Washington State College 161 Washington
Burrows, Alvin, Mew York University 127 New York
Sutler, Ionise, Westfield State College 8S Massachusetts

Byrne, Robert L., eastern Kentucky University 6, Esutucky

Cabrera, Arturo, University of Colorado 26 Colorado
Cahn, Loryane, Loyola University of the South 74 Lenisiona

Cain, Oared G., Southern Methodist University 181 Terme

Callaway, Byron, University of Georgia ''''' 41 Georgia
Callenbaoh, Carl, tensaylusia State University 165 Pennsylvania
Cannon, Oar/and, Texas A 4 N University 182 Teams

20$



INDS% Page State

Carlin, James B., Murray State University
Carlin Donald S., University of Colorado
Carmichael, Mary Ann, University of Southern Mississippi
Canner, Richard L., University of Miami
Carrillo, Lawrence, San Francisco State College
Carter, Barbara L., Georgia Southern College
C , John, University of Houston
Cates, Paul, be Paul University
Cawley, John, University of Connecticut
Cayer, Roger, Nee York University
Camden, Courtney, Harvard. University

Chadwick, Sandy, State University College at Potsdam
Chall, Jeanne, Harvard University
Chambers, J. Richard, Boston University
Chang, Lynette, Saint Cloud State College
Chapel, Joe R., Western Michigan University
Charles, &Ward, last Stroudsburg State College
Chase, Naomi C. University of Minnesota, Minneapolis
Ching, Doris California State University, Los Myles
Choeeky, Carol, Harvard University
Christian, Marilyn, University of Pittsburgh
Churchill, Betty L., Chicago State University
Cianciolo, Patricia, Michigan State University
Clark, Cavennah, Central State University
Clark, Glenn, Oregon State University
Clary, Virginia, California State University, San Diego
Claybaugh, Amos L., University of Northern Colorado
Cleland, Donald, University of Pittsburgh
Clements, Joan, University of Wisconsin, La Crosse
Clements, Zacharie, University of Vermont
Clemson, Margaret, University of Arizona
Clime, Ruth, University of Colorado
Coe, James, Illinois State University
Cohen, Leo, State University College at Buffalo
Cohn, Mervin C., Adelphi University
Colton, Marjorie M., Washburn University of Topeka
Comerford, Joseph F., Westfield State College
Conaway, Baron D., Arkansas State University
Conner, John, University of Iowa
Converse, Daniel J., California State Detversity, Chico
Cooper, J. David, Bell State University
Cormier, Gertrude, Fitchburg State College
Costello, Jane, Northwest Missouri State College
Con, Donald, Southern Methodist University

Con, Juanita, University of Southwestern Louisiana
Crawford, Alan IL, California State University, Los Angeles
Crews, Ruthenia, University of Florida
Criscuolo, Nicholas, University of Connecticut
Cronbaugh, Charles, Southern Methodist University
Crooks, William R., Oregon State University
Crossley, B. Alice, Boston University
Crosswaite, Burton, Arkansas State University
Crowell, Ronald, Western Michigan University
Culhane, Joseph, State University College at Cortland
Cullisan, Bernice, Maw York University
Culliton, Themes It., Jr., Boston University

Culver, Viptor, University of Missouri, Kansas City
Culver, Richard, Appalachian State University
Curry, Joan, California State University, San Diego
Curry, Joan F., University of Ni, Rompshire
Curtis, Juanita, University of the Pacific
Curtis, William, University of Colorado
Cushenbery, Donald, University of Nebraska at Omaha

71 Kentucky
26 Colorado
105 Mississippi
38 Florida
21 California
40 Georgia
185 Texas
44 Illinois
33 Connecticut
127 New York
85 Massachusetts
131 New York
85 Massachusetts
82 Massachusetts
98 Minnesota
93 Michigan
161 Pennsylvania
100 Minnesota
16 California
85 Massachusetts
168 Pennsylvania
43 Illinois
91 Michigan
146 Oklahoma
155 Oregon
18 California
29 Colorado
16B Pennsylvania
199 Wisconsin
188 Vermont
9 Arizona
26 Colorado
46 Illinois

129 New York
122 New York
68 Kansas
88 Massachusetts
11 Arkansas
62 Iowa
14 California
54 Indiana

S4 Massachusetts
108 Missouri
181 Texas
76 Louisiana
16 California
37 Florida
33 Connecticut

161 Texas
155 Oregon
62 Messachusetts
11 Arkansas
13 Michigan

130 New York
127 New York
62 Massachusetts
111 Missouri
136 North Carolina
18 California

117 Mew Rempshire
23 California
26 Colorado
115 Nebraska

Dale, Rdger, Ohio State University 143 Ohio
Dallmenn, Martha, Saint Cloud State College 9 Minnesota
Darlington, Richard, Cornell University 126 Haw York
Darrow, Nam, Western Washington State College 195 Washington
Daugherty, Mildred, William Paterson College 121 New Jersey
Demist, Simnel V., Louisiana Tech University 73 Louisiana

Davey, N. Beth, University of Maryland 80 Maryland

1:: Illinois
Davidson, Rvelea, Rent State University

1.77 Tennessee

Davidson. Jame L., Northern Illinois University
Davis, Arnold R., University of linnesses, Knoxville
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INDEX fte state

Davis, Beth, Boston College
Davis, Glenna, City University of New York-Queens College
Davis, Harold B., Jr., Kearney Nebraska State College
Davis, Hazel, City University of New York-Queens College
Davis, Helen, Central Michigan University
Davis, Pate-is Roelke, Emory University
Davis, Sue, State University College at Potsdam
Davis, William Q., State University College at Potsdam
Decicco, Emily, University of Pittsburigh

Dedmond, Iris, Appalachian State University
DeFigh, Marjorie Loris, University of Tulsa
Dennard, Sarah, Eastern Montana College
Denton, Jack, eartheastern State College
DeSena, Paul, Loyola University, Los Angeles
DeStefano, Johanna, Ohio State University
Devine, Thomas G., Boston University
Dick, Florence, Montclair State College
Dillner, Martha, University of Houston
DiNello, Marie C., Texas Woman's University
Dinnan, James A., University of Georgia
Disbner, Ernest K., University of Georgia
Dobbs; Edith, Fort Hays Kansas State College
Dominic, Patricia, Illinois State University
Donaruma, John, Montclair State College
Donlon, Dan, University of California, Riverside
Dove, Lois, University of Montana

Dreyer, Hal B., Mankato State College
Drinkwater, Ruby, Southwestern State College
Driscoll, Adele M., Fitchburg State College
Driscoll, Audrey, Illinois State University
Dubois, Ronald L., Northwestern State University of Louisiana
Duffy, Gerald G., Michigan State University
Duffy, James, Southwestern State College
pussies, James, San Francisco State College
Dulin, Kenneth L., University of Wisconsin, Madison
Duncan, Donald, Oregon College of Education
Dunn, James W., !Wishes Young University
Dunn, Joseph, University of Nebraska at Omaha
Dunne, Hope W., Northern Michigan University
Durkin, Dolores, Iniversity of Illinois
Durr, William K., Michigan State University
Dusenbery, Miriam, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale
Dykstra, Robert, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis

Earle, Richard A., Indiana University
Early, Margaret J., Syracuse University
Eddins, Doris, State University College at Buffalo
Edwards, A.S., University of Missouri, Columbia
Edwards, John L., Arizona State University
Edwards, Robert, California State University, Sacramento
Edwards, Thomas J., State University of New York at Buffalo
Ehlert, Betty Jo, Morycrest College
Elijh, Lester, University of Puget Sound
Eller. William, State University of New York at Buffalo
Isms, Robert, Ohio State University
Englebrisht, Curtis L., Western Kentucky University
Erickson, Allen G., Worheed State College.
Estes, Thomas H., University of Virginia
Evans, Dorothy A., College of Saint Thomas
Evens, Howard, Boston University
Ewing, John, Illinois State University

Fagan, Evelyn, South State College
Fassrlie, Anna Maria, Western Illinois University
Fahey, Dennis, Oregon College of Education
Fairbanks, Marilyn, West Virginia University
Falik, Louis, San Francisco State College
Farr, Bonnie C., Delta State College
Farr, Rosier C., Indiana University
Farrell, Clayton, State University College at Potsdam
Ferris, Marjorie, Appalachian State University
Fay, Robert S., Roston University
Fearing, Joseph, Texas Woman's University
Federico, Fred, Edinboro State Collar'

210

81 Massach
125 New York
114 Nebraska
125 New York
90 Michigan
39 Georgia

131 New York
131 New York
168 Pennsylvania
138 North Carolina
152 Oklahoma
112 Montana
147 Oklahoma
20 California
143 Ohio
82 Massachusetts
118 New Jersey
185 Texas
184 Texas
41 Georgia
41 Georgia
63 Kansas

46 Illinois
118 New Jersey
22 California
113 Montana

96 Minnesota
151 Oklahoma
84 Massach
46 Illinois
76 Louisiana
91 Michigan
151 Oklahoma
21 California

200 Wisconsin
153 Oregon
187 Utah
115 Nebraska

92 Michigan

52 Illinois
91 Michigan
50 Illinois
100 Minnesota

57 Indiana
;35 New York
129 New York
110 Missouri

7 Arizona
17 California

133 New York
61 Iowa
193 Washington
133 New York
143 Ohio

72 Kentucky
97 Minnesota
190 Virginia
95 Minnesota
82 Massachusetts
46 Illinois

150 Oklahoma
53 Illinois
153 Oregon
197 West Virginia
21 California
103 Mississippi
57 Indiana
131 Mew York
138 North Carolina
82 Massachusetts

184 Texas
162 Pennsylvania



INDEX Pct Seats

Feely, Joan, William Paterson College

Feldman, Shirley C., City University of New York-City College
Field, Howard G., University of Wisconsin, Whitowater
Fillmer, Henry T., University of Florida
Finn, Patrick J., Rutgers - The State University
Fisch, Sister M. Juliet', Cardinal Stritch College
Fish, Kenneth R., University of Wisconsin, La Crosse
Fishco, Daniel T., Southern Illinois University, Carbondale
Fisher, Joseph, Drake University
Fleming, James, State University of Nev York at Albany
Fletcher, J. Eugene, Eastern Washington State College
Floyd, William D., Central Washington State College
Foreenberry, Warren D., Southeastern Louisiana University
Fourcade, Jacqueline, University of Southwestern Louisiana
Fowler, Flora, East Tennessee State University
Fox, Sharon, Ohio State University
Francis, Evelyn, Eastern Kentucky University
Frazier, Elisabeth, Northeast Missouri State University
Friedman, Lora, University of Southern Mississippi
Frost, Joe L., University of Texas at Austin
Fry, Edward Bernard, Rutgers - The State University

121 New Jersey
124 New York
206 Wisconsin
37 Florida
119 New Jersey
198 Wisconsin
199 Utmost*
50 Illinois
60 Iowa
132 New York
192 Washington
191 Washington
77 Louisiana
78 Louisiana

174 Tennessee
143 Ohio
69 Kentucky
107 Missouri
105 Mississippi
186 Texas
119 New Jersey

Gallo, Donald, University of Colorado 26 Colorado
Gardner, Dolores, Texas Women's University 184 Texas
Gardner, James, University of Southern California 24 California
Gates, John A., Edinboro State College 162 Pennsylvania
Gaynor, Michael, Bloomsburg State Cullers
Gee, Thames, Texas Tech University

157 Pennsylvania

Gehuan, -Scott, Duke University
183 Texas
139 North Carolina

Gail. Merry, Oregon College of Education 153 Oregon
Gensler, Charles, Oregon College of Education 153 Oregon
George,-John E., University of Missouri, Kansas City 111 Missouri
George, Mary, Florida State University 35 Florida
Georgian, Constantine, Nev York University 127 New York
Gerona, Charles I., Central Connecticut State College 31 Connecticut
Gets, Howard, Illinois State University 46 Minot'
Geyer, lames I., Shippensburs State College 166 Pennsylvania
Gibbs, James A., Western Kentucky University 72 Kentucky
Gibbs, Yantis, Indians State University 56 Indiana

YorkGib"on, Eleanor, Cornell University 126 New
Gifford, Edith, University of Puget Sound 193 Washington
Gilliland, Rap, Eastern Montana College 112 Montana
Ginsberg, Herbert, Cornell University 126 New York
Glaser, Chaos, City University of New York-City College 124 New York
Glaser, Nicholas A., University of Northern Colorado 29 Colorado
Glass, Gerald G., Adolph! University 122 New York
Clock, Marvin D., Cornell University 126 New York
Goff, Henry, Jr., Madison College 189 Virginia
Goldsmith, Josephine, Rutgers - The State University 119 Nsw Jersey
Cott, Margaret, Central Michigan Univereity 90 Michigan
Gooses's, Louis A., Western Michigan University 93' Michigan
Gracenien, Carolyn, Edinboro State College 162 Pennsylvania
Graham, Harold, California State University, Long leach 15 California
Grandgemete, Donald, University of Nebraska at Omaha 115 Nebraska
Grangeard, George, Winona State College 102 Minnesota
Grant, Herber", William Paterson College 121 New Jersey
Grant, Eugene 8., Northern Illinois University 49 Illinois
Gran, Seam, University of Rochester 137 New York
Greve*, Michael F., University of Minnesota, Minneapolis 100 Minnesota
Greatsinger, Galvin G., Central Washington State College 191 Veihington
Green, Anne, Fitchburg State College 84 Massachusetts
Greer, Sandra, Kansas State College of Pittsburg 64 Kansas
Greif, Ivo, Illinois State University 46 Illinois
Gratin!, George J., Cardinal Stritch College 19$ Wisconsin
Griffin, Margaret M., Indiana University 57 Indian--
Griffith, Barbara, University of Cincinnati 145 Ohio
Orilley, lblen, *astern Montana College 112 Montana
Grim, Mary, San Francisco State College 21 California
Grindsteff, C., Morehead State University 70 Kentucky
Grimaces, Rod, Southern Oregon Collets 156 Oregon
Guarino, Sulam, State University of Nev York at Albany 132 Nov York
Gueleher, William. University of Wisconsin, Stevens Point 204 Wisconsin
Duffy, Ted, Southwestern State College 151 Oklahoma
Ouice, Silly, Florida State University 35 Florida
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Guild, Lorraine, Andrews University
Guszak, Frank J., University of Texas at Austin
Gwaltney, Wayne, Florida State University

Hafner, Lawrence, Florida State University
Hashers, Betty L., Western Michigan University
Hager, Virginia, Illinois State University
Haines, Dians,,University of Pennsylvania
Hakala, V Albert, Central Michigan University
Hikanson, Edward K., Drake University
Hall, David, Central Connecticut State College
Hall, Willis. F., Northeast Missouri State University
Hammond, Ruth, Brigham, Young University
Hampton, N., Morehead State University
Hanley, Gertrude, Rhoda Island College
Hansen, Janice, Mkrycrest College
leaven, Maxine, University of Wisconsin, Whitewater
Hanson, Earl, Chicano State University
Hardin, %wales, University of Missouri, Columbia
Hardy, N.E., State Collage of Arkansas
Maris*, Gerald, College of Saint Thomas
Hamer, William R., University of Texas at Austin
Harranghty, Edith, Northeastern State College
Harrington, Nancy D., Salem State College
Harris, Larry A., University of North Dakota
Harris, Margaret Anne, Chicano State University
Harris, Theodore L., Unimarsity of Puget Sound
Harrison, Betty, Brigham Young University
Harsh, Donna, Fort Nays Rana State College
Harshbargar, Miry, Ball State University
Hartley, Ruth, California State University, Sacramento
Haselton, Shirley, Oregon State University

Hasselriis, Peter, University of Missouri, Columbia
Hatcher, Thomas C., Vast Virginia University
Haugh, Oscar M., University of Rams
Harms, Dsgmyne, Northeast Louisiana University
Nays, Warren S., University of Arizona
Heilman, Arthur, Pennsylvania State University
Henderson, Mond R., University of Virginia
H enderson, Mary SON Central State University
Henning, Kathy, Saint Cloud State Collage
Herber, Harold, Syracuse University
Hess, D. Nilson, University of Rochester
H ess, Richard, Millersville State College
Rickman, Janet, Ohio State University
Hicks, David, California State University, Chico
Liaginbotham6 Dorothy, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale
Hill, J. David, lisegbis State University

Hill, Margaret Eayasr, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale
Hill, Walter R., State University of New York at Buffalo
Hillarich, Mewl., National College
H inrichs, Ron, harycrest College

Hite, Sister Rebecca, Saint Louis University
Hittlemen, Denial, City University of New York-Queens College
H obson, Preston, Henderson Stain College

Hodges, Richard, University of Chicago
Roffmani-Csrolyn C., Colorado Stets University
loggard, J. Randall, State College of Arkaniall
H olland, Jiff, State College of Arkansas

H ollingsworth, Paul N., University of IMO, Reno
Honeycutt David, Stets University of New York at %Halo
Hood. Joyce. University of Iowa

Hors, Thomas D., University of Toms at Austin
Hoye'', Elisabeth, Oregon Collage of Education
luck, Chnrlotts, Ohio State University

Hudiburg, joyea, Kansas State College of Pittsburg
Huebner. Mildred R., Southern Connecticut State College
Huntsman, Chorine- Ohio State University
Huff, liimptoft, University of Connecticut
SAM Ray,- Northern Wiens Ontailaty
lbssophray, Jack, University °LK 11*
Wont, tylamm Cy, 'Jr.. etivairsity_d Vermont

Horst, Francis, University of Ifilirseka at Omaha
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89 Michigan
186 Texas
35 Florida

35 Florida
93 Michigan
46 Illinois
167 Pennsylvania
90 Michigan
60 Iowa
31 Connecticut

107 Missouri
187 Utah
70 Kentucky
170 Rhode Island
61 Iowa

206 Wisconsin
43 Illinois
110 Missouri
13 Arkansas
95 Minnesota
186 Texas
147 Oklahoma
86 Massachusetts
140 Worth Dakota
43 Illinois
193 Washington
187 Utah
63 lamas
54 Indiana
17 California

155 Oregon
110 Missouri
197 West Virginia
67 Kansas
75 'Louisiana

9 Arizona
165 Pennsylvania
190 Virginia
146 Oklahoma
98 Minnesota
135 New York
137 New York
164 Pennsylvania
143 1 Ohio
14 California
50 Illinois
175 Tennessee
50 Illinois
133 New York
48 Illinois
61 Iowa
109 Miammiti
125 Nintlork
12 Arkiishli--,""ti"

51 Illinois
25 Colorado
13 Arkansas
13 Arkansas
116 Nevada
111 Nw York
62 Iowa

186 Taxes
153 Oregon
143 Ohio
64 lamas
32 Connecticut
141 01110

_ 33 Connecticut
S deism&
Se Wilma
1S8 ihmment
111 Nebraska
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Ikeda, Mettbew S., Valparaiso University
Ilika, Joseph, Texas A 4 II University
Larissa, Roselmina, Boston University
Irvine, Gene, Illinois State University
Ives, Joseph's*, New York University

Jacobs, E. Don, Western Washiaton State College
Jacobs, Nogh Donald, Arizona State University
Jagger, Angela, New Tork University
Jaubek, Doris E., Central Washington State College
James, Carey, University of Southwestern Louisiana
Jeffers, Jetty, State University College selotsdas
Jeffries, Elisabeth, tasters Kentucky University
Jellies, p_ria N., Chicago State University
Jennings, iftlaa, Rasters Kentucky University
lensing., Shirley, University of the Pacific
Jernigan, Miry, Last Texas State University
Jerrold', Bob W., University of Georgia
Johns, Jerry L., Northern Illinois University
Johmsos, A. Elizabeth, Western Richigin
Jamas, Arris IL, Fort Nays Kassa State College
Johnson, Berbers, California State University, Chico
Johnson, Carole S., Washington State University
Johnson, Delo, University of Wisconsin, Madison
lassos, Insane, Central State University
Jobason, Joseph C., adversity of Commecticet
Javan, lima, Ohio State University
Maas, Willis A., Northern Mithigan University
lasso', Ronald J., University of Viscasin, River Falls
Jolly, Wass B., Jr., Assrin Feay State Usiversity
Jones, Daisy Navel, Arians State University
James, Genevieve, Edinboro State College
Jones, Nevoid, California State College
Josses, Nana, artheastara State College
Jones, Isabel, Appalachian State University
Joss, Joan, Boston College
James, John 0., California State University, Los Ample.
Jordan, Dale R , Central State University

Kealberg, Ramona, Maycrest College
Kagan, Ceris It., University of /Weaves, Misseepolis
Ras, Nolen, Karp University
Kaiser, Robert A., Memphis State University
Salk, Michael, University of Colorado
Karlin, Robert, City Okiversity of New Twit-Games' College
Karp, Mark, Willie Paterson College
Ream, Sister Rita, Saint Louis University
Kelly, logs R., Washington State University
Kelly, J. Patrick, University of Nevada, Reno
Raper, Richard, University of South Carona
Rasedy, Eddie C., Vest Virginia Usivereity
Remedy, Larry, Illinois State University
teensy, Lawrence, Vistas Illinois University
Ferber, Jones, Chico State thiversity

Ferfoot, James F., University of Wisconsia.-Siver Falls
Bibby, Michael IL State Ileiversif Now Tork at Buffalo
Kies, Daniel, Southeasters laisika(Usivasity
Riley, Ted, Western Michigan University
Mihaly, tiaras, Rutgers - The State University
Risible, Reamed, diversity of Raciest'', Le Croon,
Rag, Carl W. Northeast Liaising"' University
King, Rent, M:mato Sties College
King, Wertha, Ohio State Umiversity
anasley, guard, lane= Weakisgtou State Colley,
K ingston, Albert, University of Georgia
Ramon, William, California State Vaiversig7, See Mina
Rinaminem, Sylvia E., Northers Michigan University
Falai, Cecil, Jr. University of Soak Dante

Ileaer,I.elifornia State University, Werimmsto
Kirtland-, lay, Florida Sate Veivereity

VA., Texas A & M University
Ilialesst, David, Claim State College
Klieg, Watts Sugars The State University
Might, late; N., UniVersity of Temmessee, Knoxville
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59 Indiana
182 Texas

82 Massachusetts
46 Illinois

127 New York

195 Washington
7 Arizona

127 Nev Turk
191 Washington
18 Louisan.
131 New York

69 Kentucky
43 Illinois

69 Kentucky

23 California
179 Texas

41 Georgia
49 Illinois

93 Michigan
63 Remus
14 California

194 Washington
200 Wisconsin
146 nklahose
33 Connecticut

144 Chic.

92 Michigan
203 aseasin
173 TOMMOSMO

7 Arias's

162 Peesylvanis
158 Feensylasie
147 Oklahoma
138 North Carolina
$1 Massachusetts
16 California

146 Oklahoma

61 tome

100 Minmesots
39 Georgia

175 Tennessee
26 Colorado

125 New Teri
121 New Jersey
109 Missouri
194 Washington
116 Nevada
171 South Corolla
197 Vast Virginia
47 Illinois

53 Illinois
143 Chip
203 Wistaria
133 Maw Tett
77 Louisiana
93 Michigan
119 New Jersey
199 Wisconsin
73 iodides/
96 asneats
143 Ohio
192 Washington
42 Georgia
18 California
92 Michigan
172 Routh Dakota
17 California
35 Florida
182 Texas
159 Pennsylvania
119 Mew Jeremy
177 Teesease-



INDEX EWE State

Koch, Norman, Oregon College of Education
Koenen, Wayne, Mankato State College
Koenke, Karl, University of Illinois

Kolker, Brenda, University of Tennessee, Knoxville

Koppenhaver, Albert, California State University, Long Beach
Kornfeld, Phyllis, City University of New York-Brooklyn College
Kostobrys, Vernon R., Northwest Missouri State College
Koukal, Walter, Clarion State College
Kroenke, Richard C., Valparaiso University
Kurth, Ruth, University of Evansville
Kyle, Helen F., Rhode Island College

153 Oregon

96 Minnesota
52 Illinois

177 Tennessee
15 California

123 New York
10$ Missouri
159 Pennsylvania
59 Indiana
5$ Indiana
170 Rhode Island

La Berge, David, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis 100 Minnesota
La Coni-, Christine, University of Connecticut 33 Connecticut
Leffey, Jams L., Indians University 57 Indiana
La Flamm, Robert, Westfield State College 88 Massachusetts
Lem, Charlotte. Southwestern State College 151 Oklahoma
La Marro, Gilbert, Westfield State College 88 Massachusetts
Lamb, George, Western Washington State College 195 Washington
Lambert, Jamas D., California State University, Chico 14 California
Lambert,,Marearet S., Valparaiso University . 59 Ino,sna
Iombie, Grace, Georgia Southern College 40 Georgia
Lance, May, Central Michigan Jniveraity 90 Michigan
Landry, Donald L., Westfield State College es Massachusetts
Lone, Wilson H., University of Houston 185 Texas
Lang, Helene, University of Vermont 11111 Vermont
La Pray, Margaret, California State University, San Diego 18 California
Lashinger, Donald, Syracuse University 135 New York
Laughter, Mabel, University of Southwestern Louisiana 78 Louisiana
Laurent, Marie, Central Connecticut State College 31 Connecticut
Lumen, Marjorie, Eastern Montana College 112 Montana
Lae, Grace, University of Southern California 24 California
Leibert, R.E., University of Missouri, Kansas City 111 Missouri
Lenneberg, Eric R., Cornell University 126 New York
Lepers, Jean li, Michigan State University 91 Michigan
Lesniak, Jennie, Westfield State College Se Massachusetts
Irvin, Harry, Cornell University 126 New York
Levitus, Alice, City University of New York-Brooklyn College 123 New York
Levy, Beatrice, City University of New York-Brooklyn College 123 New York
Lewis, Florence, New York University 127 New York
Lewis, Jessie, Saw Houston State University 180 Texas
!twin, Juanita, University of Northern Colorado 29 Colorado
Lewis, Robert 6., Georgia Southern College 40 Georgia
Liberman, Isabella, University of Connecticut 33 Connecticut
Lickteig, Mary, University of Nebraska at Omaha 115 Nebraska
!Adhere, Richard L., University of Minnesota, Duluth 99 Minnesota
Lightfoot, Alfred, Loyola University, Los Angeles 20 California
Lindquist, Prank, Central Connecticut State College 31 Connecticut
Lindquist, Mary, University of rirth Dakota 140 North Dakota
Lindr..y, James F., California State University. Chico 14 California
Linsswiler, Kenneth, University of Miami 38 Florida
Litherland, Ronald, Moorhead State College 97 Minnesota
Livo, Moron, University of Colorado 26 Colorado
Lloyd, Bruce A., Western Michigan University e3 Michigan
Long, Donna J., Western Illinois University 53 Illinois
Lowry, Heath W., University of the Pacific 23 California
Dowry, Patricia, Sam Houston State University 180 Texas
Lompkin, Donovan, 11311 State University 54 Indiana
Lynch-Brown, Carol, Florida State University 35 Florida
Lynch, Helen, State College of Arkansas 13 Arkansas
Lynch, Margaret, San Francisco State College 21 California

MCClonathan, DayAnn, State University of New York at Suffalo 133 Maw rot*
McColley, Jean, Kansas State College of Pittsburg 64 Kansas
MeConkie, George, Cornell University 126 Nnw York
MCCracken, Robert A., Western Washington State College 195 Washington
McCrumman, Robert A., Middle Tennessee State University 176 Tennessee
McCullough. Constance, San Francisco State College 21 California
*Devitt, Sue, Marycrest Collage 61 low
McDonald, A.J., Bloomsburg State College 157 Pemnsylvania
McGinnis, Dorothy J., Western Michigan University 93 Michigan
McGovern, Betty, Southeastern State College 150 Oklahoma
McKillop, Anna, leathers College-Columbia Univereity 136 law, York
McKinney, Kathleen, University of Nebraska at Omaha 115 Nebreake
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McMillan, Leland, Winona State College
NcNinch, George, University of Southern Mississippi

MacCreery, Neal, University of Rochester
MacGinitie, Walter, Teachers College - Columbia University

MacLaren, Fred, Eastern Illinois University
Magee, Eunice, Southeastern Louisiana University
Mahony, Joseph, University of Pittsburgh
Mango, Anthony V. University of Missouri, Kansas City
Mangrum, Charles T., II, University of Mimi
Manney, Agnes A., University of Cincinlati
Manning, John C., University of Minnesota, Minneapolis
Manolakes, George, New York Unf7ersity
Martin, Clesson, Texas A 6 M University
Martin, John E., Fresno State College
Martin, Viola Daily, Northeast Missouvi State University
Martin, V. Don, Syracuse University
Mason, George I., University of Georgia
Mattoon!, Louise, City University of New York - Brooklyn College
Mouser, August, Indiana State University
'Icy, Frank B., Washington State University

Meyher, John, New York University
Meagher, Eileen, Merycreat College
Meagher, Judith A., University of New Hampshire
Niaker, Miry, Loyola University, Los Angeles
Mellon, John C., Boston University
Melnik, Amelia, University of Arizona
Merlin, Shirley B., Msdison College
Merryman, Edward, University of North Dakota
Metzler, Helen, Millersville State College
Mayer, Odessa, Illinois Stets University
Miller, Harry B., Memphis State University
Miller, J.0., Jr., Central Missouri State College
Miller, Wallace, University of Southern Mississippi
Miller, Wilms, Illinois State University
Milligan, Jerry L., Washington State University
Millman, Jason, Cornell University
Millsap, Lucille, Oregon College of Education
Mitchell, Virginia V., Indiana State University
Mittelstadt, James, University of New Hampshire
Moberg, Larry, University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee
Moe, Iver, State University College at Cortland
Moore, Blaine H., !Witham Young University
Moore, Jesse, East Stroudsburg State College
Moore, Kenneth, University of Southern California
Moore, Walter, University of Illinois
Niquin, L. Doris, Fitchburg State College
Mort, Theodore A., Western Washington State College
Morrill, Katherine, Southern Connecticut State College
Morris, William Perot, California State University, San Diego
Moss, James H., Northern Illinois University
Mottley, Seed, University of Southern Mississippi
Mountain, Lei Harrison, University of Houston
Nieser, Annemarie, Teachers College-Columbia Ualversity
Mullen, Neill, Western Washington State College
Mandan, John, Arizona State University
Munro, James, J.R., University of Montagu
Murray, Seatrice, Austin Peay State University
Myers, Shirley, University of Georgia

Nader, Philip, University of Rochester
Nadler, Hervey, Nov York University
Mania, Frank, State University College at Cortland
Mason. Doris I., Uaiversity of Connecticut
Natchez, Gladys, City University of Mew York -City College
Naylor, Marilyn, lbiversity of Wisconsin, River fells
Noisier, Ulric, Cornell University
Nelson, Florist* A., University of South Carolina
Nelson, Gary, Collage of Saint Thomas
Nelson, Joan, University of Pittsburgh
VOUOISOR, Iva A., Roston College

New, Richard, Northwest Missouri State College
Newby, Waybills, University of Toles
Newcastle, Nolen, California State University, e;., teach

102 Minnesota
105 Mississippi

137 New York
136 New York

45 Illinois
77 Louisiana
168 Pennsylvania
111 Missouri
38 Florida
145 Ohio
100 Minnesota
127 New York
182 Texas
19 California

135
Missouri
New York

41 Georgia
123 New York
56 Indiana

194 Washington
127 New York
61 Iowa

117 Now Nompshire

20 California

82 Massachusetts
9 Arizona

189 Virginia

140 North Dakota

164 Pennsylvania
47 Illinois

175 Tennessee

106 Missouri
103 Mississippi

46 Illinois

194 Washington

126 New York

153 Oregon
56 Indiana

117 New Hampshire

201 Wisconsin

130 New York

187 Utah

161 Pennsylvania

24 California

52 Illinois
84 Massachusetts

195 Washington

32 Connecticut

18 California

49 Illinois
103 Mississippi

185 Texas
136 11.4 York

193 Washington
,7 Arisona

113 Montana
173 Tennessee

41 Georgia

137 New York
127 Nov York
130 Nev York
33 Connecticut
124 New York
203 Wisconsin
126 Mew York
171 South Corollas
95 Minnesota
168 Pennsylvania
$1 Massachusetts
108 Missouri
152 Oklahoma
15 California
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INDEX Paaa State
Newmont, Kathleen A., Duquesne University 160 Pennsylvania
Newton, J. Roy, State University of Nem York at Albany 132 Nat York
Nichols, Edith 1,, Central Missouri State College 106 Missouri
Nichols, Gil, Port Nays 'Kansas State College 63 Kansas
N ichols, Nancy J., State University of New York at Buffalo 133 New York
Nine, Irene, University of Wisconsin, *newsier 206 Wisconsin
N oble, Riesnor, Texas Tech University 183 Texas
N oe, Iva Jane, Northeast Missouri Stets University 107 Missouri
Nolan, Marion, liessern Kentucky University 72 Kentucky
Noland, Swede L., Troy State University 6 Alabama
Noland, Ronald G., Auburn University 4 Alabama
Nitta, Verna, University of Minnesota, Duluth 99 Minnesota
Noyes, Ruth M., University of Kansas 67 Kansas
Nugent, Mildred, Rhode Island College 170 Rhode Island

O'Brien, Donald, State University College at Buffalo
O'Brien, Patti, Central Connecticut State College
odland, Norine R., University of Minnesota, Minneapolis
Odle, Florence, Northern Arizona University
Oshlkers, William J.. Rhoda Island College
Oehring, lather, Southern Oregon College
Oettel, Arnold, California State University, Chico
O'Farrell, John, Loyola University, Los envies
Olds, Richard E., Millersville State Collage
Oliastro, Louis A., California State College
Oliver, Mervin F., !astern Washington State College
Olehin, David, Ds Paul University

Olson, Joanne, University of Houston
O'Neil, Robert, Central Connecticut State Collage
Orr, Kenneth, Indiana State University
Otto, Wayne, University of Wisconsin, Madison
Owen, Jason C., Louisiana Tech University

129 New York
31 Connecticut

100 Minnesota
8 Arizona

170 Rhoda Island
156 Onion
14 California
20 California

164 Pennsylvania
158 Pennsylvania

192 Washington
44 Illinois
185 Texas

31 Connecticut
56 Indians
200 Wisconsin
73 Louisiana

Page, William, University of Chicago 51 Illinois
Fainter, Nolen Kant State University 142 Ohio
Fanatior, Hobart A., University of Georgia 41 Georgia
Poschyskys, Robert, Western Kentucky University 72 Kentucky
!stadia, !Award 1., University of Georgie 41 Georgia
Pork, Mary Frames, Sam Moisten State University 180 Texas
Parker, Charlie W., Troy State University 6 Alabama
Parker, Virjesn, California State College 158 Pennsylvania
Parks, Julia Nita, Washburn University of Topeka 68 Kansas
Partin, haba, Delta State College 103 Mississippi
Patterson, Mebel Gray, State College of Mumma' 13 Arkansas
!auk, Ted, loathe= Oregon College 156 Oregon
!auk, Walter, Cornell Usivereity 126 New York
Paula, Leo, Kansas State Teachers College 65 Kansas
Paxton, anciperite, Rasters Washington State College 192 Washington
Pearl, Rickard, College of Saint Thomas 95 Minnesota
Pierson, P. David, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis 100 Minnesota
Alderson, Clara, University of North Dakota 140 North Dakota
Penny, Mary Beth, Sam Bouston State University 180 Texas
Perkins, Charles Seat Stroudsburg Semi College 161 Pennsylvania
P.scosolido, Jobe, Central Connecticut State College 31 Connecticut
!stereos, Gordon C., Northern Michigan University 92 Michigan
torsos, Joseph M., Univarsity of Georgia 41 Georgia
Pettit, Neils, University of Missouri, Columbia 110 Missouri
Petty, Walter T., State University of New York at Buffalo 133 New York
!bearson, Lao, California State University, Long Basch 15 California
Phillips, George, City University of lbw YomiQueens Colinas us New York
!hippo, Paul V., Valparaiso Univorsity

59 Indiana
Heresy, Dorothy J., Prisons State University .. 7 Arizona
P1 , Co., California State University, Sacramento 17 California
Poe, Mairiii, California State ttiveraityi Statement° 17 CaliforniaPoellnen, Sister Michaelis, Cardinal Stritck Celi IDS Wisconsin
Poling, Nall, University of Wisconsin, Jiver Falls 203 Wisconsin
Pollock, Sally, Usiveroity of Southern California 24 California
Ponder, Virginia B. Kansas Stats Teachers Collet. 65 Kansas
Popp, Nolen M., Harvard University Sy ilusachusetts
Poterfild, Denzil, Uaiversity of Nonstop le Texas
Potter, Donald, University of South Dakota 172 Soutt Dalian
Powell, Frances A. Boston College $1 Massachusetts
Powell, William, University of 'Pinola 52 Illinois
Powers, Sill, Dort Mays Kansas Sc. College ity AMMO
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Preston, Ralph C., University of Pennsylvania 167 Pennsylvania

Price, Uberto, Appalachian State University 138 North Caroline

Prosser, Pan, Illinois State University 46 Illinois

Protheroe, Donald, University of Connecticut 33 Connecticut

Quisenbery, Nancy Forbes, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale 50 Illinois

Rain, Joan, City University of New York-City College
Rainey, Ernestine W., Mississippi State University
Rakes, Thomas, Memphis State University
Rambeau, John F., Northern Arizona University
Ramsey, Imogene, Eastern Kentucky University
Raastad, Peggy, Ball State University
Ransbury, Molly K., Drake University
Raison, Crayon A., University of Southern California
Ransom, Peggy, Ball State University
Ranson, Kathleen, Central Missouri State College
Ray, Darrel D., Oklahoma State University
Ray, Marry, University of Montana
Raynor, A.L., University of Minnesota, Minneapolis
Reasoner, Charles, New York University
Reeves, Joanne, Florence State University
Reeves, Thames, Saint Louis University
Reiland, Sister Miry Luke, Loyola University, Los Angeles
Reinstein, Steven, City University of New York-City Lollese
Rental, Victor, Ohio State University
Rezazadeh, Gloria, University of Wisconsin, Platteville
Rich, Eugene I., Western Kentucky Univnrsity
R.-hardeon, Donald C., University of Kansas
Ricbmvae, James E., California State University, Chico
Ridenour, Delores, University of Cincinnati
Ringler, Leonore, New York University
Roberts, Mate R., Central State University
Roberts, Jack, Southern Methodist University
Roberts, Neil A., Central Washington State College
Robinson, Gertrude A., California State University, Los Apples
Robinson, Richard, University of Missouri, Columbia
Robinson, William A., Salem State College
Rocca, Michael, Edinboro Seats College
Rocco, Violet V., Indiana University of Pennsylvania
Roger., C.D., University of Miami
Roger., Helm E., Central Washington State College
Rogers, John R., Teams Tech University
Rogers, Virginia, San Francisco State Collage
Root, Jean Grnenlaw, University of Georgia
Rosen, Carl L., Kent State University
Rosen, Tina, University of Puget Sound
loser, Nancy Lae, University of Texas at Austin
Rosner, Jerome, University of Pittsburgh
Ross, Elisabeth, Fitchburg State College
Ross, Ramon R.. California State University, San Diego
Roster, Arlene, California State University, Long Beach
Routh, Roger, Saint Cloud State College
Roughton, Edgar L., Auburn University
Roussin, Raman, University of Puget Sound
Rowell, C. Glenna, Florida State University
Rowland, Thomas, Oregon College of Education
Roy, Sister Msrie Colette, Cardinal Stritch College
Rudman, Mega, University of Massachunetts
Rutherford, William L., University of Toms at Austin
Ruthann, Paul, K., Southern Connecticut State College
Ryabik, James, Po.t Nays Kansas State College
Ryan, Mery F., Shod* Island College
Rystroa, Richard, University of Georgia

124 New York

104 Mississippi

175 Tennessee

8 Arizona

69 Kentucky
54 Indiana

60 Iowa

24 California

54 Indiana

106 Missouri

149 Oklahoma
113 Montana

100 Minnesota
127 New York

5 Alabama

109 Missouri

20 California
124 New York
143 Ohio
202 Wisconsin

72 Kentucky
67 Kansas
14 California

145 Ohio
127 New York

146 Oklahoma

181 Texas

191 Washington

16 California
110 Missouri
86 Massachusetts

162 Pennsylvania

163 Pennsylvania
38 Florida

191 Washington
183 Texas

21 California
41 Georgia

142 Ohio
193 Washington

186 Texas

168 Pennsylvania
Massachusrate

18 California
15 California
98 Minnesota
4 Alabama

193 Washington
35 Plastid

153 Oregon
198 Wisconsin
87 Messachusette

/86 Texas

32 Connecticut

63 Kansas
170 Rhode Inland

41 Georgia

Salta, Martin, West Virginia University 197 West Virginia
Sauter, Mary, University of Wisconsin, Stevens Point 204 Wisconsin
Samusls, S. Jay, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis 100 Minnesota
Seeders, Marjorie, Moorhead State College 97 Minnesota
Sartain, Harry, University of Pittsburgh 168 Pennsylvania

Sather, V., Winona State College 102
Ilannillaallirl:LiaSatz, Martin, Illoossburg State Collela

Swap, Dees, Northwest Missouri State College 10$ Missouri
Savass,4oliu P., Boston College el Massachusetts
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Sawyer, Diane, Syracuse University 135 New York
Scales, Alice, University of Pittsburgh 168 Pennsylvania
Schantz, Maria E., Montclair State College 118 New Jamie,
Schardein, Raymond, Southwestern State College 151 Oklahom
Schatz, tether, Ohio State University 143 Ohio
Scherwitzky, Marjorie, Madison College 189 Virginia
Schiffsms, Sister Michelle, Msrycrest College 61 Iowa
Schleif, Mable, University of South Dakota 172 South Dakota
Schlock, Carolyn, Florida State University 35 Florida
Schutz, Robert 1., University of Wisconsin, Stevens Point 204 Wisconsin
Schmerler, Florence, College of Saint Thomas 95 Minnesota
Schmidt, Barbara, California State University, Sacramento 17 California
Schmidt, Sheldon, University of North Dakota 140 North Dakota
Schnspf, Virginia, Illinois State University 46 Illinois
Schneyer, J. Wesley, University of Pennsylvania 167 Pennsylvania
Schoellar, Arthur, University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee 201 Wisconsin
Schreiner, Robert L., University of Minnesota, Minneapolis
Schroeder, Howard, Mankato State College

100 Minnesota
96 Minnesota

Schroeder, Thomas, Ball State University 54 Indiana
Schubert, Delmn G., California State University, Los Angeles
Schwartz, Murray, Westfiald State College

16 California

assachusetts88 M
Schwarz, Peggy, City University of New York-City College 124 New York
Scomover, Delmer, California State University, Long Basch 15 California
Miters, Judith, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale 50 Illinois
Solders, Gilbert, Bloomsburg State College 157 Pennsylvania
Serra, Mary, Illinois State University 46 Illinois
Server, Blanche, Boston University
Shand*, Frances, Saint Louis University

82 Massachusetts

Shay, Carleton B., California State University, Lou Angeles
109

Clitgralgirriani

Sheldon, William D., Syracuse University 135 New York
Shepherd, Terry 'sad, Sandman Illinois Universit;, Carbondale 50 Illinois
Shark, John K., University of Missouri, Kansas City 111 Missouri
Shemin, Games, Michigan State University 91 Michigan
Shnsyer, Sidney W., California State Universith Chico
Shore, Jack, University of Fusee Sound

14 California
193 Weshinston

Shores, J. Harlan, University of Illinois 52 Illinois
Shuman, R. Baird, Duke University
Shute*, Robert, Tema A 6 MUniverelLy

139 North Carolina

Silvaroli, Nicholas J., Arizona State University
Silvers, Stuart L., Butler University
Simpson, Audrey, Rasters Montana College

2:! ATIFIlaidien

112 Monism
Simpson, hosed D., University of Georgia 41 Georgia
Hos, Udine, Stain University of New York at Buffalo York
Simla, Vernon L., University of Minnesota, Duluth

133 Her
99 Miasmata

Singer, Barry, University of California, Riverside
Sipay, Edward, State University of New York at Albany 132 ICItIO:Incia
Skolnick, Sidney, Southern Connecticut State College 32 Connecticut
Slater, Betty, Clarion State Cones* 159 Pennsylvania
Sleeper, William R., Central Michigan University
Sloan, ?arrest IL, !mem State Collage

90 Michigan
19 California

Smith, Allan, Southwestern State College 151 Oklahoma
Smith, Almada, University of Tulsa 132 Oklahoma
Smith, Carl B., Indiana University 57 Indiana
Smith, Dorothy IL, Western Michigan University 93 Michigan
Smith, Edwin, Florida State University

35 Florida
Smith, Ellen K., University of Miami 38 Florida
Smith, Kenneth J., University of Arizona 9 Arisen
Smith, Nile Roston, University of Southern California 24 California
Smith, Phyllis, Clarion State College 159 Pennsylvania
Smith, Richard J., University of Wisconsin, Madison 200 Wisconsin
Snook, Glen,'Collese of Saint Thomas 95 Minnesota
Snyder, Marjorie S., Northeast Louisiana University

1::
Louisiana

Spicola, See, Tema Woman's University
Spollen, Joseph C., State University Collets at Cortland York
Sponseller, Margaret K., Bloomsburg State College

130 NOW
157 Pennsylvania

Stafford, Gerald 1,, Shippensburg State Collage las Pennsylvania
Stannard, Gladys, University of North Dakota 140 North Dakota
Stara, Patricia C., University of Cincinnati 145 Ohio
Stark, Sart, Jr., State Collage of Arkansas
Stellar, Judith, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis

13 Arks agas
lop Minnesota

Stamina, Walter, Tams i M Vail,* -sity 182 Texas
Statues, Rites G., lethany Nazarene Collage 141 Ohio

143 OhioStewart, Lure Jana, Ohio State University
Stickle, Marilyn K., Sall Seat* University
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Stocker, Dolores, University of Vermont
Stokes, Elizabeth, Austin Posy State University
Stone, Wilson M., Western Illinois University
Stour, Eldon L., Washburn University of Topeka
Stuever, Rita, Northwestern State Collage
Sturgis, A.W. University of Mlisouri, Columbia
Sturgon, Thom:s, Bloomsburg State Collage
Sucher, Floyd, Brigham Young University
Svc!, George, Cornell University

Sugimoto, Roy, California State University, Long Reach
Sullivan, Dorothy D., University of Maryland
Sullivan, Rite, Kansas State University, Manhattan
Sundbye, Nita Watt, University of Kansas
Swale, James E , Ruiners - The State University
Swickard, Sara, Western Michigan University

Tabor, Doris, California State University, Long leach
inner:di, Frank, East Stroudsburg State Collies
Tanner, Nancy, University of Tinniness, Knoxville
Taylor, Azalla, Central Washington State Collage
Taylor, David E., Western Middies University
Taylor, John, East Tennessee State University
Terwilliger, Paul N., University of isinessoe, Knoxville
Towboat, Vivian, University of Southern California
Thelon, Judith N., Frostburg State College
Thibodeau, Armond, City University of New York -Queens College
Thile, Edmund, California State University, San Diego
Tholfsen, Ann, Teachers Collage-Coltnbla University
Thomas, Barry, University of Colorado
Thomas, Mena, Brigham Your* University
Thomas, Neil, State Colley, of Arkansas
Thomas, Stuart A.L., State University College at Potsdam
Thompson, Diane I., University of Connecticut
Thompson, Olive, California State University, Lang Beach
Tolman Lorraine, Boston University
ioothaier, Roy R., University of Wisconsin, Platteville
Torchia, Joseph, Millersville State College
iornick, Ruth, City University of New York-Brooklyn Collage
Tousey, Carolyn, California State University, Chico
Tovey, Duane R., university of Wisconsin, Whitowater
Trauba, Robert G., University of Wisconsin, Superior
Trabilcock, Else, University of Wisconsin, Superior
iruher, Nolen B., California State University, Los Angeles
ivinasn, J. Jaap, Indiana University
Turner, Taylor E., Marshall University
Tyler, Priscilla, University of Missouri, Kansas City

Underwood, M. Rope, University of Wisconsin, Mhitewater
Urbanowits, Mary Jane, Shippensburg State Collins

Valmont, William J., University of Arizona
Van Allen, Roach, University of Arizona
Vander Moulin, Kenneth, Western Michigan University
Venice, Bettie, Northwest Missouri State College
Van Orden, Phyllis, Rutgers - The State University
Van Roekel, Byron, Michigan State University
Van Falser, Roily, Teachers Collins-Columbia University
Varvel, Walter, Texas A S 11 University
Vaughsa, Catherine D., Voroheest Louisiana University
Vaughan, Ronald, Vest Virginia University
Vaughn, Ruth, University of Wisconsin, Superior
Veatch, Jeannette, Arizona State University
Version!, Charles J., last Stroudsburg State Collets
Vickery Varna L., Mississippi State University
Vine, Harold, New York University

Wakefield, Miry W., Sam Houston State University
Waldsehmid, Rudolph, Valparaiso University
Walker, Patricia, University of Tennessee, Knoxville
Wallow, Nancy, University of Southern Mississippi
Ward, Ruth A., Montclair State Collage
Wardeberg, Nolen, Cornell University
Ware, Ines, State University College at Buffalo
Work, D.M., Ueiversity of Minnesota, Minneapolis
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188 Vermont
173 Tennessee
53 Illinois
68 Kansas
148 Oklahoma

Missouri
157 Pennsylvania

187 Utah
126 New York
15 California
80 Maryland

66 Kansas
67 Kansas

119 New Jersey
93 Michigan

15 California
161 Pennsylvania
177 Tennessee
191 Washington
93 Michigan
174 Tennessee

177 Tennessee
24 California
79 Maryland
125 New York
IS California
136 Not York
26 Colorsdo
187 Utah
13 Arkansas

131 New York
33 Connecticut
15 California
82 Msssachusetts

202 Wisconsin
164 Pennsylvania
123 New York
14 California

206 Wisconsin
205 Wisconsin
205 Wisconsin

16 California

57 Indiana

196 Vest Virginia

111 Missouri

206 Wisconsin
166 Pennsylvania

9 Arizona
9 Arizona
93 Michigan
108 Missouri
119 Nov Jersey
Yi Ifihtean
136 Nov York
182 Texas
75 Louisiana

197 Vest Virginia
205 Wisconsin

7 Arizona
161 Pennsylvania
104 Mississippi
127 New York

ISO Texas
59 Indiana

177 Tennessee
10a Mississippi
118 New Jersey
126 New York

129 New York
100 Minnesota



Warren, Anne, Memphis State University
Wasson, John, Moorhead State College
Waterman, David W., Indiana State University
Watkins, Yancey Lee, Murray State University
Watson, Lynn, Bloomsburg State College
Way, Tula, Florence State University
Weintraub, Samuel, Indians University
Wells, Carl, Southeastern Louisiana University
Wenger, Herbert, University of Wisconsin, Stevens Point
Wenzel, Evelyn, University of Florida
Westerberg, Virginia, University of Colorado
Wheat, Thomas, Northern Illinois University
Wheeler, Wilma, University of Denver
Wheelock, Warren B., University of Missouri, Kansas City
White, Beverly, Southeastern Louisiana University
White, Mary F., Kansas State University, Manhattan
Whittemore, Mary K., Delta State College
Wiechelman, Duane S., Kansas State Teachers College
Wilf, Salem, Arizona State University

Williams, Fern C., University of Texas at Austin
Williams, Helen, Rhode Island College
Williams, Joan, Ball State University
Williams, Joanne, Teachers College-Columbia University
Williams, John D., Middle Tennessee State University
Williams, Pamela, Florida State University
Williams, Robert T., Colorado State University
Williamson, JWIJOS E., Southwestern State College

Williford, Sherry, Northwest Missouri State College
Willowby, lee, University of Missouri, Kansas City
Willsbern, Mary, City University of New York-Queens Collage
Willson, Margaret F., University of Pennsylvania
Wilson, Janes B., East Texas State University
Wilson, Jams R., Mississippi State University
Wilson, Robert M., University of Maryland
Wilson, William C., Eastern Washington State College

Winkley, Carol K., Northern Illinois University
Winsand, Jean, University of Pittsburgh .

Wittick, Mildred, William Paterson. College
Woestehoff, Ellsworth S., University of Rochester
Wohlford, Marguerite, East Tennessee State University
Wolf, Judith C., State University of New York at Buffalo
Wolf, Willaysne, Maw York University

Wolfe, Elaine Vilscek, University of Northern Colorado
Wollenberg, John P., Mississippi State University
Volpert, Edward M., Ball State University
Wooten, Carolyn, Mankato State College
Worrell, Ion B., Northwestern State University of Louisiana
Wove-hick, Ito, Mankato State College

Wright, Constance, Eastern Montana College
Wright, Gary L., Western Illinois University
Wright, Jens P., ham= University
Wright, Joe, Illinois Sate University
Wrighcsean, Charlotte, Smory University
Wyatt, Flora Reser, University of Kansas
Wynn, Sammy*, University of Tennessee, Knoxville

Yarinston, David J., University of Massaihusette
Young, Bonnie, Oregon College of Education
Younsbend, Millie, Andrews University

?Ha State

175 Tennessee
97 Minnesota
56 Indians
71 Kentucky

157 Pennsylvania
5 Alabama

57 Indiana
77 Louisiana

204 Wisconsin
37 Florida
26 Colorado
49 Illinois

28 Colorado
111 Missouri
77 Louisiana
66 Kansas

103 Mississippi
65 Kansas
7 Arizona

186 Texas
170 Rhode Island

54 Indiana
136 Maw York
176 Tennessee
35 Florida
25 Colorado

151 Oklahoma
108 Missouri
111 Missouri

125 New York

167 Pennsylvania

179 Texas
104 Mississippi

80 Maryland

192 Washington

49 Illinois
168 Pennsylvania
121 New Jersey
137 New York
174 Tennessee
133 New York
127 Maw York
29 Colorado

104 Mississippi
54 Indiana
96 Minnesota
76 Louisiana
96 Minnesota
112 Montana
53 Illinois
4 Alabama
46 Illinois

39 Georgia
67 Kansas

177 Tennessee

87 Massachusetts
153 Oregon
-89 Michigan

&make, Arnold, Clarion State College 159 Pennsylvania
Zcamanske, Palmer, Valparaiso University 59 Indiana
Zslnick, Joseph, Rutgers - She State University 119 New Jersey
Zeman, Nellie, Washburn University of Topeka 68 Kansas
lawn, Samuel S., ihippensburg State College 166 Pennsylvania
Zspp, George, Indiana University of Pennsylvania 163 Pannsyls a I
Zsrby, J. Mewed, Millersville State Collapi 164 Penneyve
Zidonle, Frank, Ohio State University 143 Ohio
Zinsamster, Wanna N., California State University, Los Angeles 16 California
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